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I n t r o d u c t io n  t o  s m a l l  h e a t
SH O C K  PRO T EIN S  
The multichaperone network
In order to be functional, proteins need 
to adopt a correct three-dimensional 
structure. The sequence of amino acids alone 
determines the protein conformation as was 
initially proposed by Anfinsen [1]. However, 
the nascent chain emerging from the 
ribosome is prone to misfolding and 
subsequent aggregation. The aggregation is 
enhanced by the fact that the intracellular 
environment is very crowded with an 
estimated concentration of approximately 
300 mg/ml of protein and RNA [2]. To 
prevent both premature folding and 
aggregation, cells contain molecular 
chaperones. These chaperones enhance the 
efficiency of protein folding (rather than the 
specificity) and in this way help proteins to 
adopt a biologically active conformation. 
The functional, well-folded proteins are not
infinitely stable and many kinds of 
physiological and non-physiological 
conditions may affect their conformation 
thereby reducing their activity. Also, these 
proteins may be refolded with the help of 
molecular chaperones.
Heat shock proteins, also named stress 
proteins, are induced by heat shock and 
other stressful circumstances, and have been 
identified as molecular chaperones. Heat 
shock proteins can roughly be divided into 
five families [3] based on their monomeric 
size as well as specific function: HSP100, 
HSP90, HSP70, HSP60 and the small heat 
shock proteins (sHSPs). The interaction of 
the chaperone with the unfolded substrates 
is transient, takes place through 
hydrophobic contacts, and is generally 
regulated by ATP and cofactors. However, 
sHSPs are not regulated by ATP, but - 
together with ATP-dependent chaperones 
such as HSP70 - there can be release and 
reactivation of the sHSP-bound substrate [4].
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Figure 1. M odel for the function o f  small heat shock proteins during stress
Unfolding of native proteins as a result of stress (e.g., heat shock) leads to the formation of aggregates. In the presence of 
small heat shock proteins, the unfolding protein intermediates can be bound in a soluble and refoldable state. In the 
presence of HSP70, ATP and co-factors, the bound protein can be released and refolded into its native state. Alternatively, 
bound proteins may also be directed to the proteasome for degradation. (Figure is adapted from [5])
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This places sHSPs within a multichaperone 
network in which non-native proteins are 
bound by sHSPs during stress, which 
prevents irreversible aggregation of these 
non-native proteins and keeps them in a 
folding-competent state (reviewed in [5]). 
When physiological conditions are restored, 
non-native proteins may spontaneously 
dissociate, be refolded with help of ATP- 
dependent chaperones or directed to the 
proteasome for degradation (Fig. 1).
Small heat shock proteins
The sHSPs are a very diverse family 
amongst the heat shock proteins. They are 
characterized by the presence of the so- 
called a-crystallin domain, a stretch of 
approximately 100 aminoacids in the C- 
terminus of the proteins [6]. They further 
contain a variable N-terminal sequence and 
a short and variable C-terminal tail. sHSPs 
have a monomeric molecular mass ranging 
from 12 to 43 kDa, but they can form large 
oligomers of multiple subunits. The crystal 
structures of two small heat shock proteins 
have been resolved: HSP16.5 from the 
archaeal bacterium Methanococcus jannaschii
[7] and wheat HSP16.9 [8]. The structures 
show that the primary building block of the 
oligomer is a dimer in which the a-crystallin 
domain forms a ß-sandwich together with 
one of the ß-strands from the dimer partner.
The M. jannaschii HSP16.5 complex is 
monodisperse and consists of exactly 
24 subunits with a total molecular mass of 
400 kDa, but many sHSPs have variable 
quaternary structures, which can change 
depending on a number of parameters such 
as temperature, pH, ionic strength and 
phosphorylation state of the protein. The 
dissociation into smaller complexes and the 
reassociation may be necessary for the 
chaperone function of sHSPs, since it has 
been shown that specifically the dimer binds 
non-native polypeptide chains [9]. The 
oligomeric complexes may be homomeric, as 
in the case of M. jannaschii HSP16.5, but 
probably most are heteromeric containing 
two or more different types of sHSPs. The 
dynamic regulation of sHSPs further 
includes alterations in amount, subcellular 
localization, and phosphorylation state, 
which all w ill be dicussed in more detail 
below for the mammalian sHSPs. Besides
Table 1. The ten known human small heat shock proteins
sHSP Alternative name(s) Main tissue expression Reference(s)
HSPB1 HSP27, HSP25 heart, skeletal muscle [16,17]
HSPB2 MKBP heart, skeletal muscle [19]
HSPB3 HSPL27 heart [21]
HSPB4 aA-crystallin eye lens
HSPB5 aB-crystallin eye lens, heart, skeletal muscle
HSPB6 HSP20, p20 heart, skeletal muscle [18]
HSPB7 cvHSP heart, skeletal muscle [22]
HSPB8 H11, E2IG1, HSP22 heart, skeletal muscle [23-25]
HSPB9 testis [27]
HSPB10 ODF1 testis [13]
MKBP, myotonic dystrophy protein kinase binding protein; HSPL27, HSP27-like protein; cvHSP, cardiovascular heat 
shock protein; E2IG1, estrogen-induced gene 1; ODF1, outer dense fiber protein 1
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the more general chaperone function, some 
sHSPs also have very specific functions not 
directly related to chaperoning, which is 
further supported by the fact that not all 
sHSPs studied so far exhibit chaperone 
properties [10].
D is c o v e r y  o f  h u m a n  s H S P s
Almost all organisms contain sHSPs, 
however some prokaryotes seem to be able 
to do without [11,12]. In human, so far 10 
different sHSPs have been recognized (see 
Table 1, Fig. 2) using exhaustive database 
search procedures [13], and it thus seems 
unlikely that additional sHSPs still w ill be 
detected. Some sHSPs have been known for
a long time (aA- and aB-crystallin, HSP27), 
while others have been discovered very 
recently. The lens-specific a-crystallin is 
composed of the closely-related aA- and aB- 
crystallin subunits. In lens, a-crystallin acts 
as a structural protein and is important for 
lens transparency, since a mutation found in 
aA-crystallin causes hereditary cataract [14]. 
While aA-crystallin is still considered to be 
more or less lens-specific, it has become 
apparent that aB-crystallin is also found 
outside the lens with high expression in 
heart and muscle [15]. HSP27 was identified 
as a gene upregulated by estrogen [16] and 
as an inhibitor of actin polymerization [17], 
but many more interesting functions have 
been assigned to HSP27 since then (see 
below).
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Figure 2. M ultiple alignm ent o f  the ten  hum an sm all heat shock proteins.
Sequences o f  the ten  know n hum an small heat shock proteins were aligned using ClustalW  and manually edited using GeneDoc. 
Residues in black are conserved in at least eight hum an small heat shock proteins, while residues in grey are conserved in five to 
seven members. The alignm ent is taken w ith perm ission from  [13].
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The more recently discovered sHSPs 
have been found in very different ways. 
HSP20 was originally obtained as a by­
product of purification of HSP27 [18]. 
HSPB2 was identified as an interactor of 
Myotonic Dystrophy Protein Kinase in a 
yeast two-hybrid screen and activates this 
kinase [19]. The first reported sequence for 
HSPB3, HSPL27 [20], turned out to be a 
cloning artefact and was later corrected [21]. 
cvHSP was found as a gene that is 
selectively expressed in heart tissue and it 
was shown to interact with a-filamin [22]. 
HSPB8 was identified in several ways and 
for this reason it has various names (H11 
kinase, E2IG1, HSP22, and HSPB8). As 
E2IG1, it was found to be a gene which is 
upregulated upon estrogen treatment [23], 
as HSP22 it was shown to bind 
pseudophosphorylated HSP27 [24], and as 
H11 kinase it was found to show some 
similarity to the large subunit of herpes 
simplex virus type 2 ribonucleotide 
reductase [25]. As HSPB8 it was found in a 
human genome search using a search profile 
based on the a-crystallin domain (Chapter 
3). In this same search also HSPB9 was 
found (Chapter 3). HSPB9 is exclusively 
expressed at specific stages during 
spermatogenesis and is a cancer/testis 
associated gene (Chapter 6). HSPB10, known 
for some time as ODF1, but only recently 
identified as a member of the sHSPs family, 
is a structural component of the outer dense 
fibers in sperm [13].
E x p r e s s io n
Mammalian sHSPs are expressed in a 
wide variety of tissues and almost every 
tissue contains one or more sHSPs. 
Expression of sHSPs can be constitutive, is 
regulated during development and 
differentiation, and may be induced under
pathological and stressful conditions. 
Regulation of expression is considered to be 
primarily at the level of transcription.
Constitutive expression
Most sHSPs (HSP27 [26], aB-crystallin 
[28], HSP20 [18], HSPB2 [19], HSPB8 [29]) 
have a very broad tissue distribution. High 
expression is almost always seen in heart 
and skeletal muscle, however, levels of 
expression vary considerably between 
analyzed tissues. HSPB3 [21,30] and cvHSP
[22] seem to be exclusively expressed in 
heart and skeletal muscle. aA-crystallin is 
found in very high amounts in the eye lens, 
where it forms the lens-specific complex a- 
crystallin together with aB-crystallin. Low, 
but significant, aA-crystallin expression is 
also found outside the lens in spleen and 
thymus [31]. The most recent additions to 
the family of sHSPs, HSPB9 and HSPB10, 
are exclusively found in testis [13,27].
In rat muscle, two types of oligomeric 
complexes have been discovered: one large 
complex composed of HSP27, aB-crystallin 
and HSP20, and the other one, which is 
slightly smaller, composed of HSPB2 and 
HSPB3 [30]. The authors hypothesize that 
these complexes are two kinds of stress 
response systems of divergent sHSP 
members and that these systems work 
independently in muscle maintenance and 
differentiation. Whether or not cvHSP and 
HSPB8 belong to either one of these two 
complexes is not known (see also Chapter 4).
Expression during development and 
differentiation
Developmental regulation of sHSPs is 
common and has been described in many 
different organisms. The different sHSPs 
present at a certain developmental stage of a 
tissue probably reflect the particular need of 
that tissue at that specific moment. In 
mammals most developmental studies have
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focussed on heart and muscle, since the 
expression of most sHSPs is very high in 
these tissues. In the rodent heart, HSP27, aB- 
crystallin, HSPB2 and HSPB8 are 
differentially regulated during development. 
HSP27, aB-crystallin and HSPB2 are present 
in the fetal heart, but while aB-crystallin 
levels remain constant [32], HSP27 decreases 
after birth [32,33]. In contrast, HSPB2 first 
increases in the neonatal heart and then 
rapidly decreases to below fetal levels [33]. 
HSPB8 expression is not detected in the fetal 
heart, but follows the same pattern after 
birth as HSPB2: first it increases and then 
decreases significantly with age [34].
The expression of other sHSPs has not 
been studied during heart development, but 
semiquantitative analysis of cvHSP mRNA 
levels showed its presence in human heart 
and lower levels in fetal heart [22], and 
HSPB3 ESTs have been found in both 
human adult and fetal heart [21]. In the 
developing porcine heart, both cvHSP and 
HSPB8 levels do not seem to change, while 
HSP20 and HSPB2 increase during aging 
(Chapter 5). The increase in expression of 
some sHSPs may be due to exercise. In rat 
hindlimb muscle, HSP27 and aB-crystallin 
increase dramatically after birth, while 
denervation of the muscle by transection of 
the sciatic nerve results in a decrease of 
sHSP levels [35]. HSP20, HSPB2, cvHSP and 
HSPB8 all increase in porcine skeletal 
muscle during aging (Chapter 5).
Besides the developmental regulation in 
tissues, many studies have also focussed on 
the expression of sHSPs during the 
differentiation of cells. During the in vitro 
differentiation of the mouse myoblast cell 
line C2C12, levels of aB-crystallin, HSPB2 
and HSPB3 are upregulated, HSP27 remains 
constant, while HSP20 levels are reduced 
[30]. The in vitro differentiation of C2 cells, 
of which C2C12 is a subclone, showed 
similar results. Additionally, we found
that - like HSP27 - HSPB8 levels remain 
constant during differentiation of C2 cells 
(Chapter 4). HSP27 and aB-crystallin 
expression is also regulated during the 
differentiation of numerous other cells, such 
as Ehrlich ascites cells, embryonal stem cells, 
osteoblasts, keratinocytes, neurons and 
epithelial cells (reviewed in [36]). For some 
cell types HSP27 is necessary for their 
differentiation [37,38]. HSP27 expression is 
regulated during mouse oocyte maturation 
and is important for preimplantation 
embryo development [39], which may be the 
reason why a HSP27 knock-out animal has 
not been reported yet.
stress-induced expression
When cells are subjected to heat or 
another type of stress, sHSPs (but also other 
classes of heat shock proteins) are induced. 
The induced expression of sHSPs makes 
cells more resistant to a subsequent stress. 
However, differences in stress response are 
observed between types of stress and cell 
lines used, indicating that caution is needed 
in generalizing the results. The original 
categorization of sHSPs was based on their 
molecular weight and their ability to be 
induced upon heat shock. It has now 
become clear that not all sHSPs are heat- 
inducible. In both the undifferentiated and 
differentiated C2C12 cell line HSP27 and aB- 
crystallin are heat-inducible, while HSP20, 
HSPB2 and HSPB3 are not [30]. We could 
confirm this for HSP27, aB-crystallin and 
HSP20 in the C2 cell line and our results 
further show that HSPB8 is only slightly 
heat-inducible (Chapter 4). Even though aB- 
crystallin is inducible to a great extent after 
heat shock, its most closely related family 
member, aA-crystallin, is not.
Other stresses such as oxidative stress, 
exposure to heavy metals or amino acids 
analogues may also induce sHSP expression. 
Although aA-crystallin is not heat-
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inducible, a very recent report shows that 
expression can be induced in lens epithelial 
cells by copper-ions [40]. Furthermore, 
depolymerization of microtubules induces 
the synthesis and accumulation of aB- 
crystallin, but not of HSP27 [41].
In contrast to increased expression, 
expression can also be reduced upon stress. 
For instance aB-crystallin expression is 
reduced in human trabecular meshwork 
cells subjected to mechanical stretch [42]. 
Also overexpression of Bcl-2 in cells has 
been reported to specifically reduce aB- 
crystallin levels [43].
Regulation of gene expression
The regulation of mammalian sHSP gene 
expression is considered to be primarily at 
the level of transcription. The promoters 
have not been extensively studied, except 
those for aA-, aB-crystallin and HSP27. 
Lens-specific expression of aA-crystallin 
only requires a small region of the promoter 
to which Pax-6, upstream transcription 
factor (USF), cyclic AMP (cAMP)-responsive 
element protein (CREB) and a-crystallin 
binding protein (a-cryBP1) can bind [44,45]. 
The lens-specific activity of the aB-crystallin 
promoter depends on two lens-specific 
regulatory regions (LSR1 and LSR2) while 
the upstream aB-crystallin enhancer, 
containing E-boxes and a myogenic 
response factor binding site, is required for 
promoter activity in all non-lens tissues 
[46,47]. The promoter of HSP27 contains a 
myocyte enhancer factor consensus site [48], 
possibly responsible for muscle expression, 
while the presence of an imperfect estrogen 
response element (ERE) may explain HSP27 
upregulation after estrogen treatment [49].
Heat-induced expression of sHSPs is 
under the control of heat shock elements 
(HSE), to which the stress-related heat shock 
transcription factors (HSF) can bind. HSEs 
have been detected in promoters of those
sHSPs which are inducible by heat (HSP27 
and aB-crystallin). The absence of a HSE in 
the promoter region of aA-crystallin may 
explain why it is not heat-inducible. Since 
the HSPB2 gene is head-to-head with aB- 
crystallin, there is a possibility that they 
share promoter elements. However, aB- 
crystallin expression is found in eye lens and 
HSPB2 is not [50]. Furthermore, HSPB2 is 
not stress-inducible, while aB-crystallin is 
[30]. The aB-crystallin enhancer found in the 
intergenic region has been shown to be 
orientation-dependent and has a preferential 
effect on the aB-crystallin promoter, but also 
a minor effect on HSPB2 was found [51]. 
Besides heat shock also other environmental 
and physiological stresses can induce the 
activation of HSF and binding to HSE 
resulting in elevated expression of sHSPs 
(reviewed in [52]).
P o s t -t r a n s l a t io n a l  
m o d if ic a t io n s
Several post-translational modifications 
of human sHSPs have been described of 
which phosphorylation is best studied and 
will be described in more detail below. 
Several other modifications such as 
methylglyoxal modification [53] and S- 
thiolation of HSP27 [54], and O-linked N- 
acetylglucosamine modification of aB- 
crystallin [55] have been described, but not 
extensively studied.
Phosphorylation
Phosphorylation of serine residues has 
been described for several sHSPs. In most 
cases stress-activated kinases are responsible 
for this modification, but phosphorylation is 
also observed in non-stress situations. 
Human HSP27 can be phosphorylated at 
serines 15, 78 and 82, but mouse HSP25 only 
at serines 15 and 86 (corresponding with
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human 82). MAPKAP kinase 2, MAPKAP 
kinase 3 and PKC are responsible for the 
phosphorylation of these serine residues 
without apparent selectivity [56-58]. 
Phosphorylation of HSP27 in response to 
stress is rapid and results in the dissociation 
of the large complex into smaller complexes. 
Treatment of human fibroblasts with either 
TNF or sodium arsenite induces HSP27 
phosphorylation within five minutes. In the 
case of TNF, phosphorylation reaches a 
plateau after 10-30 minutes, after which it 
decreases. However, after arsenite treatment 
phosphorylation persists for at least four 
hours [59]. The degree of phosphorylation is 
not only regulated by kinases, but also by 
phosphatases. In vivo dephosphorylation of 
HSP27 has been shown to be catalyzed by 
protein phosphatase 2A [60].
In the eye lens, phosphorylated forms of 
both aA- and aB-crystallin have been found. 
aA-crystallin in lens is phosphorylated at 
serine 122, probably via a cAMP-dependent 
pathway or via its reported autokinase 
activity [61]. This autokinase activity was 
also described for aB-crystallin [61]. Human 
aB-crystallin is phosphorylated at serines 19, 
45 and 59 in response to various types of 
stress. Enzymes responsible for phospho­
rylation at serines 45 and 59 have been 
identified as p44/42 MAP kinase and 
MAPKAP kinase 2, respectively. Like 
HSP27, phosphorylation of aB-crystallin 
also results in the dissociation of the large 
complex into smaller complexes [62]. 
Interestingly, other than in stress situations, 
aB-crystallin has also been found to be 
phosphorylated during the cell cycle. In 
mitotic cells, phosphorylation at serines 19 
and 45 is enhanced, while phosphorylation 
at serine 59 is lower when compared to 
control cells [63]. Dephosphorylation of a- 
crystallin has only been tested in vitro and 
was shown to depend on the state of 
oligomerization [64].
HSP20 can be phosphorylated at several 
positions, but only serine 16 has been 
identified, which is phosphorylated by PKA  
during cyclic nucleotide-dependent relaxation 
of bovine carotid artery smooth muscle [65]. 
HSP20 phosphorylation is, like HSP27 and 
aB-crystallin phosphorylation, associated 
with the dissociation of large complexes into 
smaller ones [66]. The phosphorylation 
status of HSP27 may influence 
phosphorylation of HSP20, since it was 
shown that phosphorylated HSP27 inhibits 
HSP20 phosphorylation in an in vitro assay 
[67].
HSPB8 has been reported to be 
phosphorylated in melanoma cells [25] and 
can in vitro be phosphorylated at serine 14 
and threonine 63 by PKC, and at serine 27 
and threonine 87 by p44 MAP kinase [24]. 
Also autokinase activity has been reported 
for HSPB8 [25]. We showed that HSPB8 
phosphorylation takes places in C2, but not 
in HeLa cells (Chapter 4).
For HSPB2/MKBP, HSPB3, HSPB7/ 
cvHSP, HSPB9 and HSPB10/ODF1 it is not 
known whether they can be phosphorylated.
I n t r a c e l l u l a r  l o c a l iz a t io n
Even though most sHSPs are mainly 
cytosolic and soluble proteins, associations 
have been found with cytoskeleton (see also 
below), mitochondria and membranes. In 
muscle, a specific sarcomeric sHSP 
localization has been found. Besides the 
soluble cytoplasmic staining, HSP27 [68-70], 
aB-crystallin[69,71-73], HSPB2 [19,33,70] all 
localize at the Z bands either in unstressed 
cells or after stress. Also in other tissues than 
muscle, sHSPs can be associated with the 
cytoskeleton [74-76]. We have shown that, 
upon proteasomal inhibition, all sHSPs 
tested (aA- and aB-crystallin, HSP27, 
HSP20, HSPB2 and HSPB3) translocate to
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the actin cytoskeleton (Chapter 2). HSP27 
and HSP20 are cytoplasmic proteins, but can 
translocate to the nucleus after heat shock 
[33,69,73], where they may chaperone 
nuclear proteins. No stress-induced nuclear 
localization has been described for aB- 
crystallin, except in [77]. Despite the lack of 
nuclear translocation, aB-crystallin is 
insolubilized, like HSP27, a phenomenon 
observed in various cell types after various 
stresses ([69,73,77], Chapter 2).
Besides cytoplasmic and cytoskeletal 
localizations, other cellular localizations 
have been described. HSPB2 associates with 
mitochondria [78], and it has been reported 
that also a small fraction of HSP27 co- 
localizes with mitochondria [79], although 
others found no mitochondrial localization 
for HSP27 [80]. Also localization at 
membranes has been described. aB- 
crystallin binds membranes [81] and 
modulates membrane fluidity [82], and also 
HSPB8 is associated with plasma 
membranes [29]. HSP27 has been observed 
to translocate to membranes after stress [83]. 
sHSPs may preserve membrane structure 
and integrity during the initial stages of 
stress conditions [82].
The two testis-specific sHSPs, HSPB9 
and HSPB10, show specific localizations. In 
non-stress conditions HSPB9 is found in the 
nucleus of developing sperm cells (Chapter 
6), while HSPB10 is part of the outer dense 
fibers in sperm tails [13].
F u n c t io n s  o f  s H S P s
Not much is known about the actual 
functions of sHSPs, but members of the 
sHSP family have been implicated to play a 
role in eye lens transparency [84], human 
diseases [85], and various developmental 
processes. Furthermore, involvement of 
sHSPs in cellular processes such as
resistance to apoptosis, cytoskeletal 
modulation, thermotolerance, protection 
against oxidative stress, and cell growth 
[34,86] has been demonstrated (see below). 
Most of these functions relate to the general 
protection of other proteins, but there is 
increasing evidence that sHSPs are also 
involved in other functions than 
chaperoning. Besides the more specific 
functions for the sHSP family in general, 
also specific functions for a particular sHSP 
have been described, such as inhibition of 
translation during heat shock by HSP27 [87], 
promotion of ubiquitination by aB-crystallin 
[88] and maintaining the passive elastic 
structures and elastic recoil of the sperm tail 
by outer dense fibers, of which HSPB10 is a 
component [13].
Since many sHSPs are expressed in the 
same tissue, it could be argued that not all of 
them would be needed. Indeed mice lacking 
aA-crystallin are viable and fertile, but 
cataract is induced [84], and mice in which 
aB-crystallin and HSPB2 are knocked out 
also survive, but have problems with 
maintaining muscle cell integrity in some 
skeletal muscles [89].
Protection against stress
sHSPs can protect cells against damage 
caused by heat and a wide variety of other 
stresses. Increased expression of sHSPs 
makes cells more thermoresistant. The 
overexpression may be artificial (after 
transfection of cells) or physiological (as a 
results of a previous stress). Cells treated 
with a minor stress before a more severe 
stress, thus inducing sHSPs, survive better 
than cells without the pre-treatment. 
Thermoresistance has been observed for 
HSP27 [90], aA-[91] and aB-crystallin 
[92,93], HSP20 [93] and HSPB2 [78]. The 
mechanism by which sHSPs can provide 
thermotolerance to cells is not known 
despite extensive research on the subject. It
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is thought that their in vitro chaperone-like 
activity is involved in the protection against 
heat shock or other types of stress that cause 
in vivo protein denaturation. However, the 
in vivo chaperone-like activity does not seem 
to be directly linked to cell survival [93]. 
Also the ability of a-crystallin to stabilize 
membranes could be involved in the cellular 
protection since membranes are known to be 
among the most sensitive targets of heat- 
stress damage in cells [82].
sHSPs (at least HSP27 and aB-crystallin) 
can also modulate intracellular redox state. 
They can protect against oxidative stress, 
which can be induced by exposure of cells to 
peroxides, glutathione-depriving drugs, 
toxins, or inflammatory cytokines. During 
oxidative stress, reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) are produced at high concentration 
and can be cytotoxic. HSP27 can modulate 
ROS levels, probably by upregulating 
glutathione levels and keeping it in its 
reduced state. HSP27 can probably do this 
by activating enzymes in the ROS- 
glutathione pathway, as has been shown for 
the activity of glucose-6-phosphate 
dehydrogenase, glutathione reductase and 
glutathione transferase [94].
Protection against apoptosis
There are two types of cell death 
induced by stress, necrosis and apoptosis, 
and the intensity of the stress w ill determine 
the way in which cells w ill die. In the case of 
a moderate stress, apoptosis is induced. 
Apoptosis is the process of programmed cell 
death which requires ATP and in which 
proteolytic cleavage by caspases is 
characteristic. The two major pathways 
which lead to activation of caspases are the 
death receptor and the mitochondrial 
pathway. Stress induced apoptosis usually 
occurs through the activation of the latter 
pathway. Chaperone proteins control 
specific steps of the apoptotic pathway (Fig.
3; reviewed in [36,95]). For instance, HSP70 
and HSP90 negatively regulate apoptosis at 
several levels [96]. In contrast, HSP60 and 
HSP10 act as pro-apoptotic chaperones 
[97,98], but more recently also anti-apoptotic 
properties have become apparent [99].
Recently, it has become clear that some 
sHSPs (HSP27, aA- and aB-crystallin) also 
have the ability to reduce or delay apoptotic 
processes. In this respect, HSP27 is best 
studied. It interferes with the release of 
cytochrome c from the mitochondria. This 
may be due to an upstream effect of HSP27 
protection of F-actin, since F-actin 
depolymerization induces cytochrome c 
release from mitochondria, and this 
phenomenon is inhibited by HSP27 
expression [79]. HSP27 can also directly 
interact with cytochrome c, once it is 
released from the mitochondria [100]. It is 
thought that HSP27 prevents apoptosome 
formation in this way. However the 
mechanism remains unclear since it was 
found that only a small fraction of 
cytochrome c interacts with HSP27. HSP27 
has also been found to interact with Daxx, a 
mediator of Fas-induced apoptosis, 
preventing interaction of Daxx with Fas and 
Ask1, and thereby blocking apoptosis [101]. 
Furthermore, also a direct interaction of 
HSP27 with pro-caspase 3 has been 
documented [102] and it is thought that by 
this binding it prevents the proteolytic 
activation of pro-caspase 3. HSP27 can 
protect against TNFa-induced apoptosis by 
lowering basal levels and the burst of 
intracellular ROS generated by the binding 
of TNFa to its receptor [103].
In contrast to HSP27, which seems to 
influence the apoptotic execution machinery 
at different levels, aB-crystallin has, so far, 
only been shown to affect the pathway at the 
level of pro-caspase 3 activation [43,104]. 
Mutants of aB-crystallin (R120G and a C- 
terminal deletion mutant) provide diminished
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the sites of protective action of small heat shock proteins in the apoptotic pathways
In the mitochondrial pathway (depicted on the left) HSP27 interferes with the signal that promotes the release of 
cytochrome c from the mitochondria. HSP27 can further interact with cytochrome c directly, inhibiting the apoptosome 
complex (composed of procaspase-9, Apaf-1 and cytochrome c). In the death receptor pathway (depicted on the right) 
HSP27 interferes with the Daxx pathway, probably by binding to Daxx and thus preventing interaction of Daxx with Ask 
and Fas. Both HSP27 and aB-crystallin have been shown to directly interact with procaspase-3, preventing its maturation 
into the active enzyme. (Figure is based on [36])
protection against apoptosis [105], and 
phosphorylation of aB-crystallin at serine 59 
seems to be necessary and sufficient to 
protect against apoptosis [106].
aA-crystallin can also protect against 
apoptosis and has 2-3 fold higher anti- 
apoptotic activity than aB-crystallin [107]. 
Also for aA-crystallin it has been 
documented that mutation (R116C) makes it 
less effective in protection against apoptosis 
[107].
The protection by sHSPs against 
apoptosis has been found in many different 
cell types using many different apoptotic 
inducers, but there has also been a report 
that sHSPs may promote apoptosis [108]. 
Besides the protection against stress- 
induced apoptosis, sHSPs also seem to be 
involved in the protection against apoptosis 
during cell differentiation. During early cell 
differentiation, HSP27 and aB-crystallin are 
upregulated and inhibition of expression
aborts the differentiation processes and 
induces apoptosis. In embryonic stem cells 
and olfactory neuroblasts, HSP27 seems 
essential for preventing the cells from 
undergoing apoptosis during differentiation 
[109,110] and a reduction of HSP27 
expression aborts the differentiation. In 
myoblasts, aB-crystallin, but not HSP27, 
protects against differentiation-induced 
apoptosis [104].
The roles of other sHSPs in apoptosis 
remain to be studied. Since besides HSP27 
and aB-crystallin also HSPB2 and HSPB3 
are upregulated during differentiation it can 
be speculated that they may also have anti- 
apoptotic properties.
Involvement in the cytoskeleton
The cytoskeleton is a dynamic structure 
providing strength and internal organization 
to cells. It consists of microfilaments/actin, 
intermediate filaments (vimentin, desmin,
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glial fibrillary acidic protein, lamin, keratin 
and neurofilament proteins) and tubulin/ 
microtubules, which form a functional unit 
together. Several observations have linked 
sHSPs to the cytoskeleton. One of the first 
indications that sHSPs are somehow 
involved in the cytoskeleton, came from the 
identification of HSP27 as an inhibitor of 
actin polymerization [17,111]. HSP27 
probably inhibits actin polymerization by 
capping the actin filaments at their 
elongating ends, preventing further growth 
of the polymer. Phosphorylation of HSP27 
regulates the inhibitory activity since only 
unphosphorylated low molecular weight 
HSP27 is able to inhibit actin assembly, 
while unphosphorylated multimers and 
phosphorylated low molecular weight 
species are devoid of this inhibitory activity
[112]. It has also been suggested that aB- 
crystallin can inhibit actin polymerization
[113]. In vitro, aB-crystallin is able to 
stabilize actin filaments and prevents their 
cytochalasin-induced depolymerization in a 
phosphorylation-dependent manner [114]. 
aB-crystallin expression in glioma cells 
stabilizes filamentous actin organization 
[115]. Besides HSP27 and aB-crystallin, also 
HSP20 has been described as an actin- 
associated protein, but reports on the role of 
HSP20 phosphorylation are contradictory 
[116,117]. It has been speculated that HSP20 
interacts with specific elements of the 
contractile machinery in muscle - actin and 
myosin light chains - and in that way 
modulates vasorelaxation [66]. One of the 
more recently identified sHSPs, cvHSP, has 
been shown to bind filamin [22], an actin- 
binding protein that promotes actin 
polymerization as well as attachment of 
membrane proteins to actin filaments 
(reviewed in [118]).
With respect to intermediate filaments 
(IFs), aB-crystallin has been best studied. 
Interactions between aB-crystallin and IFs
have been noted in muscle, lens, and 
astrocytes [72,119,120]. Association of aB- 
crystallin with IFs has been detected after 
stress [77,121], during mitosis [122] and even 
in unstressed cells [123]. In vitro, aB- 
crystallin inhibits the polymerization of IFs 
independent of phosphorylation [119]. Thus, 
in contrast to interaction with actin, the 
interaction of aB-crystallin with IFs does not 
seem to depend on aB-crystallin phospho­
rylation. Also, interactions have been found 
with soluble IFs as well as intact IFs
[119,123], indicating that the assembly status 
of the filaments does not affect binding, 
again in contrast to the results found with 
actin. Increased aB-crystallin expression in 
the absence of stress can modify the 
organizational state of IF [124], and 
expression of a mutant aB-crystallin (R120G) 
is linked to an autosomal dominant desmin- 
related myopathy [125], a disease which is 
characterized by desmin aggregates (see 
next section). Reports on interactions of 
HSP27 with IFs are scarce and are restricted 
to co-localizations, which have been 
detected in unstressed and stressed cells 
[76,123,126].
Whereas the relations of sHSPs to actin 
and intermediate filaments have been 
studied extensively, much less in known 
about their relation with tubulin/ 
microtubules. HSP27 has been found to 
associate with tubulin [127], but is unable to 
protect microtubules when overexpressed 
[128]. Also aB-crystallin associates with 
tubulin, in a temperature-dependent manner, 
and shows in vitro chaperone-like activity 
towards tubulin [129]. In contrast to HSP27, 
aB-crystallin is able to protect microtubules 
when overexpressed [128]. aB-crystallin 
phosphorylated at Ser-59 is localized at the 
microtubule organizing centers during 
mitosis [130]. Besides the association with 
tubulin, interactions with the microtubule 
motor protein dynein have been detected.
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HSPB9 and also other sHSPs can interact 
with TCTEL1, a component of dynein 
(Chapter 6). Dynein is involved in the 
movement of vesicles, cellular organelles 
and chromosomes, and TCTEL1 is, amongst 
others, important for cargo specificity.
Role in diseases
sHSPs have been implicated in a variety 
of diseases, including diseases caused by 
protein aggregation, cancer, and auto­
immunity. Since many sHSPs possess in 
vitro chaperone-like activity, it can be 
speculated that they play a role in inclusion 
body diseases. Many results are available 
from studies on HSP27 and aB-crystallin. 
Elevated levels of HSP27 and/or aB- 
crystallin have been detected in neuro- 
degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's 
[131], Parkinson's [132], Creutzfeldt-Jakob 
[132,133], and Alexander's [15,134]. 
Interestingly, in Huntington's disease aB- 
crystallin decreases in expression over the 
course of disease [135]. Besides elevated 
levels, also depositions of HSP27 and aB- 
crystallin have been found in the brains of 
patients with various neurological diseases. 
The role of sHSPs in human diseases with 
respect to protein aggregation remains 
elusive. Overexpression of aB-crystallin 
decreases the number of inclusions found 
after overexpression of GFAP and restores 
GFAP to a normal filamentous organization 
[136], suggesting that sHSP upregulation 
may be a response to abnormal IF 
organization in an attempt to restore the 
normal IF network. In Huntington's disease 
HSP27 suppresses cell death without 
suppressing poly(Q) aggregation [137] 
indicating that not the aggregates per se are 
the most harmful to cells.
A mutation in aB-crystallin, in which 
arginine 120 is replaced by glycine, is linked 
to another type of protein aggregation 
disease, namely autosomal dominant
desmin-related myopathy [125]. This disease 
is characterized by adult onset and an 
accumulation of desmin aggregates, but also 
cataract has been observed. Cells transfected 
with the mutant aB-crystallin also 
accumulate desmin/aB-crystallin aggregates 
[125]. In vitro studies of aB-crystallin R120G 
have shown that it has an altered structure 
and a defective chaperone-like activity [138]. 
Interestingly, a mutation at the corresponding 
position in aA-crystallin (arginine 116 to 
cysteine) is linked to autosomal congenital 
cataract [14]. In mice, another mutation in 
aA-crystallin (arginine 54 to histidine) is 
also linked to cataract [139].
Since cancer cells within a tumor are 
exposed to stressful conditions such as 
insufficient blood supply, and since cells 
overexpressing sHSPs are more resistant to 
damaging conditions, the question has 
arisen whether or not tumors overexpressing 
sHSPs are more resistant to treatment. In 
this respect HSP27 has been best studied as 
a possible predictive/prognostic factor in 
cancer (for review see [140]). In specific 
cases, HSP27 expression is indeed 
negatively correlated with the outcome of 
the disease, but also positive correlations or 
no correlation at all have been found. It thus 
seems that no general conclusion can be 
drawn, possibly due to the limitations of the 
studies. Besides HSP27, also HSPB8 is 
exclusively expressed in estrogen-receptor- 
positive breast cancer cell lines, and thus has 
a potential to serve as a breast cancer 
biomarker [23]. We identified HSPB9 as a 
cancer/testis associated gene (Chapter 6), 
but the relevance of this finding with respect 
to disease outcome is unclear.
Five of the sHSPs (aA- and aB-crystallin, 
HSP27, HSPB2 and HSPB10) have been 
described as autoantigens in various 
diseases. aB-crystallin has been proposed to 
be a key autoantigen in multiple sclerosis
[141], and serum concentrations of
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antibodies against aA- and aB-crystallin are 
correlated with the severity of this disease
[142]. In patients with glaucoma, 
autoantibodies against aA-, aB-crystallin, 
and HSP27 have been detected [143], while 
HSPB2 is a muscle autoantigen in thyroid 
associated ophthalmopathy [144]. Obstruction 
of the male reproductive tract results in 
generation of HSPB10 autoantibodies in rats 
[145].
HSPB2 is selectively upregulated in 
skeletal muscles of myotonic dystrophy 
patients, which may suggest an involvement 
in the pathogenesis of this disease [19]. 
Modulation of cvHSP expression in obesity 
suggests that cvHSP may be associated with 
obesity and related metabolic disorders [22]. 
Overexpression of HSPB8 in heart results in 
myocardial hypertrophy [34]. sHSPs are 
thus involved in a very broad spectrum of 
diseases showing that they may function in 
many different cellular processes.
O u t l in e  o f  t h is  t h e s is
Small heat shock proteins have been 
identified as molecular chaperones in vitro, 
but their in vivo function is still poorly 
understood. The main purpose of this thesis 
was to gain more insight into the unique 
and overlapping roles that small heat shock 
proteins play in normal and stress 
situations. In order to achieve this goal, we 
chose to compare the stress response of 
several small heat shock proteins. Small heat 
shock proteins, being chaperones, are able to 
bind unfolding proteins, while proteasomes 
are able to degrade them. Therefore, we 
investigated a possible functional relationship 
between small heat shock proteins and 
proteasomes (Chapter 2) and found an 
interesting way in which cells deal with
unfolding proteins when they can not be 
degraded. All small heat shock proteins 
tested showed co-localization with actin 
stress fibers upon proteasomal inhibition, 
and we proposed that actin is used as 
storage place to clear the cytoplasm from 
possible harmful aggregates.
In order to understand the unique and 
overlapping functions of small heat shock 
proteins it is a prerequisite to first know the 
actual number of small heat shock proteins 
that are present within a human being. The 
amount of data in databases has increased 
immensely in the past few years and the 
publication of cvHSP, identified by 
computational search of tissue-selective 
expression of expressed sequence tags [22], 
prompted us to search the databases for 
more, until then, unknown small heat shock 
proteins. This search resulted in the 
identification of HSPB8 and HSPB9 (Chapter 
3). Characterization of the small heat shock 
protein features of HSPB8 is described in 
Chapter 4, and shows that its expression and 
behaviour is very similar to, but not exactly 
the same as that of other small heat shock 
proteins. Data on the tissue- and 
development-specific expression pattern of 
HSPB8 in pigs is presented in Chapter 5, and 
the results are compared to HSP20, HSPB2 
and cvHSP. Finally, in Chapter 6 testis- 
specific HSPB9 is further characterized, a 
unique member which is specifically 
expressed in normal testis and in tumors 
from different origins.
Even though the results presented in this 
thesis have not elucidated the exact 
function(s) of small heat shock proteins, 
they have increased our insight. In Chapter 
7, the most important results are 
summarized and discussed with implications 
for further research.
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The role of small heat shock proteins (sHSPs) as molecular chaperones is still poorly understood. We therefore investigated the effect of proteasomal inhibition on sHSPs in the rat cardiac myoblast cell line H9c2. Proteasomes are responsible for controlled degradation of intracellular 
proteins. Inhibition of their activities leads to accumulation of unfolded 
proteins, which can form insoluble ‘aggresomes’ together with proteasomes 
and heat shock proteins HSP70 and HSP90. We here report that upon 
proteasome inhibition, aB-crystallin and HSP25 translocate from the 
detergent-soluble cytosolic fraction to the detergent-insoluble nuclear/ 
cytoskeletal fraction. Although phosphorylation of both aB-crystallin and 
HSP25 is induced, this does not seem to be essential for the translocation. 
Immunocytochemistry revealed that aB-crystallin and HSP25, which show a 
diffuse cytoplasmic staining in unstressed H9c2 cells, colocalize with F-actin 
upon proteasomal inhibition. After transfection in H9c2 cells, other sHSPs 
(aA-crystallin, HSP20, HSPB2 and HSPB3) showed similar translocation to 
the actin cytoskeleton. The redistribution of sHSPs upon proteasomal 
inhibition may reflect a mechanism by which cells are protected from 
damaged intracellular proteins by sequestering them on the cytoskeleton.
IN T R O D U C T IO N
Mammals express at least nine different 
small heat shock proteins (sHSPs), known as 
aA-crystallin, aB-crystallin, HSP27 (HSP25 
in rodents), HSP20, HSPB2, HSPB3 [21], 
cvHSP/HSPB7 [22], HSPB8 and HSPB9 [27]. 
They are characterized by the so-called a- 
crystallin domain, a conserved sequence of 
about 85 residues. sHSPs form large 
complexes, which may contain more than 
one type of subunit. sHSPs fulfil diverse 
functions. They act as chaperones by 
binding unfolding proteins [4], help to 
inhibit apoptosis [105,146], convey 
thermotolerance to cells [92], and can 
associate with the cytoskeleton. HSP27, aB- 
crystallin, HSP20 and HSPB2 have been 
shown to associate with actin and desmin 
filaments in cardiac tissue and stressed 
cardiomyocytes [69,70,72]. In several other 
cell types, colocalization of aB-crystallin 
with intermediate filaments has been
observed. The interaction can be induced by 
different types of stress [77], and has also 
been detected in unstressed cells with 
specific antibodies [123]. aB-crystallin may 
also contribute to the stability of actin 
filaments, since reducing the expression of 
aB-crystallin with antisense cDNA in glioma 
cells was found to lead to a disorganized 
microfilament network [115]. Furthermore, 
in vitro it has been shown that a-crystallin, a 
lens-specific complex of aA- and aB- 
crystallin, is able to stabilize actin filaments 
and prevent cytochalasin-induced depoly­
merization [114].
a-Crystallin has been reported to have a 
low affinity for the 20S proteasome 
[147,148], and aB-crystallin is in vitro indeed 
able to bind C8/a7, an a-type proteasomal 
subunit [149]. Since aB-crystallin can bind 
unfolding proteins, while proteasomes are 
able to degrade them, we were interested in
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a possible functional relation between aB- 
crystallin and proteasomes. From that 
perspective, we investigated the effect of 
MG132, a reversible, cell-permeable 
proteasome inhibitor, on aB-crystallin and 
other sHSPs in the rat cardiac myoblast cell 
line, H9c2.
The ubiquitin-proteasome system is the 
major extra-lysosomal pathway for 
controlled degradation of intracellular 
proteins in eukaryotes. It plays a key role in 
many cellular processes, ranging from cell- 
cycle control to differentiation and cellular 
immune response [150]. Inhibition of the 
proteasome, e.g. by lactacystin or MG132, 
blocks the rapid degradation of short-lived 
regulatory proteins and abnormal 
polypeptides, and the slower degradation of 
long-lived proteins [151]. This leads to the 
formation of aggresomes [152], activation of 
stress kinases [153], induction of heat shock 
proteins [154] and may eventually cause 
apoptosis [155]. Aggresomes contain 
misfolded proteins, but also the 20S 
proteasome, ubiquitin, HSP70 and HSP90. 
Aggresome formation is thought to provide 
a cytoprotective role by clearing the 
cytoplasm from potentially toxic aggregates. 
The interaction of sHSPs with actin stress 
fibers upon proteasomal inhibition, as 
described in this work, may represent a 
similar mechanism to clear the cytoplasm 
from possibly harmful aggregates.
M a t e r ia l s  a n d  M e t h o d s
Cloning
For expression of Green Fluorescent 
Protein (GFP) fusion products, the cDNAs of 
sHSPs were cloned into the pEGFP-c1 vector 
(Clontech, Palo Alto, CA, USA) at the 3’ end 
of GFP. N-terminal fusion was chosen 
because it has been shown that an N- 
terminally fused protein does not affect the
complex size and chaperone function of aB- 
crystallin [156]. The complete coding regions 
of wild type human aB-crystallin, a non- 
phosphorylatable mutant (S19A, S45A, 
S59A), and two phosphorylation-mimicking 
mutants (S19D, S45D and S59D) [157], and 
of rat aA-crystallin [158] were cloned into 
the BglII site with a GCC linker between the 
BglII site and the start codon. The complete 
coding regions of HSPB2, HSPB3, and 
HSP20 were isolated from a rat heart cDNA 
library by PCR and cloned into the BglII site 
of pEGFP-c1 with the start codon adjacent to 
the BglII site. Due to the creation of a 
restriction site, HSPB2 contains a Ser2Ala 
substitution. GFP-2B(1-40) contains the 40 
N-terminal amino acid residues of the 
coxsackie B3 virus protein 2B (gift from F.J. 
van Kuppeveld [159]) fused to GFP.
Cell culture and stress treatments
The rat cardiac myoblast cell line H9c2 
and the rat glioma cell line C6 were cultured 
in DMEM (GIBCO, Breda, The Netherlands) 
supplemented with 10%  heat-inactivated 
fetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin and 200 
|ig/ml streptomycin. The cells were 
incubated at 37°C in a humidified 
atmosphere containing 5% CO2. Transient 
transfections were performed with 
Lipofectamine (Life Technologies, Breda, 
The Netherlands) according to the supplier’s 
manual. Proteasomes were inhibited by 
addition of MG132 or lactacystin (both from 
Calbiochem, Bad Soden, Germany) to the 
medium. Heat shock was performed by 
complete immersion of the cell culture 
dishes in a water bath of the desired 
temperature.
Detergent solubility
Stressed and control cells were harvested 
by trypsinization, and centrifugation in a 
Minifuge RF (Hereaus, Hanover, Germany) 
(5 min at 100 x g, 4°C ). Cells were washed
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once with medium and twice with ice-cold 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing
1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride. 
Cells were resuspended in ice-cold lysis 
buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 10 mM NaCl, 5 
mM MgCl2, 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl 
fluoride and 0.5% Triton X-100) and 
centrifuged (5 min at 300 x g, 4°C). The 
supernatant was used as detergent-soluble 
fraction. The pellet was washed once with 
lysis buffer and then used as detergent- 
insoluble fraction.
Electrophoresis and Western blot analysis
SDS-PAGE was performed following 
standard procedures. For Western blot 
analysis, proteins were transferred 
electrophoretically to a nitrocellulose 
membrane (Schleicher&Schuell, Dassel, 
Germany), and the membrane was 
incubated successively with primary 
antibodies and with alkaline phosphatase- 
conjugated secondary antibodies (Promega, 
Leiden, The Netherlands). The primary 
antiserum for detection of aB-crystallin was 
raised in rabbits against the C-terminal 13 
amino acid residues of aB-crystallin. For 
immunofluorescence, the antibodies were 
affinity purified using the C-terminal 
peptide. HSP25 was detected with a 
polyclonal antiserum against mouse HSP25 
(a gift from Dr. A. Zantema, Leiden). 
Antibodies specific for each of the three 
phosphorylated serines of aB-crystallin 
were raised in rabbits using three peptides 
corresponding to internal sequences of 
human aB-crystallin, containing phospho- 
rylated serine 19 (residues 15-23), serine 45 
(residues 41-49) and serine 59 (residues 55­
63). Antibodies specific for phosphorylated 
serine 15 of HSP27 were raised in rabbits 
using a peptide corresponding to internal 
sequences of human HSP27. Antibodies 
recognizing phosphorylated serine 82 of 
human HSP27 (serine 86 in rat sequence)
were monoclonal. The phosphoserine- 
specific antibodies were affinity purified. 
Affinity isolated actin antibody was 
obtained from Sigma.
indirect immunofluorescence
Cells were grown on glass coverslips 
and allowed to attach overnight before 
stress treatment. After treatment cells were 
washed with PBS, fixed with 3% 
paraformaldehyde for 15 min, washed again 
with PBS, and permeabilized with 0.2% 
Triton X-100 for 10 min. F-actin was detected 
using TRITC-conjugated phalloidin (Sigma, 
Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands). Primary 
antibodies were used as described above. A 
FITC-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (DAKO, 
Glostrup, Denmark) was used as the second 
antibody. After incubations coverslips were 
washed three times with PBS and mounted 
in a solution of 10% Mowiol (Hoechst, 
Frankfurt, Germany) with 1.2% diaza- 
bicyclooctane. Cells were examined by 
confocal laser scanning microscopy (BIO­
RAD MRC 1000; Kr/Ar laser; COMOS 
software, Hercules, CA, USA).
R e s u l t s
aB-crystallin and HSP25 become detergent- 
insoluble upon inhibition of proteasomal 
activity
We investigated a possible change in 
distribution of aB-crystallin in H9c2 cells 
after inhibition of proteasomal activity with 
MG132, a reversible and cell-permeable 
proteasome inhibitor. Following treatment 
with MG132, H9c2 cells were lysed in a 
buffer containing 0.5% Triton X-100, and 
separated in a detergent-soluble cytoplasmic 
and a detergent-insoluble nuclear/ 
cytoskeletal fraction. Under normal 
conditions, aB-crystallin was almost 
exclusively found in the soluble fraction
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Figure 1. aB-crystallin and HSP25 
translocate to the detergent- 
insoluble fraction upon proteasomal 
inhibition in a concentration- and 
time-dependent manner 
Untreated control cells (lanes C) 
and stressed cells (other lanes) 
were separated into detergent- 
insoluble and -soluble fractions 
(lanes I and S, respectively). Each 
fraction was subjected to SDS- 
PAGE and immunoblotting with 
anti-aB-crystallin antibody, anti- 
HSP25 antibody (A-C) and anti­
actin antibody (A, lower panel). (A) 
H9c2 cells treated for 4 h with 
increasing concentrations of the 
proteasome inhibitor MG132 (1, 5, 
10, 50 or 100 |j.M MG132, 
respectively). (B) H9c2 cells treated 
with 50 |jM MG132 for 0.5, 1, 2 or 4 
h, respectively. HS, cells heat 
shocked at 44°C for 20 min. (C) C6 
glioma cells treated with 50 |j,M 
MG132 for 0.5, 1, 2 or 4 h, 
respectively. HS, cells heat shocked 
at 44°C for 20 min.
MaB
(lanes C in Fig. 1A,B), while after heat shock 
it was predominantly in the insoluble 
fraction (lanes HS in Fig. 1B), as observed in 
other cell types [160,161]. Inhibition of 
proteasomal activity similarly led to 
insolubilization of aB-crystallin, dependent 
on the concentration of MG132, and 
reaching a maximum at 10 ^M (Fig. 1A; 1­
100 ^M for 4 h). The level of insolubilization 
also depends on the incubation time, 
reaching after 4 h a level similar to that after 
heat shock (Fig. 1B; 0.5-4 h at 50 |iM 
MG132). Insolubilization seems irreversible, 
even after a recovery period of up to 96 h 
(data not shown).
To determine whether the redistribution 
of aB-crystallin upon proteasomal inhibition 
is a more general cellular response, C6 
glioma cells were subjected to the inhibitor,
too. In these cells also aB-crystallin 
translocates to the detergent-insoluble 
fraction, although the dynamics is 
considerably slower (Fig. 1C). Since H9c2 
cells also contain HSP25, it allowed us to 
investigate whether proteasome inhibition 
had the same effect on the detergent- 
solubility of HSP25. As for aB-crystallin, 
HSP25 was almost exclusively found in the 
detergent-soluble fraction in normal 
conditions and translocated in a 
concentration- and time-dependent manner 
to the insoluble fraction upon inhibition of 
the proteasome with MG132 (Fig. 1A,B). The 
extent of insolubilization after 4 h at 50 ^M 
MG132 is similar to that after heat shock, 
although the percentage of insolubilized 
HSP25 (approximately 50%) is not as high as 
that of aB-crystallin (approximately 70%).
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To determine whether actin filament 
organization is affected by proteasome 
inhibition, we stained the Western blots 
with anti-actin antibody (Fig. 1A, lower 
panel). In unstressed cells, actin is 
distributed equally between the detergent- 
soluble and detergent-insoluble fractions. 
Upon proteasomal inhibition, we found a 
small change in this ratio. There seemed to 
be slightly more actin in the detergent- 
soluble fraction.
aB-crystallin and HSP25 are phosphorylated 
upon proteasomal inhibition
Proteasome inhibitors can induce HSP70 
and HSP25/27 expression [162] and activate 
stress kinases [153]. We did not observe 
increased expression of aB-crystallin or 
HSP25 in H9c2 cells after proteasomal 
inhibition (data not shown). However, we 
clearly detected an increase in phospho­
rylation of aB-crystallin as compared to 
unstressed cells and a minor increase of 
HSP25 phosphorylation (Fig 2, cf. lanes C 
with I and S). Since aB-crystallin can be 
phosphorylated on serines 19, 45 and 59, we 
investigated these phosphorylation sites 
separately after two hours of proteasome 
inhibition, when aB-crystallin is distributed 
approximately equally between the soluble 
and insoluble fractions (see Fig. 1B). In 
untreated H9c2 cells, no phosphorylated aB- 
crystallin is found (Fig. 2 A, lane C). Upon 
proteasomal inhibition, pronounced 
phosphorylation of serine 59 was observed, 
equally distributed over the insoluble and 
soluble fractions (lanes I and S). However, 
phosphorylation of serine 19 or serine 45 
could not be detected. In HSP25, which can 
be phosphorylated at serines 15 and 82, both 
sites are already phosphorylated in 
untreated cells (Fig. 2B, lane C). Upon 
proteasomal inhibition, the distribution of 
phosphorylated HSP25 between soluble and 
insoluble fraction is similar to that of the
total HSP25, as is true for aB-crystallin. 
These results indicate that there is no 
preference for either phosphorylated or 
unphosphorylated aB-crystallin or HSP25 to 
translocate to the insoluble fraction, and that 
the same serines are phosphorylated in the 
soluble and insoluble fraction.
C I s  -  +
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Figure 2. Phosphorylation of aB-crystallin and HSP25 
does not affect their insolubilization
H9c2 cells were untreated (C) or exposed to 50 |iM 
MG132 for 2 h and separated into detergent-insoluble (I) 
and soluble (S) fractions.
(A) Fractions subjected to SDS-PAGE and 
immunoblotting with anti-aB-crystallin antibody (aB) or 
with antibodies specific for each of the phosphorylated 
serines (Ser 19, Ser 45 and Ser 59). Recombinant aB- 
crystallin (-) and a-crystallin isolated from calf lens (+) 
were used as negative and positive controls, respectively.
(B) Fractions subjected to SDS-PAGE and 
immunoblotting with anti-HSP25 antibody (HSP25) or 
with antibodies specific for each of the phosphorylated 
serines (Ser 15 and Ser 82). Recombinant HSP25 (-) and 
H9c2 cells treated for 1 h with 100 |J.M sodium arsenite 
(+) were used as negative and positive controls, 
respectively.
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aB-Crystallin translocates to the actin 
cytoskeleton upon inhibition of proteasomal 
activity
The translocation of aB-crystallin to the 
detergent-insoluble fraction was further 
examined by immunocytochemistry. Under 
normal conditions aB-crystallin was found 
throughout the cytoplasm (Fig. 3b). Note 
that specific regions in the nucleus are also 
stained, due to crossreactivity of the aB- 
crystallin antiserum with a nuclear protein 
[69]. After heat shock, aB-crystallin seemed 
to have the same distribution as in control 
cells (Fig. 3e) even though it had become 
detergent-insoluble (Fig. 1B).
After proteasomal inhibition, the 
staining of aB-crystallin concentrated into 
bright fibers and lumps in the central region 
of the cells, reminiscent of actin fibers (Fig. 
3h). Double staining indeed revealed 
colocalization of aB-crystallin with F-actin 
as present in stress fibers (Fig. 3i,l). 
However, stress fibers are not uniformly 
decorated with aB-crystallin, and not all aB- 
crystallin colocalizes with F-actin. Removal 
of the inhibitor after the incubation did not 
reverse the association with stress fibers 
(data not shown), in agreement with the lack 
of resolubilization of aB-crystallin (see 
above). Also, another proteasome inhibitor, 
lactacystin, induced a similar pattern of aB- 
crystallin (Fig. 3n), indicating that the 
redistribution is indeed a response to the 
inhibition of proteasomes.
We also tested the effect of proteasome 
inhibition on aB-crystallin localization in 
other cell lines. In the skeletal muscle 
myoblast cell lines L6 and C2 from rat and 
mouse, respectively, colocalization of aB-
crystallin and stress fibers could be observed 
(data not shown), although less pronounced 
than in H9c2. Colocalization was not 
observed in C6 glioma cells (data not 
shown), possibly because these cells have 
much fewer stress fibers. In C6 glioma cells 
aB-crystallin may become triton-insoluble 
(Fig. 1C) by binding to other cellular 
structures. Thus colocalization of aB- 
crystallin and stress fibers upon proteasomal 
inhibition is not a universal mechanism.
Phosphorylation of aB-crystallin is not 
crucial for the translocation
To investigate whether phosphorylation 
of aB-crystallin is indeed, as for 
insolubilization (cf. Fig. 2A), not important 
for the colocalization with stress fibers, we 
constructed GFP fusion proteins and 
transiently expressed them in H9c2 cells. 
First we examined the localization of GFP- 
aB-crystallin (wild type). It had a diffuse 
cytoplasmic distribution under non-stress 
conditions (Fig. 4A, panel e), similar to that 
of endogenous aB-crystallin (cf. Fig. 3b). 
After incubation with MG132, GFP-aB- 
crystallin was redistributed and decorated 
the actin stress fibers (Fig. 4B, panel e) 
similarly to wild type aB-crystallin (cf. Fig. 
3h), indicating that the fused GFP did not 
interfere with the relocalization process. 
GFP on its own and with a control fusion 
protein, GFP-2B(1-40), mainly gave a diffuse 
distribution throughout the nucleus and 
cytoplasm, although in the periphery of the 
cell some fiber-like structure could be seen 
(Fig. 4A, panels b,k). Neither control protein 
showed the relocalization upon proteasomal 
inhibition that was found for aB-crystallin
Figure 3. Immunocytochemical localization of aB-crystallin and F-actin in control and stressed cells
Control H9c2 cells (a-c), cells heat shocked at 44°C for 20 min (d-f), cells treated with 50 |iM MG132 for 4 h (g-l), and cells 
treated with 25 mM lactacystin for 4 h (m-o) were fixed, permeabilized, and double-stained with anti-aB-crystallin 
antibody (b,e,h,k,n) and TRITC-conjugated phalloidin (a,d,g,j,m). Merged images are also shown (c,f,i,l,o). Areas of 
overlap appear yellow. Cells were examined by confocal laser scanning microscopy. Cell shown in (j-l) is an enlargement. 
A colour version of this image is available on page 115.
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Figure 4. Phosphorylation of aB-crystallin is not involved in translocation to F-actin upon proteasomal inhibition
H9c2 cells were transiently transfected with GFP-fusion constructs and examined by confocal laser scanning 
microscopy directly (A) or after a 4 h incubation with 50 |xM MG132 (B). Cells were transfected with GFP (a-c), GFP- 
aB-crystallin wild type (d-f), a non-phosphorylatable GFP-aB-crystallin S19A, S45A, S59A (g-i) or GFP-2B(1-40) (j-l). 
A colour version of this image is available on pages 116-117. Continued on next page.
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(Fig. 4B, panels b,k). A non-phospho- 
rylatable GFP-aB-crystallin mutant (S19A, 
S45A, S 59 A) [157] was still able to localize 
along stress fibers after incubation with 
MG132 (Fig. 4B, panel h). Also two GFP-aB- 
crystallin mutants in which phosphorylation 
was mimicked (S19D, S45D, and S59D) were 
distributed normally in non-stressed cells 
and localized with stress fibers after 
proteasomal inhibition (data not shown). 
Thus phosphorylation of aB-crystallin seems 
irrelevant for the interaction with stress 
fibers.
Other sHSPs translocate to stress fibers as 
well
To determine whether the colocalization 
with stress fibers upon proteasomal 
inhibition is specific for aB-crystallin, five 
other sHSPs, namely HSP25, aA-crystallin, 
HSP20, HSPB2 and HSPB3, were examined. 
The endogenous cytoplasmic HSP25 shows 
a similar redistribution to aB-crystallin (cf. 
Fig. 3h), from a diffuse localization in 
unstressed cells (Fig. 5i) to a localization 
along actin stress fibers after incubation of 
H9c2 cells with MG 132 (Fig. 5j). Since aA- 
crystallin and HSP20 could not be detected 
immunologically in H9c2 cells, while 
specific antisera for HSPB2 and HSPB3 were 
not available, these sHSPs were transiently 
expressed in the H9c2 cells as GFP fusion 
proteins. A ll these GFP-sHSPs showed a 
cytoplasmic localization in untreated cells 
(Fig. 5a,c,e,g) and a redistribution after 
incubation with MG132 similar to GFP-aB- 
crystallin (Fig. 5b,d,f,h; cf. Fig. 4B, panel e), 
suggesting that the behavior of aB-crystallin 
upon proteasomal inhibition is typical for 
sHSPs.
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Upon proteasomal inhibition, aB-crystallin 
and the other investigated sHSPs (aA- 
crystallin, HSP25, HSP20, HSPB2 and HSPB3) 
become actin-associated, with a fiber-like 
appearance in combination with lumps. Since 
sHSPs can form complexes containing more 
than one type of subunit [18,163,164] it can not 
be excluded that some sHSPs indirectly 
associate with actin stress fibers via binding to 
other sHSPs. Redistribution of sHSPs can also 
be induced by other forms of stress, such as 
heat shock (Fig. 3e, [19,161]) hypoxia- 
reoxygenation [165-167], and serum starvation 
[77], but these stresses do not induce stress 
fiber-association. Furthermore, the insolubili­
zation of aB-crystallin upon proteasomal 
inhibition is irreversible, in contrast to 
insolubilization of sHSPs after heat shock [69], 
oxidative stress [168] and ischemia [167]. 
Importantly, the insolubilization of aB- 
crystallin and HSP25 upon proteasome 
inhibition seems to be phosphorylation 
independent. Also after ischemic pre­
conditioning, phosphorylation of aB-crystallin 
seems not be important for the 
insolubilization [166]. However, in some 
cases, such as insolubilization of aB-crystallin 
and HSP25 upon hypoxia-reoxygenation 
[165,167] and formation of pathological 
inclusions [169], phosphorylation might be 
important. It thus appears that the interaction 
between sHSPs and stress fibers upon 
proteasome inhibition is fundamentally 
different from the relocalizations induced by 
other types of stress.
Although insolubilization of aB-crystallin 
upon proteasomal inhibition takes place in all 
four cell lines tested, the colocalization with F- 
actin is not the same. The skeletal muscle 
myoblast cell lines L6 and C2 do show 
colocalization, but not to the same extent as in 
H9c2 cells. In C6 glioma cells no colocalization 
with actin stress fibers could be detected. This
D i s c u s s i o n may be due to the fact that these cells 
contain fewer of such fibers, or that a 
specific type of actin assembly is needed for 
efficient binding. It also is possible that aB- 
crystallin interacts with intermediate 
filaments in these cells, since such 
interaction is enhanced upon stress, too
[77,123]. We were, however, not able to 
detect colocalization with intermediate 
filaments.
The main question of course is why aB- 
crystallin and other sHSPs do associate with 
actin stress fibers upon proteasomal 
inhibition. One possibility is that actin itself, 
by partial degradation or unfolding, 
becomes a target for sHSPs. The role for 
sHSPs could then be to protect the integrity 
of the actin stress fibers. Sakamoto et al. 
[165] have also suggested that stabilization 
of actin filaments by HSP27 contributes to 
protection against heat shock. We found no 
conspicuous changes of actin stress fibers 
upon proteasomal inhibition (Fig. 3, 
compare panels a and g), although actin 
become slightly more soluble upon 
proteasomal inhibition (Fig. 1A, lower 
panel). The soluble fraction may contain 
both G- and F-actin [170]. sHSPs could 
interfere with this solubilization by binding 
to the insoluble actin. However, since only 
part of the actin filament seems to become 
decorated with sHSPs, this ‘protective’ effect 
might be limited.
Alternatively, unfolding proteins of a 
kind that would normally be degraded by 
the proteasome, may accumulate during 
proteasome inhibition, and become 
substrates for sHSPs. It may be beneficial for 
the functioning of the cell to sequester the 
sHSP-substrate complexes from the 
cytoplasm by binding them to the actin 
cytoskeleton. This would resemble the 
formation of aggresomes, suggested to be a 
cellular response to the presence of 
aggregated, misfolded proteins, and
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possibly serving to clear the cytoplasm from 
harmful aggregates [152]. However, in the 
case of aggresomes, the aggregates are 
transported along microtubules to a single 
site in the cell, whereas we find aB-crystallin 
present in several lumps along actin stress 
fibers. Of course, still other explanations can 
be envisaged, and further research is needed 
to try to understand the functional relevance 
of the interaction of sHSPs with the actin 
stress fibers.
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U sing search profiles based on the conserved a-crystallin domain that is characteristic for small heat shock proteins (sHSPs), we traced two new human sHSPs. One o f these, being the eighth known human sHSP and thus named H S P B 8, was recently described as a serine-threonine protein kinase (H11), but not 
identified as an sHSP [25]. Northern blotting showed that HSPB8/H11 is predominantly 
transcribed in skeletal muscle and heart, like most other sHSPs. The other, named 
H SPB9 , is specifically expressed in testis, notably in the spermatogenic cells from late 
pachytene spermotocyte stage till elongate spermatid stage. W hile mammalian sHSPs are 
generally highly conserved, mouse H SPB9  shows 38% sequence difference with human 
H SPB9 , which may confirm its sex-related role.
I n t r o d u c t io n
The family of small heat shock proteins 
(sHSPs) has multiple representatives in most 
organisms [6,171]. They range in monomeric 
size from 12 to 42 kDa, and are characterized 
by a conserved C-terminal ‘a-crystallin 
domain’ of 80-100 residues. This domain has 
an IgG-like fold [7,172], and is preceded by 
an N-terminal domain which is more 
variable in length and sequence. There often 
is a short and freely flexing C-terminal 
extension [173]. sHSPs generally form large 
and dynamic homo- or heteromeric 
complexes of up to 700 kDa in certain cases, 
which may readily dissociate and exchange 
subunits [174,175]. Dimeric building blocks 
of subunits are arranged in a globular 
structure around a central region of lower 
density [7,176]. The dynamic and open 
structure of sHSPs, combined with the 
presence of accessible hydrophobic surfaces 
and polar C-terminal extensions, is essential 
for their chaperone-like properties [177]. 
This is the in vitro ability to bind unfolding 
proteins and keep them in solution. Bound 
proteins are kept in a folding-competent 
state and may be refolded in conjunction 
with HSP70 [4,178,179]. Most sHSPs are 
constitutively expressed at considerable 
levels, and many can be upregulated upon
heat and other forms of stress, thereby 
enhancing cellular survival.
In human and other mammals, seven 
different sHSPs have been described until 
now. The long known aA- and aB- 
crystallins are both abundant proteins in the 
eye lens, while aB-crystallin additionally 
occurs at considerable levels in heart, 
striated muscle and kidney [180]. Also the 
five other sHSPs (HSP27 [181], HSP20 [18], 
HSPB2 [50], HSPB3[21] and cvHSP [22]) are 
all expressed to different extents in heart 
and striated muscle, and most of them at 
lower levels in various other tissues [30]. 
HSP27 and aB-crystallin are expressed at 
increased levels in various tumors and 
neurodegenerative diseases [85], and are 
among others implicated in regulating 
apoptosis [146] and maintaining cytoskeletal 
integrity [182].
The various sHSPs in an organism are 
likely to have related and complementary 
functions. To better understand the width of 
functioning of the human sHSP family, it is 
important to know the actual number and 
properties of the gene products belonging to 
this family. Such a goal comes within reach, 
assuming that virtually all human gene 
transcripts w ill be represented in the EST
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databases by now. We here report the 
tracing of two new human sHSPs from these 
databases, their expression pattern in 
different tissues, and a brief comparison 
with the other human sHSPs.
M a t e r ia l s  a n d  M e t h o d s
sHSP search in EST databases
A PILEUP alignment of the conserved a- 
crystallin domains of the seven known 
human sHSPs (corresponding with positions 
95 - 188 in Fig. 1, see also EMBL Nucleotide 
sequence database http://www.ebi.ac.uk, 
alignment ALIGN_000032) was used to 
make a search profile with PROFILEM AKE 
v4.50. To have a broader search potential, 
another profile was obtained from an 
alignment of the a-crystallin domains of 40 
very diverse prokaryotic and eukaryotic 
sHSPs [6], which gave a similar result as the 
human a-crystallin profile. The profiles 
were used as queries to search for ESTs of 
unknown human sHSPs in the complete 
public EST database, using Compugen's 
implementation of the PROFILESEARCH  
algorithm. The annotations of all hits were
screened for keywords like "crystallin", 
"HSPB2", "MKBP", "HSPB3", "protein 27", 
"shock 27", and "p20" that would identify the 
EST as a known sHSP. Human ESTs that 
were not identified as sHSPs in this way 
were checked for homology to known 
sHSPs using Compugen's implementation of 
a translated Smith and Waterman search on 
the SWISSPROT database. Only those ESTs 
that showed homology to known sHSPs 
were checked to assess whether they 
represented a known or unknown sHSP, 
using a BLAST search on the EMBL 
database.
Northern blot analyses
The tissue distribution of HSPB8, HSPB9 
and HSP27 mRNAs were analyzed using 
Human Multiple-tissue Northern blots 
(CLONTECH). cDNA fragments corre­
sponding to the complete open reading 
frame of each sHSP were radiolabeled using 
the Random Primers DNA Labeling System 
(GibcoBRL) and used as probes. The blots 
were first probed with HSPB9 cDNA and 
subsequently with HSPB8 cDNA. Thereafter 
the blots were stripped and reprobed with 
HSP27 cDNA. HSPB8 and HSPB9 cDNAs
Figure 1. Alignment of the novel human HSPB8 and HSPB9 with the other seven known human sHSPs and 
Methanococcus jannaschii HSP16.5
The alignment was obtained using PILEUP, and improved by manual editing. Identical or highly conserved residues in at 
least 8 of the 10 sequences are in black; in 5-7 of the sequences in gray. Below the human sHSPs is the predicted 
secondary structure as obtained from their multiple alignment, using the PHD program [251] at the PredictProtein server 
of the University of Columbia (maple.bioc.columbia.edu/pp/). The bottom line presents the actual secondary structure of 
MjHSP16.5 as assigned from the crystal structure [7]. Arrows and cylinders represent ß-strands and a-helices, 
respectively, of which the gray arrow indicates a weakly predicted ß-strand. Accession numbers are: AJ302068 (HSPB9), 
Q9UKS3 (HSPB8/H11), Q9UBY9 (HSPB7/cvHSP), O14558 (HSPB6/HSP20), P02511 (HSPB5/aB), P02489 (HSPB4/aA), 
Q12988 (HSPB3), Q16082 (HSPB2/MKBP), S39199 (HSPB1/HSP27). The presented HSPB8 sequence has 53W, as in 
various ESTs, rather than 53C as documented for H11 [25]. The human sHSPs are here indicated as "HSPB" in accordance 
with the rules of the Human Gene Nomenclature Committee (http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/nomenclature/). Because the 
new sHSPs are the eighth and ninth members of this family found in man, we name them HSPB8 and HSPB9. 
Considering HSP27 as HSPB1, and HSPB2 [50], HSPB3 [21] and HSPB7 (acc. nr.: NM_014424) already being in use, this 
would leave HSPB4 through HSPB6 for aA-crystallin, aB-crystallin and HSP20, respectively. The indications HSPB4 and 
HSPB5 for aA- and aB-crystallin would avoid any confusion about their being genuine sHSPs. However, considering the 
priority of the name a-crystallin, given in 1894, and its established usage, it seems undesirable to actually replace their 
names, leaving HSPB4 and HSPB5 as possible formal indications. In the case of human HSP27 (also named HSP28) and 
rodent HSP25, the use of HSPB1 would make it immediately clear that we are dealing with the corresponding, 
orthologous protein in different species.
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were amplified by PCR from a human 
placental cDNA library and from human 
genomic DNA, respectively.
In situ hybridization
Mouse testis tissue was fixed in 4% 
buffered formalin for 24 h at room 
temperature. Paraffin sections (5 |im) were 
dewaxed, rehydrated, treated with 
proteinase K (1 |ig/ml) and acetylated for 5 
min with 0.25% acetic anhydride in 0.1 M 
triethanolamine buffer. Sections were 
treated for 2 h at hybridization temperature 
with prehybridization mix, containing 52% 
formamide, 21 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 0.33 
M NaCl, 10% dextran sulphate, 1x 
Denhardt's solution, 100 |ig/ml salmon 
sperm DNA, 100 |ig/ml tRNA and 250 |ig/ 
ml yeast total RNA, and subsequently 
incubated overnight (16 h) at 42°C or 50°C 
with hybridization mix, consisting of 
prehybridization mix with the following 
additions: 0.1 mM DTT, 0.1% sodium
thiosulphate, 0.1% SDS and 200 ng/ml 
digoxigenin-labeled probe. Slides were then 
washed in 2x SSC (300 mM NaCl, 30 mM 
sodium citrate pH 7.0), followed by washes 
in 1x SSC and 0.1x SSC at hybridization 
temperature. Sections were digested with 20 
|ig/ml ribonuclease A in 0.6 M NaCl, 20 mM 
Tris, 10 mM EDTA for 1 h at 37°C, washed 
with PBS and buffer 1 (100 mM maleic acid, 
150 mM NaCl), and incubated for 30 min 
with blocking solution (1 g/ml BSA (Sigma) 
in buffer 1) and for 1 h at room temperature 
with anti-digoxigenin conjugated to alkaline 
phosphatase (Roche), diluted 1:500 in 
blocking solution. After two washes in 
buffer 1, the slides were stained with Nitro 
blue tetrazolium/5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl 
phosphate (Sigma) and counterstained with 
Mayer's hematoxylin (Sigma) 1:5 for 3 sec. 
Slides were mounted in Kaiser’s glycerol 
gelatin. Videoprints were made (VY-170, 
Hitachi) using a 3-CCD camera (HV-C10A, 
Hitachi) on a Nikon Optiphot microscope.
Table 1. Characteristics of the human sHSPs
Protein name pi a Mass (kDa) a
Length 
(aa) a
% sequence identity 
between orthologues b
% sequence identity 
with c Intron positions 
and phases d
Chromosomal 
location e
HSPB8 HSPB9
HSPB9 9.0 17.5 159 62.2 23.2 100 intronless 17q21
HSPB8/H11 4.7 21.5 196 94.4 100 23.2 133 (1), 162 (2) 12
HSPB7/cvHSP 6.5 18.6 170 94.7 23.6 25.2 87 (1) 1p36.23-p34.3
HSPB6/HSP20 6.4 16.8 157 91.1 37.9 32.3 98/99, 146/147 19q13.1
HSPB5/aB 7.4 20.2 175 97.7 35.5 26.8 98/99, 146/147 11q22.3-q23.1
HSPB4/aA 6.2 19.9 173 94.8 31.5 28.7 98/99, 146/147 21q22.3
HSPB3 5.9 17.0 150 88.0 29.9 20.9 intronless 5q11.2
HSPB2/MKBP 4.8 20.2 182 97.3 39.4 20.9 40 (1) 11q22-q23
HSPB1/HSP27 6.4 22.8 205 84.9 29.9 28.1 133 (1), 162 (2) 7q11.2
a Calculated with PEPTIDESORT of the GCG PACKAGE. b Amino acid sequence identity as determined between human 
and mouse (or rat in case of HSPB2 and HSPB6) orthologous sHSPs. c Amino acid sequence identities as determined by 
pairwise comparisons of HSPB8 and HSPB9 with the other human sHSPs. d Intron positions refer to the position numbers 
in Figure 1. Positions separated by a slash indicate phase 0 introns (between codons); phase 1 and 2 introns interrupt 
codons after the first and second codon position, indicated as (1) and (2), respectively. Note that the HSPB8 gene might 
contain more than two introns. e Chromosomal localizations obtained from the OMIM Database (HSPB1 - HSPB5), 
AC002398 (HSPB6), AF155908 (HSPB7), NM-014365 (HSPB8) and AC003104 (HSPB9).
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Database search
Searching the translated EST database 
with two sHSPs profiles yielded 90 human 
ESTs that matched the search profiles (E 
value below 1), but were not annotated as 
being known human sHSPs. Using these 90 
ESTs for homology searches in the 
SWISSPROT database showed 37 of them to 
have obvious homology with known sHSPs. 
A  BLAST search on the EM BL database 
identified 33 of these as known human 
sHSPs, leaving two unknown proteins, 
represented by two ESTs each. These were 
considered as novel sHSPs because of their 
convincing sequence similarity with known 
sHSPs (see below).
Protein kinase-related H SPB8
For one of the retrieved new sHSPs, the 
mRNA sequence turned out to be present in 
the database (accession No. AF133207). It 
was recently reported as coding for a 
protein, designated as H11, which is similar 
to the protein kinase (PK) domain of the 
multifunctional herpes simplex virus type 2 
ribonucleotide reductase, and has Ser-Thr- 
specific PK activity [25]. H11 expression 
appears to be required for the growth of 
human melanoma cells. Remarkably, the 
conspicuous sequence relationship with the 
sHSP family was not mentioned [25], 
although more recent annotations do 
recognize the homology with sHSPs 
(AF191017, AF250138). Considering that this 
protein H11 clearly is an sHSP, we propose 
to use the formal name HSPB8 for it (see 
legend of Fig. 1). A draft sequence of a 
genomic fragment (AC009819) located on 
chromosome 12 contains the gene for 
HSPB8. Aligning the mRNA with its gene 
reveals the presence of at least two introns 
(see Table 1).
The cDNA for HSPB8 was amplified
R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n from a cDNA library of human placenta. Its 
sequence was determined and differed at a 
single position from the published H11 
mRNA sequence ([25]; see legend of Fig. 1). 
The deduced amino acid sequence is aligned 
with the other human sHSPs in Fig. 1. This 
196-residue HSPB8 has a remarkably low pi, 
4.7. The cDNA was used as a probe for 
Northern blotting on mRNA from various 
human tissues (Fig. 2A, upper panels). The 
transcript is approximately 2.2 kb in length. 
The HSPB8 gene is most abundantly 
transcribed in skeletal muscle, heart and 
placenta, and to lesser extent in many other 
organs. No expression was found in blood.
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Figure 2. Northern blot analysis of HSPB8, HSPB9 and 
HSP27 expression
Human multiple tissue Northern blots (CLONTECH) 
were probed successively with HSPB8 cDNA (A, upper 
panels) and HSPB9 cDNA (B), and HSP27 cDNA (A, 
lower panels). Each lane contains approximately 2 g^ of 
purified poly(A)+ RNA isolated from the indicated 
tissues. Marker sizes are indicated in kb. Note that blots 
A were exposed overnight whereas blots B were exposed 
for 5 days.
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As compared with the expression patterns of 
aB-crystallin, HSP20, HSP27, HSPB2 and 
HSPB3, as published by Sugiyama et al. [30], 
who used corresponding CLONTECH blots, 
the expression pattern for HSPB8 is most 
similar to that of HSP27 (Fig. 2A, lower 
panels).
Testis-specific HSPB9
The second unknown human sHSP, 
which we propose to name HSPB9, was also 
found as part of a genomic DNA fragment 
(AC003104) originating from chromosome 
17. An alignment of this genomic fragment 
with the ESTs for HSPB9 revealed a 
continuous open reading frame, encoding a 
protein of 159 residues. Since the gene is 
intronless, we could amplify the cDNA for 
HSPB9 directly from human genomic DNA. 
The sequence was determined, and the 
deduced amino acid sequence aligned in 
Fig. 1. In contrast to HSPB8 , this protein is 
unusually basic, with a p i of 9.0.
Northern blotting showed that among 
the represented human tissues, HSPB9 was 
exclusively transcribed in testis (Fig. 2B). 
This is in agreement with the EST database 
results, which additionally indicate its 
occurrence in lung and germ cell tumors. 
The transcript is exceptionally small, just 
approximately 0.8 kb, leaving only 
approximately 300 nucleotides for the 
polyA-tail and the 5' and 3' UTRs.
Mouse being a more convenient 
experimental model than human, we also 
determined the sequence of the mouse gene 
for HSPB9 (accession nr. AJ302069). The 
deduced amino acid sequence turned out to 
be remarkably different from the human 
HSPB9 (Table 1). The possibility that the 
mouse gene is not the orthologue of human 
HSPB9 can be dismissed, considering the 
shared presence of unique sequence 
characteristics, not found in other sHSPs (e.g., 
the sequence ASRCPSVxLAERNxVATMP-
VRL at positions 33-65 in Fig. 1).
In situ hybridization was performed on 
testis sections of adult and immature mice. 
In all the seminiferous tubules of adult mice
Figure 3. In situ hybridization of testis of adult mice 
with antisense HSPB9 probe (A,C) and sense HSPB9 
probe (B)
A dark brown staining was only obtained with the 
antisense probe, representing HSPB9 mRNA signal. All 
stained cells are localized in the seminiferous tubules. 
The stained cells indicated in the higher magnification 
(C) are diplotene (1) and stage XII (2) spermatocytes, and 
round spermatids (3). A colour version of this image is 
available on page 118.
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the HSPB9 probe hybridized to specific 
stages of germ cells (Fig. 3A,C). 
Spermatogenesis in the seminiferous tubules 
can be subdivided in three different phases: 
the proliferative phase in which 
spermatogonia divide, the meiotic phase in 
which genetic material in spermatocytes is 
recombined and segregated, and the 
spermiogenic phase in which round 
spermatids transform through elongate 
spermatids into spermatozoa. On the basis 
of the staging of spermatogenesis described 
by Russell [183] the HSPB9 positive germ 
cells were identified. A high expression of 
HSPB9 was found in diplotene and stage X II 
(meiosis I and II) spermatocytes, round 
spermatids and step 9-12 elongate 
spermatids, and a somewhat lower 
expression in late pachytene spermatocytes 
and step 13-15 elongate spermatids. No 
signal was detected in Sertoli cells, 
spermatogonia, leptotene, zygotene, early 
pachytene spermatocytes and spermatozoa. 
Also in the testis of 16-days old mice the first 
HSPB9 expression can be detected in 
pachytene spermatocytes, but the number of 
stained cells in the testis increased with age: 
in 24-days old mice all tubuli contained 
stained cells (data not shown). The control 
sections of adult and immature testis 
incubated with the sense probe gave no 
signal (Fig. 3B). Interestingly, also HSP25 - 
the mouse orthologue of HSP27 - has been 
reported to be expressed during 
spermatogenesis, but at somewhat earlier 
stages: leptotene, zygotene and early 
pachytene [184].
Comparisons with other sHSPs
The nine human sHSPs, indicated as 
HSPB1-9, are aligned in Fig. 1; the reasons 
for using the names HSPB1-9 are given in 
the legend. This alignment reveals that the 
sequences between positions 106 and 184 are 
best conserved, corresponding with the
location of the a-crystallin domain. In that 
same region the homology with the archaeal 
MjHSP16.5 is also clearly detectable. The 
similarities in the N-terminal domain are 
limited to some scattered short motifs (PF, 
SRL, LR), which are even absent in HSPB3 
and mostly so in HSPB7/cvHSP. In the C- 
terminal extensions no overall similarities 
can be recognized. The secondary structure 
predictions suggest that at least six of the ten 
ß-strands as observed in the a-crystallin 
domain of MjHSP16.5 [7] may also be 
present in the human sHSPs. The contact 
site for model substrates, which has been 
located between ß3 and ß4 [185], is also 
conserved. Three ß strands were not 
predicted, of which two, ß1 and ß6, are 
probably absent in human sHSPs based on 
systematic analyses of spin-labeled aA- 
crystallin mutants [172].
The diversity of the human sHSPs is also 
evident from Table 1. It reveals that HSPB8 
and HSPB9 indeed have the most extreme pi 
values within the family. The amino acid 
sequence identities of HSPB8 and HSPB9 
with the other human sHSPs reflect that 
both, but especially HSPB9, have highly 
diverged from all others. Also the dispersal 
over different chromosomes (apart from aB- 
crystallin and HSPB2, which are oriented 
head-to-head on chromosome 11 [50]), and 
the variety in intron positions witness for 
the seniority of the gene duplications that 
have resulted in the present mammalian 
sHSP family. The percent sequence identity 
between orthologous human and rat or 
mouse sequences shows that all sHSPs are 
highly conserved in mammals (between 88%  
and 98% identity), with the exception of 
HSPB9 (62% identity). It has been observed 
that sex-related genes, i.e. genes that are 
involved in fertilization, spermatogenesis or 
sex determination, have a high rate of 
nonsynonymous substitutions [186,187]. 
This might be due to periods of positive
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selection acting on such genes during 
speciation, thus creating reproductive 
barriers between speciating populations. 
The increased rate of change of HSPB9 thus 
supports the idea that it has some important 
sex-related role.
With nine expressed and quite divergent 
sHSPs, mammals now compare well with 
other organisms in which multiple sHSPs 
have been described. This reaches numbers 
of at least 12 in Bradyrhizobium japonicum 
[188], 14 in Cenorhabditis elegans [189], 13 in 
Xenopus laevis [190] and over 20 in higher 
plants [191]. In contrast, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae has only two sHSPs, and quite a 
few bacteria can even do without (G.K. 
unpublished data), demonstrating that the 
presence of so many different sHSPs is not a 
universal requirement.
N o t e  a d d e d  in  p r o o f
HSPB8 has also been identified by 
Benndorf et al. who designated it HSP22
[24].
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The human genome encodes ten quite diverse members o f the small heat shock protein (sH SP) fam ily. Seven o f them are highly expressed in various types o f muscle, but their functional diversity and complementarity remain poorly understood. Amongst these, one o f the most intriguing is H S P B 8 (also named H 1 1 
kinase, E2IG1 and H SP22), which reportedly has kinase activity, is estrogen 
inducible, and mediates cell growth. Nevertheless, the basic features o f H S P B 8 as a 
heat shock protein, such as expression patterns, stress behaviour and complex 
formation, have not yet been characterized. W e therefore compared H S P B 8 with 
other mammalian sHSPs, notably HSP27/B1, HSP20/B4 and aB-crystallin/H SPB6 . 
W e show that, in the muscle myoblast cell line C2, H S P B 8 is not upregulated during 
differentiation, only slightly after heat shock, and markedly after arsenite treatment. 
Interestingly, even though H S P B 8 is regulated by estrogen at the m RN A level in the 
human breast cancer cell line MCF-7, there is no effect at the protein level. Stress 
induces phosphorylation o f H S P B 8 in the mouse C2 cells, but not in human H eLa  
cells. In  the C2 cells H S P B 8 becomes partially detergent-insoluble after heat shock 
or proteasomal inhibition, but not after arsenite or H 2O2 stress. Resolubilization o f 
H S P B 8 is independent o f protein translation. G lycerol density gradient centrifugation 
o f C2 and H eLa cell extracts shows that H S P B 8 forms complexes, which are distinct 
from aB-crystallin  complexes and cofractionate w ith the smaller complexes o f 
HSP27. It can be concluded that H S P B 8 is a stress responsive protein with a unique 
combination o f features.
I n t r o d u c t io n
The human small heat shock protein 
(sHSP) family, characterized by a conserved 
‘a-crystallin’ domain of about 85 residues, 
comprises ten members [13] of which HSP27 
and aB-crystallin are the best known 
representatives (for recent sHSP reviews, see 
[12,192,193]). Most sHSPs have in vitro 
chaperone-like activity and can form homo- 
and hetero-oligomeric complexes. Their 
expression is often induced in response to 
diverse stimuli like heat shock, oxidative 
stress and heavy metals. Typically, they can 
confer thermotolerance to cells when 
overexpressed, and are believed to protect 
the cytoskeleton by associating with it.
HSP27 and aB-crystallin are upregulated in 
degenerative diseases and tumors, and have 
been shown to inhibit apoptosis. Despite 
their ubiquity and apparent physiological 
importance, little is known about the precise 
functioning and possible complementarity 
of the various sHSPs in the cell.
Until 1997 four human sHSPs had been 
described: the eye lens proteins aA- 
crystallin/HSPB51 and aB-crystallin/ 
HSPB6, of which the latter is also abundant 
in heart and other muscle, and HSP27/ 
HSPB1 (HSP25 in rodents)2 and HSP20/ 
HSPB4, which have highest expression in 
muscle. Since then six more sHSPs have
1 The ten human sHSPs have been given the formal names HSPB1-10 in accordance with the guidelines of the HUGO 
Gene Nomenclature Committee.
2 For convenience we will use HSP27 in this paper to indicate both human HSP27 and mouse HSP25.
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been identified: MKBP/HSPB2 [50], HSPB3 
[21], cvHSP/HSPB7 [22], HSPB8 [25], HSPB9 
[27] and ODF1/HSPB10 [13], of which the 
first four again typically occur in muscle, 
while the last two are testis-specific. 
Although most of these novel sHSPs are 
abundantly expressed, they have not yet 
received much attention in the literature. 
However, initial studies have shown some 
interesting and unique characteristics for 
some of them. HSPB2 was identified as an 
interactor and activator of Myotonic 
Dystrophy Protein Kinase [19], cvHSP may 
be associated with obesity and related 
metabolic disorders [22], and HSPB8 has 
been reported to have kinase activity [25]. 
HSPB9 apparently is a cancer/testis- 
associated gene (Chapter 6), while HSPB10 
has been extensively studied as sperm tall 
ODF1 [194,195], but was not earlier 
recognized as a sHSP.
HSPB8 appeared in the literature under 
several names. As H11 kinase it was found 
to have some similarity to the protein kinase 
domain of the large subunit of Herpes 
Simplex Virus type 2 ribonucleotide 
reductase, but was not recognized as a sHSP
[25]. H11 kinase can be phosphorylated and 
its expression in melanoma cells and 
keratinocytes is associated with cell growth. 
Others have shown the overexpression of 
H11 kinase in ischemic heart and found it to 
be a mediator of cardiac cell growth and 
hypertrophy [34]. The same gene product, 
named E2IG 1 and now recognized to be 
sHSP-related, was identified as a transcript 
that is induced upon estrogen treatment of 
estrogen-sensitive breast cancer cell lines
[23]. As HSP22 it was found as a yeast two- 
hybrid interactor of a mimick of 
phosphorylated HSP27 [24]. Recombinant 
HSP22 itself could be phosphorylated in 
vitro by protein kinase C, casein kinase-2 
and p44 mitogen-activated protein kinase, 
but not by mitogen-activated protein kinase-
activated protein kinase 2 (MAPKAP-2).
The formal name HSPB8 was proposed 
when the same protein was found as the 
eighth human sHSP by searching databases 
with the conserved a-crystallin domain [27]. 
Northern blot analysis showed highest 
expression of HSPB8 in heart and skeletal 
muscle, a pattern similar to HSP27. Because 
important features of HSPB8 as a novel 
sHSP have not yet been described, we 
analyzed its expression, stress behaviour, 
complex formation and phosphorylation in 
different cell lines, and compared it to other 
sHSPs. The results show that HSPB8 
behaves in these respects very similar to - 
but not exactly the same as - HSP27 and 
HSP20, despite the large sequence 
differences.
M a t e r ia l s  a n d  M e t h o d s
Cell culture and stress treatments
The mouse myoblast cell line C2 was 
cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s 
Medium (DMEM; GibcoBRL) supplemented 
with 20% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum, 
100 U/ml penicillin and 200 |ig/ml 
streptomycin. The human HeLa cell line was 
cultured in the same medium supplemented 
with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum. 
The human breast cancer cell line MCF-7 
was cultured in DMEM without phenol red, 
supplemented with 10%  heat-inactivated 
fetal calf serum. The cells were incubated at 
37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 
5% CO2. C2 cells were differentiated from 
myoblasts into myotubes by growing the 
cells for 5-7 days in medium supplemented 
with 10%  serum and the formation of 
myotubes was visually checked. Heat shock 
was given by complete immersion of the cell 
culture flasks in a waterbath at the desired 
temperature and recovery took place at 
normal culture conditions. Arsenite
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treatment was performed by adding sodium 
arsenite (Baker) to the medium with a final 
concentration of 100 |jM. Estradiol treatment 
was performed by seeding MCF-7 cells in 
flasks and incubation for 48 h in DMEM  
without phenol red, supplemented with 10%  
charcoal/dextran-treated fetal bovine serum 
(Hy clone) before adding 17ß-estradiol 
(Sigma) to a final concentration of 10-8 M. 
Proteasomes were inhibited by incubation 
with 50 |jM MG132 (Calbiochem) for 4 h. 
H2O2 treatment was performed by addition 
of freshly diluted H2O2 to a final 
concentration of 250 |J.M.
Detergent solubility
Detergent-soluble and -insoluble 
fractions were obtained as described before 
[196]. In brief, cells were lysed in buffer (10 
mM Tris pH 7.5, 10 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 
1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride and 
0.5% Triton X-100) and centrifuged (5 min at 
300 x g at 4°C). The supernatant was used as 
detergent-soluble fraction and the pellet as 
detergent-insoluble fraction.
Electrophoresis and Western blot analysis
Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was 
performed using standard procedures. 
Isoelectric focusing (IEF) was performed as 
described before [197] using the Protean II 
system (Biorad). In brief, cell extract was 
made in 8 M urea, 2% 3-[(3-cholamido- 
propyl) dimethylammonio] 1-propane- 
sulfonate (CHAPS) and mixed with an equal 
volume of sample buffer (2.4% ampholine 
mixture, 8 M urea, 2% Triton X-100, 1% 2- 
mercaptoethanol, 1%  bromophenolblue). 
The sample was then applied on a gel 
containing 8 M urea, 2.4% ampholine 
mixture and 5% acrylamide, and the gel was 
run at 150 V for 30 min and subsequently at 
200 V for 2.5 h. For isoelectric focussing of 
HSPB8, the ampholine mixture consisted of
16% ampholine pH 3.5-10 and 84% 
ampholine pH 2.5-5, while for isoelectric 
focussing of HSP27 the ampholine mixture 
consisted of 16% ampholine pH 3.5-10, 42% 
ampholine pH 2.5-5 and 42% ampholine pH 
5-7. Before Western blotting, the isoelectric 
focusing gel was incubated in buffer (6 M 
urea, 30% glycerol, 50 mM Tris, 2% SDS) for 
10 min.
For Western blot analysis, proteins were 
transferred electrophoretically to a 
nitrocellulose membrane (Schleicher & 
Schuell) or polyvinylidene fluoride 
membrane (Millipore) after SDS-PAGE and 
isoelectrofocussing, respectively. The 
membrane was incubated with primary 
antibodies and subsequently with either 
alkaline phosphatase-conjugated (Promega) 
or peroxidase-conjugated (Dako) secondary 
antibodies. The primary antiserum for 
detection of HSPB8 was raised in rabbits 
using a peptide corresponding to 
aminoacids 179-193. Antibodies against aB- 
crystallin, mouse HSP27 and HSP20 have 
been described before [196,198]. Antibodies 
against human HSP27 and the inducible 
HSP70 were from Stressgen. Affinity- 
isolated actin antibody was obtained from 
Sigma and antibody against desmin was 
from BioGenex.
RNA isolation and quantitative real time
r t -p c r
Control and stressed cells were 
harvested in Trizol (GibcoBRL) and total 
RNA was isolated according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. Genomic DNA was 
removed by DNase I treatment (GibcoBRL). 
DNase I was heat inactivated before reverse 
transcription. cDNA for quantitative 
analysis was generated with Superscript II 
reverse transcriptase (GibcoBRL) using 
random hexamer primers and 2 |ig of total 
RNA. The amount of RNA was quantified 
by quantitative real-time polymerase chain
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reaction (PCR) with the GeneAmp 5700 
Sequence Detection System (Applied 
Biosystems) using the Sybr Green kit 
(Eurogentec). The PCR signal from control 
RNA, isolated from unstressed cells, was 
arbitrarily set to 1. All other signals were 
calculated compared to this. Furthermore, a 
PCR with a control primerset (glyceraldehyde- 
3-phosphate dehydrogenase; GAPDH) was 
included and all PCR signals were corrected 
for this value. The following primersets 
were used: for human HSPB8 5'-TGCACAG- 
CTTCAAGCCAGAG-3' and 5'-CCTCCACG- 
TATCCATCTTTGGT-3'; for human GAPDH 
5'-ATCCCATCACCATCT-TCCAGG-3' and 
5'-GCATCGCCCCACTTG-ATTT-3'.
Yeast two-hybrid assay
To generate the yeast two-hybrid 
vectors, the full length cDNAs of human 
HSP27, human aB-crystallin, rat HSP20, 
human HSPB2 and rat aA-crystallin were 
cloned in frame with the LexA-DNA 
binding domain of the slightly modified 
pEG202 (bait) plasmid, while the full length
cDNA of human HSPB8 was cloned in 
frame with the transcription activation 
domain of the slightly modified pJG4-5 
(prey) plasmid (both plasmids kindly 
provided by Roger Brent, Molecular 
Sciences Institute, Berkeley).
For the interaction screening, yeast strain 
EGY48 (ura3 trp1 his3 3LexA-operator-LEU2; 
Clontech) was transformed with bait, prey 
and reporter plasmids. Transformants were 
selected on plates lacking histidine, uracil 
and tryptophan. After induction of the prey, 
expression activation of the LacZ reporter 
was determined.
Glycerol gradient centrifugation
Sedimentation analysis was carried out 
using a Sorvall Discovery 100 ultra­
centrifuge with a Th 641 rotor. Samples were 
layered on top of 5-40% glycerol gradients 
(in 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5% 
NP-40) created with the Gradient Master 
(Bio-Comp) in 12 ml tubes and centrifuged 
at 40000 rpm for 16 h at 4°C. After 
centrifugation, 0.5 ml fractions were collected
Table 1. Expression of HSPB8 in various cell lines
Cell line Type of cell line
HSPB8 expresssion a
rt-pcr NB WB
HeLa human cervical cancer + b + b + b,c
G361 human melanoma + d + d + d
SK-MEL-31, SK-MEL-2 human melanoma + d
A431 human keratinocytes + b + b,c
C2 mouse myoblast + c
L6 rat myoblast + e
L929 mouse fibroblast + e
MCF-7, T-47-D, ZR-75-1, UACC-821 human estrogen receptor (+) breast cacer + f + c
MDA-MB-157, MDA-MB-435, MDA-MB-453, SkBr3 human estrogen receptor (-) breast cancer - f
293 ad.-immortalized human embryonic kidney - b,d - b,d - b,d
H9c2 rat cardiomyoblast - e
a as determined by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), Northern blotting (NB), or Western blotting 
(WB); b reference [252]; c this paper, see Figures; d reference [25]; e this paper, data not shown; f reference [23]; +, 
expression ; -, no expression; blanks, not determined; ad., adenovirus
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from the top of the tubes. The molecular 
mass standards used were albumin (66 
kDa), aldolase (158 kDa), catalase (232 kDa) 
and thyroglobulin (669 kDa).
R e s u l t s
H SPB8 can be detected in cell lines from 
different origin
Because we wanted to compare 
properties of HSPB8 to those of other sHSPs, 
and muscle is the only tissue that expresses 
several sHSPs at high levels (e.g., [30]), we 
examined HSPB8 expression in several 
myoblast cell lines (C2, L6, and H9c2), as 
well as in some other cell lines. Results are 
summarized in Table 1, together with data 
from earlier studies. Amongst the myoblast 
cell lines, we could detect HSPB8 in C2 and 
L 6, but not in H9c2. We chose to use C2 cells 
for most of the further experiments, since 
these contain highest expression of HSPB8 
and can efficiently be differentiated into 
myotubes. Interestingly, HSPB8 expression 
was also detected in L929, a cell line that has 
often been used because of its presumed 
lack of sHSPs (e.g., [199]).
H sPB8 is not upregulated upon muscle cell 
differentiation
Expression of sHSPs can be regulated 
during muscle differentiation [30]. We 
therefore investigated the protein levels of 
HSPB8 during differentiation of mouse 
myoblast C2 cells. Differentiation into 
multinucleated myotubes by lowering the 
serum content of the medium, was 
confirmed morphologically (not shown) and 
was evident biochemically from the 
appearance of desmin, a muscle-specific 
protein, upon Western blot analysis (Fig. 1). 
Reaction with various sHSP antisera showed 
that HSPB8 and HSP27 are not detectably 
upregulated during differentiation, in
H SPB 8
HSP27
aB
HSP20
desmin
actin
Figure 1. HsPB8 expression during myogenic 
differentiation of the mouse myoblast cell line C2
Extracts of undifferentiated (u) and differentiated (d) 
cells were subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting 
with antibodies against the proteins indicated on the 
right.
contrast to HSP20 and aB-crystallin which 
show a pronounced downregulation and 
upregulation, respectively. These results for 
HSP27, HSP20 and aB-crystallin are very 
similar to what has been described by 
Sugiyama et al. [30], and demonstrate that as 
for muscle differentiation HSPB8 may 
behave most similar to HSP27.
H sPB8 is slightly upregulated upon heat 
shock, but better by arsenite
Since heat-inducibility is characteristic 
for HSPs, we investigated the effect of heat 
shock on the expression of HSPB8 in C2 cells 
at different temperatures and after different 
recovery periods (Fig. 2). HSPB8 tends to 
show a minor increase in protein expression, 
most similar to that of HSP20. In contrast, 
HSP27 and aB-crystallin are both 
upregulated to a great extent, notably 24 h 
after a heat shock of 44°C or 45°C. As a 
control for the stress response, expression of 
the well-known stress-inducible HSP70 was 
found to show an upregulation comparable 
to HSP27 and aB-crystallin. Since regulation
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actin
Figure 2. HSPB8 expression after heat shock
The mouse myoblast cell line C2 was heat shocked for 30 minutes at 43, 44 or 45°C, and then recovered at 37°C for 3, 6 or 
24 hours. Total cell extracts were subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting with antibodies against the proteins 
indicated on the right. C, control cells kept at 37°C.
of sHSP gene expression primarily takes 
place at the transcription level, we also 
followed the HSPB8 mRNA expression 
during recovery after heat shock. HSPB8 
mRNA was quantified by real-time RT-PCR 
and normalized for GAPDH mRNA. 
Surprisingly, no clear change in HSPB8 
mRNA levels could be detected after the 
investigated temperatures and recovery 
periods (data not shown).
Since sHSPs can differentially be
induced by various types of stress [200], we 
also examined HSPB8 expression in C2 cells 
exposed to sodium arsenite. Increased levels 
of HSPB8 were now observed, as well as 
increases in HSP27, aB-crystallin and HSP70 
levels, all with similar kinetics (Fig. 3). The 
increase of HSPB8 became visible 4 h after 
addition of arsenite and protein levels 
remained elevated for at least 24 h. HSP20 
was not upregulated, emphasizing the 
stress-specific regulation of the different
24 hrs
HSPB8
HSP27
HSP20
HSP70
actin
Figure 3. HSPB8 expression upon 
arsenite stress
The mouse myoblast cell line C2 
was exposed to 100 |iM sodium 
arsenite for 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 16 or 24 
hours. Cell extracts were subjected 
to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting 
with antibodies against the proteins 
indicated on the right. Note that the 
intensity of HSPB8 staining was 
reduced compared to Figs. 1 and 2 
(compare lane u in Fig. 1, lane C in 
Fig. 2, and lane 0 in Fig. 3).
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sHSPs. Also after arsenite treatment the 
expression of HSPB8 mRNA was analyzed 
by real-time RT-PCR and indeed found to be 
increased, confirming enhanced transcription. 
The maximal increase was approximately 
3.5-fold, 5 h after the start of arsenite 
exposure (data not shown). These results 
indicate that HSPB8 is indeed a stress- 
responsive protein.
HSPB8 mRNA is upregulated upon estrogen 
treatment, but HSPB8 protein is not
In a recent study [23] upregulation of 
HSPB8 mRNA was found as an effect of 
estrogen action. To assess whether HSPB8 is 
also upregulated at the protein level, we 
used the same estrogen-responsive cell line, 
MCF-7, and cultured it in medium with 
charcoal/dextran-treated serum to reduce 
the level of hormones and growth factors. 
Also phenol red was removed from the 
medium since it may have estrogenic 
activity on some cells [201]. The MCF-7 cells 
were then treated with 10-8 M 17ß-estradiol,
and HSPB8 expression was followed by 
Western blotting (Fig. 4A). We did not 
observe an increase of HSPB8 nor of HSP27, 
the only other detectable sHSP in this cell 
line. Also, HSP70 levels were not induced 
(data not shown). Furthermore, we tested if 
adding non-charcoal-treated fetal calf serum 
and phenol red had an effect on protein 
expression levels, but also under these 
conditions HSPB8, HSP27 and HSP70 levels 
remained constant, indicating that the used 
culture conditions do not seem to have an 
effect (data not shown). Wondering whether 
these results also meant that HSPB8 mRNA 
was not upregulated in our estradiol-treated 
MCF-7 cells, we performed real-time RT- 
PCR. Surprisingly, we indeed found that 
mRNA levels had increased upon estrogen 
treatment (Fig. 4B). The maximal increase is 
approximately 5-fold after 2-4 h of estrogen 
treatment. Thus even though HSPB8 mRNA 
levels are already increased after two hours, 
HSPB8 protein levels are not detectably 
increased even after 24 h.
B
4 8 12 16 20 
estrogen treatment (hrs)
24
Figure 4. HSPB8 mRNA is 
upregulated upon estrogen 
treatment, but HSPB8 protein is 
not
The human breast cancer cell 
line MCF-7 was treated with 10-8 
M 17ß-estradiol for the indicated 
times. (A) Cell extracts were 
subjected to SDS-PAGE and 
immunoblotting with antibodies 
against HSPB8 and HSP27. (B) 
Total RNA was extracted from 
the cells and HSPB8 mRNA was 
quantified by real-time RT-PCR. 
All PCR signals were normalized 
compared to GAPDH expression, 
as measured by real-time RT- 
PCR. The HSPB8 signal from 
untreated control cells was set 
at 1.
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Figure 5. HSPB8 translocates to the detergent-insoluble fraction upon heat shock, but not upon other stress treatments
The mouse myoblast cell line C2 was left untreated (C), heat shocked at 45°C for 30 minutes (HS), treated with 50 M^ 
proteasome inhibitor for 4 hours (MG132), treated with 100 ^M sodium arsenite for 1 hour (Ars.) or exposed to 250 M^ 
H2O2 for 1 hour (H2O2). Directly after treatment cells were separated into detergent-insoluble and detergent-soluble 
fractions (lanes I and S, respectively). Each fraction was subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting with antibodies 
against the proteins indicated on the right.
H SPB8 translocates to the detergent- 
insoluble fraction upon heat shock, but not 
upon other stress treatments
For several sHSPs it has been reported 
that they can associate with the cytoskeleton 
or redistribute to the nucleus upon stress 
treatment (review see [202]). We therefore 
investigated a possible change in 
distribution of HSPB8 in C2 cells directly 
after treatment of the cells with a heat shock, 
a proteasome inhibitor, sodium arsenite or 
hydrogen peroxide (Fig. 5). Following 
treatment, the cells were harvested and 
lysed in a buffer containing 0.5% Triton X- 
100 and separated into a detergent-soluble 
cytoplasmic fraction and a detergent- 
insoluble nuclear/cytoskeletal fraction. In 
control, unstressed cells HSPB8 was found 
exclusively in the soluble fraction (lanes C). 
After a heat shock approximately 50% of 
HSPB8 translocated to the insoluble fraction 
(lanes HS), while after proteasomal 
inhibition only a very minor fraction 
translocated to the insoluble fraction (lanes 
MG 132). Both sodium arsenite and 
hydrogen peroxide did not have an effect on 
the solubility of HSPB8 (lanes Ars. and 
H2O2). HSP27 and HSP20 show a more
pronounced translocation after heat shock, 
but are - like HSPB8 - also hardly affected by 
arsenite and H2O2. In contrast to HSPB8 and 
HSP20, upon proteasome inhibition 
approximately 50% of HSP27 becomes 
insoluble. Unfortunately, our HSPB8 
antiserum or even affinity purified 
antibodies could not be used for 
immunofluorescence detection of the 
protein, probably due to a too low 
expression level. We thus were unable to 
determine whether the insoluble HSPB8 is 
associated with the cytoskeleton or is 
redistributed to the nucleus.
HSPB8 solubility can be restored after heat 
shock and this resolubilization is 
independent of translation
It has been shown for aB-crystallin that 
heat-induced insolubilization is a reversible 
process [69,167]. It is therefore interesting to 
establish whether this is also true for HSPB8. 
After a 44°C heat shock, C2 cells were 
recovered at 37°C and harvested at different 
recovery times. Fig. 6A shows that after six 
hours, no HSPB8 can be found in the 
detergent-insoluble fraction anymore. Heat 
shock at 43°C or 45°C resulted in less or
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Figure 6. HSPB8 solubility can be restored after heat shock, independent of de novo protein synthesis
(A) C2 cells were left untreated (C) or heat shocked at 44°C for 30 minutes and harvested directly after heat shock (HS+0), 
or recovered at 37°C for 3 hours (HS+3) or 6 hours (HS+6). After treatment cell extracts were separated into detergent- 
insoluble and -soluble fractions (lanes I and S, respectively). Each fraction was subjected to SDS-PAGE and 
immunoblotting with antibodies against the proteins indicated on the right. (B) The experiment in Fig. 6A was repeated 
in the presence of the translational inhibitor cycloheximide (10 ^ g/ml).
more HSPB8, respectively, in the insoluble 
fraction directly after heat shock, and 
required a correspondingly shorter or longer 
time, respectively, for recovery into the 
soluble phase (data not shown).
The resolubilization of HSP27 is slower 
than that of HSPB8, probably due to the fact 
that insolubilization of HSP27 directly after 
heat shock is higher. During the recovery 
period increasing amounts of HSP27 in the 
soluble fraction are also the result of 
induced expression (cf., Fig. 2). HSP70, 
which is already partially present in the 
insoluble fraction in unstressed cells, is not 
insolubilized to a great extent directly after 
heat shock, but the amount of insoluble 
HSP70 seems to further increase during the 
recovery period. This might be due, too, to 
the large increase of total HSP70 (cf., Fig. 2). 
Like HSPB8, the detergent-insoluble HSP20 
resolubilizes during recovery.
Rather than the insoluble HSPB8 
becoming soluble again, it is also possible 
that the insoluble HSPB8 is degraded and 
new, soluble HSPB8 synthesized. To 
distinguish between these possibilities, we 
added cycloheximide to the medium before
the heat shock and repeated the experiment. 
Cycloheximide completely inhibited de novo 
protein synthesis, as is evident from the 
absence of induction of HSP27 and HSP70 
(compare lanes HS+6 in Fig. 6A and 6B). In 
Fig. 6B it can be seen that cycloheximide 
does not diminish the appearance of HSPB8 
in the soluble fraction, confirming that it is 
the existing insoluble protein that 
resolubilizes. The resolubilization even 
seems to be somewhat faster than without 
cycloheximide, since 3 h after heat shock, no 
HSPB8 was found in the insoluble fraction 
anymore (compare lanes HS+3 in Fig. 6A 
and 6B). Also HSP27 solubility is restored in 
the presence of cycloheximide and, like 
HSPB8, recovery seems faster than without 
cycloheximide. The same applies to HSP20.
HSPB8 forms oligomeric complexes
It has been reported that two types of 
heteromeric sHSP complexes exist in muscle 
cells [30]. One complex consists of HSP27, 
aB-crystallin and HSP20, and the other of 
HSPB2 and HSPB3. To assess the 
interactions of HSPB8 with other sHSPs we 
first used the yeast two-hybrid system.
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Figure 7. HSPB8 complexes in C2 and HeLa cells
Extracts from undifferentiated (A), and differentiated C2 cells (B) as well as HeLa cells (C) were fractionated by 
centrifugation on a glycerol density gradient (5-40%) and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting with antibodies 
against the proteins indicated on the right. Arrowheads indicate the molecular masses (kDa) of marker proteins.
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Table 2. Interaction of HSPB8 with other sHSPs 
as determined in the yeast two-hybrid system
Interaction with HSPB8
HSP27 i t
aB-crystallin +
HSP20 i t
HSPB2 -
aA-crystallin -
empty vector a -
+ interaction; ++ strong interaction; - no interaction; 
a empty vector (expressing only the DNA binding 
domain) is used as a negative control.
Table 2 sh o w s th a t HSPB8 can in te rac t w ith  
HSP27, aB -crysta llin  an d  HSP20, b u t no t 
w ith  HSPB2, su g gesting  th a t HSPB8 m igh t 
be p re sen t in  a com plex  w ith  the fo rm er 
th ree  sH SPs in  m uscle. In teresting ly , and  
confirm ing  the specific ity  o f the assay, 
HSPB8 d id  no t in te rac t w ith  aA -crysta llin , 
the lens-specific sH SP th a t sh o w s 60% 
id en tity  to  aB -crystallin .
To s tu d y  w h e th e r endo g en o u s HSPB8 is 
in d eed  p resen t in  o ligom eric  com plexes, C2 
an d  H eL a cell extracts w ere  frac tionated  by 
g lycero l g rad ien t u ltracen trifu g a tio n  and  
ana lyzed  by im m unob lo tting . In u n ­
d iffe ren tia ted  C2 cells, HSPB8 can  be 
detec ted  in  com plexes w ith  a m olecu lar 
m ass v a ry in g  from  ap p rox im ate ly  40 to  250 
kD a (Fig. 7A). HSP27 d isp lays a  b ro ad er 
range (±40 to  400 kDa), w h ile  HSP20 is m ore 
u n ifo rm  in  size (±40 to 150 kDa). In 
d iffe ren tia ted  C2 cells (Fig. 7B), the HSPB8 
com plex has a size iden tica l to  th a t in  
u nd iffe ren tia ted  cells. In these d ifferen tia ted  
cells, w e  w ere  unab le  to  detec t HSP20, b u t 
could  detec t aB -crysta llin  (cf. Fig. 1). The 
la tte r is fo u n d  in  h igh  m olecu lar w e ig h t 
com plexes (±150 to  1000 kDa), ind ica ting  
th a t HSPB8 an d  aB -crysta llin  are p resen t in 
d is tinc t com plexes. In teresting ly , HSP27 
now  show s a  m uch  b ro ad e r sed im en ta tion  
profile (±40 to 1000 kDa) possib ly  due  to the
d isappearance  o f HSP20 o r the presence o f 
aB -crystallin . In  H eL a cells, w h ich  have no 
detec tab le  aB -crysta llin  or HSP20, the 
com plexes in  w h ich  HSPB8 and  HSP27 
occur have sim ilar sizes (Fig. 7C) like in 
u nd iffe ren tia ted  C2 cells, a lbeit over a 
so m ew h a t b ro ad e r m ass range (±40 to  500 
kDa).
A cid ic  iso fo rm s o f  H SPB 8 are  fo rm ed  in  C2 
ce lls  u p o n  e x p o su re  to  stress , b u t  n o t in  
H eL a ce lls
Several p o s t-tran sla tiona l m odifications 
have been  described  for sHSPs, o f w h ich  
p h o sp h o ry la tio n  is the m ost p ro m in en t and  
best s tu d ied  [203]. W e therefore  s tu d ied  the 
possib le changes in  isoelectric p o in t o f 
HSPB8 in  response  to  stress in  C2 and  H eLa 
cells, u sin g  isoelectric focusing  and  
su b seq u en t W estern  b lo t analysis. A s show n  
in  Fig. 8A, HSPB8 in  u n trea ted  cells is 
p resen t in  tw o  m ajor fo rm s w ith  d ifferen t 
isoelectric po in ts, an d  a  m inor m ore acidic 
one. A fter heat shock, the u p p e r  band  
d isap p ea rs  an d  the m ost acidic band  
b eco m e s  p ro n o u n c e d . In h ib it io n  o f 
p ro teasom es does n o t affect the isoform s o f 
HSPB8 , w h ile  after bo th  arsen ite- and  H 2O2- 
trea tm en t, all th ree  fo rm s of HSPB8 are 
detec ted . Since B enndo rf et al. [24] show ed  
th a t HSPB8 can be p h o sp h o ry la ted  in  vitro , it 
is m ost likely  th a t the m ore acidic HSPB8 
b an d s  are p h o sp h o ry la ted  isoform s.
The sam e sam p les w ere  also analyzed  
for HSP27 (Fig. 8B). M ouse HSP27 can be 
p h o sp h o ry la ted  a t serines 15 an d  86. In 
contro l cells the u n p h o sp h o ry la ted  (p0) and  
m o n o p h o sp h o ry la ted  (pi) fo rm s are m ost 
p rom inen t, b u t also the d ip h o sp h o ry la ted  
(p2) fo rm  can be seen. A fter all types o f 
s tress u sed  here, the u n p h o sp h o ry la ted  
HSP27 d isap p ea rs  and  the m ono- and  
d ip h o sp h o ry la ted  isoform s becom e the 
m ajor p roducts. In con trast to  HSPB8 , there  
is no t m uch  difference in  the response  to  the
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Figure 8. Different isoforms of HSPB8 are present in control and stressed C2 cells, but not in HeLa cells 
C2 cells (A,B) or HeLa cells (C,D) were left untreated (control), heat shocked at 45°C for 30 minutes (HS), treated with 50 
^M proteasome inhibitor for 4 hours (MG132), treated with 100 ^M sodium arsenite for 1 hour (arsenite) or exposed to 
250 ^M H2O2 for 1 hour (H2O2). Cells were harvested and analyzed on isoelectric focusing gel followed by Western blot 
analysis. (A,C) An IEF gel with a pH range of 2.5-5 was used and immunoblotting was performed with HSPB8 antiserum. 
(B,D) An IEF gel with a pH range of 2.5-7 was used and immunoblotting was performed with HSP27 antiserum. Unphos- 
phorylated forms are indicated with p0, and mono-, di- and triphosphorylated forms with p1, p2 and p3, respectively. The
* in panel A indicates the position of unphosphorylated recombinant human HSPB8, which is predicted to have a higher 
isoelectric point than unmodified mouse HSPB8 (5.0 versus 4.9; calculated using http://scansite.mit.edu/calc_mw_pi. 
html).
d iffe ren t ty p es  o f stress, su g g estin g  th a t 
d iffe ren t k inases a n d /o r  p a th w ay s  are 
responsib le  for the m odification  o f HSPB8 
and  HSP27.
In H eL a cells, w e could  no t see any  
m odification  o f HSPB8 , n e ither in  contro l 
cells no r in  s tressed  cells (Fig. 8C), w hile  
HSP27 w as already  partia lly  phosphory la ted  
in  contro l cells, an d  becam e m ore 
p h o sp h o ry la tio n  after hea t shock, arsen ite  
a n d  perox ide  stress (Fig. 8D). The fou r 
isoform s o f HSP27 correlate w ith  the 
u n p h o sp h o ry la ted  HSP27 and  the th ree 
rep o rted  p h o sp h o ry la tio n  sites o f h u m an  
HSP27 (serines 15, 78 and  82).
D i s c u s s i o n
H eart and  skeletal m uscle are the only 
tissues th a t sim u ltan eo u sly  express seven  of 
the ten  k n o w n  sH SPs (aB -crystallin , HSP27, 
HSP20, cvHSP, HSPB2, HSPB3 and  HSPB8), 
w h ich  ra ises the question  w h e th e r an d  how  
they  are functionally  com plem en tary . Some 
o f these sH SPs are no t expressed  in  
und iffe ren tia ted  m uscle cells (aB -crystallin , 
HSPB2, HSPB3) w h ile  o thers  (HSP27, 
HSP20) are  a lread y  p re se n t before  
d ifferen tia tion  [30]. W e sh o w ed  here, th a t 
HSPB8, like HSP27, is a lready  p resen t in  
und iffe ren tia ted  C2 cells, and  th a t p ro te in  
levels rem ain  constant d u rin g  differentiation. 
In teresting ly , HSP20 levels d ro p  after C2 cell
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d ifferen tia tion , ind ica ting  th a t each sH SP is 
reg u la ted  in  a  u n iq u e  w ay  d u rin g  
d ifferen tia tion . These re su lts  ind ica te  the 
d iffe ren t need  th a t und iffe ren tia ted  and  
d iffe ren tia ted  cells have for a specific 
com position  of sHSPs.
A  difference in  sH SP reg u la tio n  w as also 
fo u n d  after s tress in the C2 cell line. 
W hereas HSP27 and  aB -crysta llin  are 
u p reg u la ted  u p o n  hea t shock, the effect on 
HSPB8 , as fo r HSP20, is v e ry  m inor. HSPB8 
is sligh tly  u p reg u la ted  as a  p ro te in , b u t 
m R N A  levels rem a in  constan t. This 
d iscrepancy  could  be d u e  to  a m ore stable 
p ro te in  or to m ore efficient tran s la tio n  after 
hea t shock. The absence of hea t inducib ility  
a t the m R N A  level has earlie r been  rep o rted  
for HSPB2, HSPB3 an d  HSP20 [30]. 
In teresting ly , w e fo u n d  th a t expression  of 
HSPB8 is in d u ced  by  arsenite , v e ry  sim ilar 
to  HSP27 an d  aB -crystallin . W ith  arsenite , 
no in d u c tio n  o f HSP20 w as  detec ted . The 
d iffe ren t inducib ility  o f a sing le  sH SP after 
d iffe ren t fo rm s of s tress has been  show n  
b efo re , in d ic a tin g  th e  p re sen ce  o f 
in d e p e n d e n t  s tre s s -sp e c if ic  s ig n a lin g  
p a th w ay s  (e.g. [167,200]).
It has been  rep o rted  th a t HSPB8 m R N A  
is u p reg u la ted  u p o n  estrogen  trea tm en t [23]. 
W e could  confirm  th is observation , b u t d id  
no t see an  accum ulation  of HSPB8 p ro tein . 
A  sim ilar d iscrepancy  betw een  m R N A  and  
p ro te in  accum ula tion  in  response  to 
estrogen  tre a tm en t has earlie r been  rep o rted  
for HSP27 [204,205] an d  for IGFBP-4 [206], 
and  su g g es ts  tran s la tio n a l reg u la tio n  
besides tran sc rip tio n a l regu la tion . In the 
sam e cell line th a t w e  u sed  (MCF-7), the 
d iscrepancy  be tw een  m R N A  an d  p ro te in  
levels has been  seen  before for cyclophilin  40 
after hea t shock, an d  w as  fo u n d  to  be due  to 
a h igher p ro te in  tu rn o v e r [207]. W hether 
th is is also the case for HSPB8 , rem a in s to  be 
tested .
U n d e r no rm al conditions, HSPB8 is a
d e te r g e n t- s o lu b le  p ro te in , b e c o m in g  
partia lly  an d  reversib ly  inso lub le  after 
certa in  types of s tress (Figs. 5 an d  6), as has 
been  described  for o ther sH SPs [69,77,196]. 
The ex ten t o f in so lub iliza tion  d iffers g reatly  
b e tw een  the types o f stress an d  the d ifferen t 
sH SPs ([19,73,196,208], th is paper). The 
reason  w h y  sH SPs becom e reversib ly  
dete rgen t-in so lub le  is unclear, b u t is likely 
due  to  d ifferen t k inds of in terac tions, such  
as association  w ith  actin  and  in te rm ed ia te  
filam en ts as has been  sh o w n  for HSP27, aB- 
crystallin , HSP20 and  HSPB2 [116,196], and  
m ay  occur bo th  in  u n stre ssed  cells [123] and  
after stress  [77].
P h o sp h o ry la tio n  of sH SPs m ay  take 
place in  response  to stress, as has been 
described  fo r HSP27 an d  aB -crystallin , b u t 
has also been  rep o rted  u n d e r  o ther 
cond itions such  as cell d iv ision  (aB- 
crystallin , [63]) an d  cyclic nucleo tide- 
d e p e n d e n t vaso re laxation  (HSP20, [65]). 
Each sH SPs seem s to  be p h o sp h o ry la ted  by 
a u n iq u e  se t o f k inases: HSP27 by 
M APKAPK-2, aB -crysta llin  by M A PKA PK- 
2, p 44 /42  m itogen-activa ted  p ro te in  kinase 
an d  p ro te in  kinase A, and  HSP20 by  cyclic 
G M P -dependen t p ro te in  k in a se /p ro te in  
kinase A  (review  [209]). Since HSP27 
p h o sp h o ry la tio n  is in d u ced  by a v a rie ty  o f 
stresses, w h ile  HSPB8 p h o sp h o ry la tio n  is 
only  seen after hea t shock  (Fig. 8), an d  since 
B enndo rf et al. [24] sh o w ed  th a t HSPB8 
could  no t be p h o sp h o ry la ted  in  vitro  by 
M APKAPK-2, w e  conclude th a t p h o sp h o ­
ry la tion  of HSPB8 an d  HSP27 is m ed ia ted  
by d iffe ren t k inases. The fact th a t w e  see 
p h o sp h o ry la tio n  o f HSPB8 in C2 cells b u t 
no t in  H eL a cells p robab ly  reflects th a t cells 
o f d iffe ren t o rig in  m ay  have d iffe ren t stress 
responses.
P h o sp h o ry la tio n  decreases the com plex 
size of HSP27 an d  HSP20 [116,208], w hile  
p h o sp h o ry la tio n  o f aB -crystallin  only  has a 
m inor effect on its com plex  size [62]. For
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HSPB8 the estim ated  com plex  sizes in  C2 
a n d  H eLa cell ex tracts range be tw een  40-250 
kD a an d  40-500 kDa, respectively  (Fig. 7), 
w h ile  p h o sp h o ry la tio n  o f HSPB8 is 
ap p rox im ate ly  50% in  C2 cells an d  ab sen t in  
H eL a cells (Fig. 8). This suggests th a t also 
for HSPB8 com plex  size is red u ced  by 
p h ospho ry la tion .
In m uscle cells, sH SPs have been  fo u n d  
in  tw o  heterom eric  com plexes, one 
com posed  of HSP27, aB -crysta llin  and  
HSP20, an d  the o ther o f HSPB2 and  HSPB3 
[30]. The tissue  d is trib u tio n  o f HSPB8 is 
m ore sim ilar to  th a t o f HSP27, aB -crystallin  
and  HSP20, w h ich  are expressed  in  a w id e r 
v a rie ty  o f tissues, th a n  to  th a t o f HSPB2 and  
HSPB3, w h ich  are specifically  expressed  in 
m uscle [27,30]. Surp rising ly , ou r sed im en ta ­
tion  d a ta  (Fig. 7) su g g es t th a t HSPB8 is 
p re sen t in  a  com plex  d is tinc t from  the aB - 
crystallin  con ta in ing  com plex, a lth o u g h  in  
the y eas t tw o-hyb rid  sy s tem  b o th  p ro te in s 
can in teract. It is possib le th a t HSPB8 fo rm s 
a  com plex  w ith  HSP27 an d  HSP20 in  situ, 
because o f the (partial) overlap  in  the ir 
sed im en ta tio n  profiles and  the in terac tions 
fo u n d  in  the y east tw o -h y b rid  system . 
A lth o u g h  HSPB8 d id  no t show  any 
in te rac tion  w ith  HSPB2 in  th is system , it 
canno t be excluded  th a t HSPB8 is also p a rt 
o f the H SPB 2/H SPB 3 com plex  because b o th  
com plexes h ave  s im ila r sizes  [30]. 
P ho sp h o ry la tio n  o f HSP27 red u ces  the 
com plex size o f HSP27 [208] an d  it  is v ery  
in te restin g  th a t HSPB8 cofractionates w ith  
the sm aller an d  no t w ith  the la rger HSP27 
com plexes (Fig. 7B), suggesting  th a t HSPB8 
p refers to  in te rac t w ith  p h o sp h o ry la ted  
HSP27 as has been  sh o w n  by  B en n d o rf et al. 
[24].
In sum m ary , desp ite  th e ir considerab le  
sequence difference [13], HSPB8 seem s to 
behave v e ry  sim ilar to  HSP27 u p o n  
m yob last d ifferen tia tion , arsen ite  stress, 
estrogen  trea tm en t, s tress-induced  in ­
so lub iliza tion  an d  com plex fo rm ation , b u t 
d iffers in  its response  to  hea t shock  and  
s tress-induced  p h o spho ry la tion . O f course, 
w e have to  be carefu l in  ex trapo la ting  the 
resu lts  since the p h en o m en a  described  in  
th is p ap e r m ay  w ell be cell type- o r tissue- 
specific. Since seven  o f the ten  k n o w n  sH SPs 
are expressed  in  the sam e tissues -  h ea rt and  
skeletal m uscle  - th e  question  rem ain s w h y  
w e have so m any  o f them . T hey all have 
th e ir ow n  specific p ro p e rtie s  an d  react 
sligh tly  d iffe ren t u n d e r  d ifferen t conditions. 
It seem s p lausib le  th a t a  certain  se t o f sH SPs 
is e x p re sse d  b ecau se  th a t  spec ific  
com bination  is o p tim al u n d e r  the g iven  
conditions, b u t it w ill be a fo rm idab le  task  to 
en tang le  the ro les o f each in d iv id u a l sHSP 
and  th e ir m u tu a l in teractions.
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Recently, we have described the developmental expression of the small heat shock proteins (sHSPs) HSP27/HSPB1 and aB-crystallin/HSPB6 in different tissues of pigs from almost full term foetuses to three 
years old adults [210]. The data described in this report extends this study to 
four other members of the sHSP family (HSP20/HSPB6, cvHSP/HSPB7, 
MKBP/HSPB2 and HSPB8). We studied expression of these proteins in 
porcine lens, brain, heart, liver, kidney, lung, skeletal muscle, stomach and 
colon, and found a ubiquitous expression of HSP20 and HSPB8 as earlier 
reported for HSP27 and aB-crystallin. In contrast, cvHSP and HSPB2 
expression is essentially restricted to heart and muscle. During development, 
the sHSPs tend to (temporarily) increase in stomach, liver, lung, kidney, 
hippocampus and striatum, while expression in heart is more or less constant 
and a large variation is found in sHSP expression patterns in skeletal muscle. 
In cerebellum and cortex a temporary decrease of HSP20 and HSPB8 is 
observed directly after birth. The major impact of this study is that each 
tissue seems to have a unique profile of sHSP expression, which varies 
during development and may reflect the need of a particular tissue to 
maintain at all stages an optimal chaperoning machinery to protect against 
physiological stress.
IN T R O D U C T IO N
H eat shock  p ro te in s are a g ro u p  of 
h igh ly  conserved  pro te ins, th a t are 
constitu tive ly  expressed  in  m ost cells u n d e r  
no rm al physio log ical cond itions [3]. They 
exert h o u sekeep ing  func tions in  norm al cell 
m etabo lism  as w ell as p ro tective functions 
u n d e r  s tress conditions. T heir syn thesis  is 
increased  d u rin g  stresses such  as exposure 
to  eleva ted  tem p era tu res , heavy  m etals, 
am ino  acids ana logues an d  physio log ical 
changes. H ea t shock  p ro te in s can  be d iv id ed  
in to  five u n re la ted  fam ilies (HSP100, HSP90, 
HSP70, HSP60 an d  the sm all heat shock 
p ro te in s (sHSPs)) based  on the ir m onom eric  
size as w ell as specific function .
sH SPs are the m ost d iverse  fam ily 
am o n g st the heat shock  pro te ins. T hey are 
characterized  by the p resence of the so- 
called a -c ry sta llin  dom ain , a  s tre tch  o f 80­
100 am ino  acids in  the C -term inal h a lf o f the
p ro te in s [6]. T heir func tion  is n o t w ell 
un d e rs to o d , b u t in  vitro th ey  d isp lay  
chaperone-like activity, w h ile  in  vivo they  
are able to  p ro tec t cells ag a in s t stress. 
B esides the m ore genera l pro tective effect 
aga in s t stress, sH SPs have been  im plica ted  
in  specific cellu lar processes. For exam ple, 
HSP27 and  aB -crysta llin  are invo lved  in  the 
m o d u la tio n  o f cy toskeleton  an d  inh ib ition  o f 
apoptosis (review ed in  [36,202]). F urtherm ore, 
sH SPs p lay  a  role in  inc lusion  bo d y  diseases, 
such  as n eu ro d eg en era tiv e  d iso rd e rs  [85], 
ca ta rac t [14,125], a n d  d e sm in -re la ted  
m yopathy  [125], in  au to im m u n e  d iseases 
such  as m u ltip le  sclerosis [141] and  in  cancer 
[140], in  w h ich  the expression  o f sH SPs 
ap p ea rs  to  be linked  to  the oncogenic s ta tu s  
o f cells. A m o n g st the ten  m am m alian  sH SPs 
(form ally ind ica ted  as HSPB1-10), the eye 
lens-specific aA -cry sta llin /H S P B 5  an d  the
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m ore genera lly  expressed  aB -c ry s ta llin / 
HSPB6 an d  H SP27/H SPB 1 have been  
k now n  fo r long  an d  are best s tu d ied  so far. 
Seven o ther sH SPs have m ore recen tly  been  
iden tified : M K B P/H SPB 2, HSPB3, H S P 2 0 / 
HSPB4, cvH SP/H SPB 7, HSPB8 , HSPB9 and  
HSPB10 [13]. M am m alian  sH SPs are 
expressed  in  a w id e  v a rie ty  o f tissues w h ich  
often  con ta in  m u ltip le  sH SPs. H eart and  
skeletal m uscle  are tw o  tissues in  w h ich  
even  u p  to  seven  sH SPs (HSP27, aB- 
crystallin , HSP20, HSPB2, HSPB3, cvHSP, 
a n d  HSPB8) are expressed  a t the sam e tim e 
a n d  a t re la tive ly  h igh  levels. E xpression  of 
sH SPs is k now n  to be reg u la ted  d u rin g  
d ev e lo p m en t an d  d ifferen tia tion  [211]. Some 
sH SPs m ay  even  be req u ired  for the 
d ifferen tia tion  of specific cell types [38] or 
m ig h t p ro tec t certain  d iffe ren tia ting  cell 
types from  g o ing  in to  ap op to s is  [104]. 
R egulation  of expression  is considered  to  be 
p rim arily  a t the level o f tran scrip tion . Recent 
w o rk  from  one o f ou r labo ra to ries has 
rep o rted  such  reg u la ted  expression  for 
HSP27 [212] an d  aB -crystallin  [210], as w ell 
as for the u n re la ted  H SP70/H SC 70 [213] 
and  HSP90 [214] in  a p e rina ta l m odel o f p ig  
deve lopm en t. H ow ever, scarce in fo rm ation  
is available on the tissue  expression  o f o ther 
sH SPs d u rin g  deve lopm en t. Since aA - 
crystallin  is lens-specific and  HSPB9 and  
HSPB10 are bo th  testis-specific, w e om itted  
these sH SPs in  the p resen t investiga tion . We 
s tu d ied  expressions o f HSP20, cvHSP, 
HSPB2, an d  HSPB8 d u rin g  d ev e lo p m en t in  
n e rv o u s an d  n o n -nervous tissues, w ith  a 
special in te rest in  heart, skeletal m uscle and  
brain .
M a t e r i a l s  a n d  M e t h o d s
A n im a ls
A ll experim en ta l p ro ced u res  w ere 
carried  o u t in  accordance to  the E u ropean
C onven tion  for the P ro tec tion  o f V ertebrate 
A nim als u sed  for E xperim ental an d  o ther 
Scientific P u rp o ses (C ouncil o f E urope nr. 
123, S trasbou rg  1985) an d  the French 
M in istry  o f A gricu ltu re  for the use and  care 
o f lab o ra to ry  anim als. A ll an im als u sed  
w ere  Large W hite strain . T hey w ere  
ob ta ined  from  INRA, St G illes. A ll an im als 
w ere  from  separa te  litters. E xperim ents 
w ere  perfo rm ed  u sin g  foetus, new born , 1 h,
4 h, 8 h, 1 day , 2 day , 5 day, 10 day , 28 day  
an d  3 y ear o ld  anim als. F our separa te  
an im als w ere  u sed  for each po in t. Foetuses 
w ere  ob ta ined  fo llow ing  electrical k illing of 
the m o ther a  day  before p resu m ed  te rm  (at 
d ay  114 of gestation). U ntil 28 d ay s o f age, 
p ig lets w ere  k ep t w ith  the ir m other. 
Fo llow ing  5 m in  in h a la tio n  o f chloroform , 
foetuses an d  p ig lets u n til 28 days o f age 
w ere  killed by  d ecap ita tio n  a t ind ica ted  
tim es. T hree y ear o ld  an im als w ere  k illed  in  
com m ercial s laugh te rhouses. T issues w ere 
im m ed ia te ly  sam p led  and  k ep t a t -80°C . 
The re lative expression  of the sH SPs w as 
d e te rm in ed  in  d ifferen t tissues: lens, w hole 
brain , cerebellum , cortex, h ippocam pus, 
s tria tum , heart, liver, k idneys, lungs, 
skeletal m uscle  (sem itendinosus), and  tw o  
p a rts  o f the gastro in testin a l trac t (stom ach 
and  proxim al-colon).
P re p a ra tio n  o f  p ro te in  h o m o g en a te s
For p ro te in  extraction , tissues w ere  
m inced  an d  p laced in  extraction  buffer (TEX 
buffer 1X: 60 m M  Tris-base pH  6 .8 , 10% 
glycerol, an d  3% so d iu m  dodecy l su lfate 
(SDS)) w ith  5% ß-m ercap toe thano l an d  the 
pro tease  inh ib ito r A n tagosan  (H oechst 
L aboratories, Paris, France). T issues w ere  
hom ogen ised  in  U ltra  T urrax  a t m ax im um  
speed  fo r 1 m in  in  ice and  cen trifuged  at 
26500 x g for 15 m in. S u p ern a tan ts  w ere  
collected an d  k ep t a t -20°C  for no longer 
th a n  one w eek  before use. P ro te in  
concen tra tions w ere  m easu red  accord ing  to
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L ow ry  et al. [215] u sin g  an  Elisa p la te  reader 
(A rgus 300, Packard).
G e l e le c tro p h o re s is  a n d  W este rn  b lo t  
an a ly s is
Equal am o u n ts  o f p ro te in s  w ere  loaded  
on 13% acry lam ide  gel w ith  a  4% stack ing  
gel. E lectrophoresis w as  perfo rm ed  in  buffer 
con ta in ing  25 m M  Tris p H  7.6, 0.1% SDS and  
0.2 M  glycine. F o llow ing  m igration , p ro te in s 
w ere  tran sfe rred  to  H y bond  C m em branes 
(A m ersham  Biosciences, F reiburg, G erm any) 
d u rin g  75 m in  u sin g  buffer con ta in ing  25 
m M  Tris p H  7.6, 0.1% SDS, 0.2 M  glycine 
and  20% m ethanol. B lots w ere  w ash ed  four 
tim es in  TBST buffer (20 m M  Tris pH  7.6,
12.5 m M  N aC l and  0.5% Tween-20), soaked  
in  P onceau  Red d u rin g  1 m in  for m olecu lar 
w e ig h t m ark er (Sigma, Lyon, France) 
revela tion  and  w ash ed  again  fou r tim es in  
TBST buffer for 5 m in  each. M em branes 
w ere  b locked for 1 h  a t ro o m  tem p era tu re  in 
TBST buffer con ta in ing  5% m ilk  p o w d e r at 
room  tem p era tu re  an d  th en  incuba ted  
ov e rn ig h t w ith  the p rim ary  an tib o d y  a t a 
d ilu tio n  o f 1:1000. The an tise ru m  for 
de tec tion  o f HSP20 has been  described  
before [198]. The p rim ary  an tise ra  for 
de tec tion  of ra t HSPB2 an d  ra t HSPB3 w ere  
ra ised  in  separa te  rabb its  u s in g  the 
recom binan t p ro te ins. The p rim ary  an tise ra  
for de tec tion  o f h u m a n  cvHSP an d  H SPB8 
w ere  ra ised  in  separa te  rabb its  u sin g  
pep tides, co rre sp o n d in g  to  am ino  acids 156­
170 (cvHSP) and  179-193 (HSPB8), coup led  
to  keyhole lim p et hem ocyan in  (Pierce, 
E tten-L eur, The N e therlands). Follow ing 
ov e rn ig h t incuba tion  a t ro o m  tem pera tu re , 
blo ts w ere  w ash ed  5 x 5 m in  in TBST buffer 
an d  5% m ilk  p o w d e r con ta in ing  the 
secondary  an tib o d y  d ilu ted  1:1000 (anti­
rabb it IgG perox idase-coup led  from  Sigm a). 
Fo llow ing  5 x 5 m in  w ash es  in  TBST buffer, 
b an d s  w ere  revea led  u sin g  d iam ino- 
benz id ine  (Sigma) in  30 m l buffer con tain ing
60 m M  Tris pH  6 .8 , 0.2% h y d ro g en  perox ide 
an d  200 pl 0.8% N iC l2. A fter sta in ing , 
m em branes w ere  w ash ed  in  d is tilled  w a te r 
and  d ried  a t 37°C in oven. R epresen tative 
w este rn s  are g iven  in  the figures. To check 
for equa l p ro te in  lo ad in g  o f each lane, all 
m em branes w ere  tes ted  for the expression  o f 
ß-actin, u s in g  anti-ß-actin  an tibody  (Sigma, 
ref. 9044) an d  a perox idase-coup led  
secondary  an tibody  (Sigma) bo th  a t a 
d ilu tio n  o f 1:5000. E xam ples are g iven  in 
Figs. 2 to 4.
S ta n d a rd isa tio n
To com pare densities, m em branes w ere  
scanned  using  a  p h o sp h o r im ager (Q uan tum  
A ppligene , Illkirch, France). E xpression  of 
HSP20 in  the cerebellum  a t 10 d ay s of age 
w as  a rb itra ry  g iv en  a va lue  o f 100 an d  o ther 
densities w ere  com pared  to  th is  va lue . D ata 
is p resen ted  as m eans ± SEM (S tandard  
E rror o f M easurem en t; N  = 4). D ata  w as 
analysed  u s in g  the A N O V A  p rocedu re  
(A nalysis o f V ariance) o f the sta tistical 
analysis sy s tem  (SAS Institu te , C ary, NC, 
USA) w ith  D u n n e tt post-hoc com parison  
be tw een  m eans a t post-foetal tim es and  
foetal tim e. D ifferences be tw een  m ean s w ere  
considered  sign ifican t w h en  p < 0 .0 1 .
R e s u l t s
S p ec if ic ity  o f  th e  p o ly c lo n a l a n tib o d ie s
To s tu d y  the expression  of HSP20, 
HSPB2, HSPB3, cvH SP an d  HSPB8 , w e u sed  
rab b it po lyclonal an tise ra  ra ised  aga in s t ra t 
recom binan t p ro te in s  (HSP20, HSPB2 or 
HSPB3), or aga in s t a  pep tid e  co rrespond ing  
to  the h u m an  sequence of cvH SP or HSPB8 . 
T h ese  o b ta in e d  a n t i s e r a  re c o g n iz e  
recom binan t h u m an  p ro te in s on W estern  
b lo t (Fig. 1 an d  d a ta  no t show n). To analyse 
if  the an tise ra  also specifically  recognize the 
porcine p ro teins, p ro te in  extracts from  5 day
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Figure 1. Western blot analysis showing the specificity 
of the used antisera
Total extract from 5 day old porcine heart (Heart extract) 
and recombinant (Rec.) human HSP20, cvHSP, HSPB2 or 
HSPB8 were separated by SDS-PAGE and analysed using 
the antibodies against the proteins indicated at the 
bottom. Molecular weights of marker proteins are 
indicated on the left.
old p ig  hea rt w ere  u sed  (Fig. 1). The HSPB3 
p ro te in  cou ld  no t be detec ted  in  the hea rt 
ex tract (data  n o t show n), desp ite  the fact 
th a t th is  tissue p robab ly  has the h ighest 
expression  of HSPB3 [30], an d  for this 
reason  th is an tise ru m  w a s  no t u sed  for 
fu r th e r experim ents. The o th er an tisera  
specifically  detec ted  one band  in  the p ig  
h ea rt extract. The positions of the b an d s  
(16.8, 18.6, 20.2 an d  21.5 kD a for HSP20, 
cvHSP, HSPB2 an d  HSPB8 , respectively) are 
sim ilar to  the recom binan t p ro te in s  an d  are 
clearly  d is tinc t from  each o ther, ind ica ting  
th a t these an tise ra  are specific an d  do  no t 
cross-react w ith  the o th er sHSPs.
T issu e  d is tr ib u tio n  o f  H SP20, H SPB2, 
cvH SP a n d  H SPB 8 in  p ig
A s a  first step  in  inves tiga ting  the 
d ev e lo p m en ta l expression  o f HSP20, HSPB2, 
cvHSP an d  HSPB8 , w e  s tu d ied  the ir
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Figure 2. Tissue-specific expression of HSP20, HSPB8, HSPB2 and cvHSP at different developmental stages
Extracts of the tissues indicated at the top were obtained from foetus (f), newborn (n), 5 days old (5d) and 3 years old (3y) 
pigs. Samples containing 100 ^g of protein were subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting with antibodies against the 
indicated proteins.
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expression  in  a n u m b er o f d ifferen t tissues 
a t fo u r stages. A lth o u g h  there  have been 
s tu d ies  in  w h ich  the tissue d is trib u tio n  of 
som e of these w a s  exam ined  (e.g. [30]), th is 
is the first rep o rt th a t exam ines all four 
p ro te in s  on the sam e basis. A s d ep ic ted  in  
Fig. 2, the tissue  d is trib u tio n  of bo th  HSP20 
an d  HSPB8 is ub iqu itous . In teresting ly , the 
expression  levels o f bo th  p ro te in s vary  
b e tw een  the d ifferen t tissues an d  the 
d ev e lo p m en ta l stages (see also Figs. 3-5). 
HSP20 can be detec ted  in  all tissues tested , 
w h ile  HSPB8 is fo u n d  in  all tissues except 
for lens. In  con trast to  HSP20 an d  HSPB8 , 
the  tissue d is trib u tio n  o f cvHSP an d  HSPB2 
is m ore restric ted , sho w in g  only  detectable 
expression  in  hea rt an d  m uscle. For HSPB2,
besides hea rt and  m uscle, also a  fa in t band  
w as  observed  in  5 day- and  3 year-o ld  
porcine liver.
R e la tive  exp ression  o f  H SP20 a n d  H SPB8 in  
d iffe ren t reg io n s  o f  th e  d e v e lo p in g  b ra in
Because o f the special in v o lvem en t of 
cerebellum , cortex, h ip p o cam p u s and  
s tr ia tu m  in  stress, d ev e lo p m en ta l s tud ies  
w ere  first focused  on these reg ions. For th is 
p u rpose , p ro te in  extracts from  these reg ions 
w ere  ob ta ined  a t d iffe ren t d eve lopm en ta l 
stages w ith  special a tten tio n  to  the period  
d irectly  after b irth . E xpression  o f HSP20 and  
HSPB8 w a s  quan tified  by  W estern  b lo t 
analysis an d  com pared  to foetal levels (Fig.
3). In b o th  cerebellum  an d  cortex, HSP20
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Figure 3. Developmental expression of HSP20 and HSPB8 in porcine cerebellum, cortex, hippocampus and striatum
Samples were obtained at different stages of development (from left to right: foetus, newborn, 1 hour, 4 hours, 8 hours, 1 
day, 2 days, 5 days, 10 days, 28 days and 3 years old animals). A total of 100 ^g of protein per lane was subjected to SDS- 
PAGE and immunoblotting with antibodies against the proteins indicated at the top. Expression was quantified and 
values, given in arbitrary units, are the mean ± SEM of four independent experiments. A representative Western blot is 
shown below each quantification diagram. All blots were additionally stained for ß-actin to check for equal protein 
loading and an example is given for hippocampus (left lowest panel). * Significantly different from foetus (p < 0.01).
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and  HSPB8 levels d ro p  directly  after b irth . 
A lread y  one ho u r after b irth  th e ir expression  
is sign ifican tly  low er th an  in  foetus and  
expression  rem ain s low er for severa l ho u rs  
(cortex) o r days (cerebellum ). H ow ever, at 
la ter stages, expression  levels increase again  
back to  foetal levels or even h igher. In 
h ip p o cam p u s an d  s tria tum , expression  of 
HSP20 an d  HSPB2 w a s  re latively  low  in 
foetuses an d  new borns. E xpression  w as 
fo u n d  to  increase w ith  age and  sign ifican t 
h igher expression  w as  fo u n d  ab o u t one day  
after b irth . A s w as  a lready  sh o w n  in  Fig. 2, 
w e could  no t de tec t HSPB2 an d  cvHSP in 
brain .
D e v e lo p m e n ta l ex p re ss io n  o f  H SP20 a n d  
H SPB 8 in  liver, lu n g  a n d  k id n e y
P rev ious s tu d y  has revealed  th a t tw o  
o ther m em bers o f the sH SP fam ily, aB - 
crystallin  and  HSP27, are expressed  in  liver, 
lu n g  an d  k idney , an d  th a t th e ir expression  
genera lly  increases d u rin g  d ev e lo p m en t 
[210]. T herefore, w e exam ined  w h e th e r 
HSP20 an d  HSPB8 levels are also 
dev e lopm en ta lly  reg u la ted  in  these tissues.
A s dep ic ted  in  Fig. 4, in  liver HSP20 
increases after b irth  an d  levels do  n o t seem  
to change d u rin g  deve lopm en t. Initially, 
HSPB8 levels are constan t in  liver 
deve lopm en t, b u t -  in  con trast to  HSP20 
levels - th ey  show  a sh a rp  increase at 
re la tive ly  late stages (28 days, 3 years). In 
lung , the d ev e lo p m en ta l expression  of 
HSP20 is v e ry  sim ilar to th a t o f HSPB8 , w ith  
the exception  of new born , in  w h ich  HSP20 is 
tem p o ra rily  u p reg u la ted  as com pared  to 
foetus w h ile  HSPB8 is not. For b o th  p ro te in s 
expression  is low  in  foetus an d  increases 
e igh t h o u rs  after b irth . B oth HSP20 and  
HSPB8 expression  rem a in s high, b u t d ro p s  
back to  foetal levels a t the 3 y ea rs  tim e point. 
A lso in  k idney , HSP20 an d  HSPB8 
expression  is low  in foetus w ith  a  sligh t 
tem p o ra l increase d irec tly  after b ir th  for 
HSP20. T hen th ey  increase w ith  age s ta rting  
a t day  one for HSP20 and  day  ten  for 
HSPB8 . N o  decrease a t 3 years  as w as  seen 
in  lu n g  w as  observed  for HSP20 an d  HSPB8 
in  k idney . HSPB2 and  cvHSP could  no t be 
detec ted  in  these tissues (Fig. 2).
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Figure 4. Developmental expression of HSP20 and HSPB8 in liver, lung and kidney
Legends as for Figure 3. Lowest panel left represents the expression of ß-actin in liver.
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D e v e lo p m e n ta l ex p re ss io n  o f  H SP20, 
cvH SP, H SPB2 a n d  H SPB 8 in  h ea rt, m u sc le  
a n d  sto m ach
Since seven  d iffe ren t sH SPs are 
expressed  in  hea rt an d  m uscle, a  m ajor 
challenge lies in  the iden tifica tion  of 
ov e rlap p in g  an d  u n iq u e  ro les o f these 
sH SPs. A  better u n d e rs ta n d in g  m ay  come 
from  the know ledge o f the p a tte rn  of 
expression  d u rin g  d ev e lo p m en t o f hea rt and  
m uscle. W e therefore exam ined  the 
d ev e lo p m en ta l expression  o f HSP20, cvHSP, 
HSPB2 and  HSPB8 in  these tissues (Fig. 5). 
In the po rcine heart, an  alm ost constan t level
of expression  o f HSPB8 an d  cvHSP is fo u n d  
d u rin g  deve lopm en t, w h ile  HSP20 levels 
increase in  the la ter stages o f d ev e lo p m en t 
an d  HSPB2 levels are a lready  increased  at 
b irth , rem ain  h ig h er th an  in  foetus, b u t 
decrease aga in  a t the 3 years  tim e po in t. In 
m uscle, all fo u r tes ted  sH SPs are increased  
w ith  age as com pared  to  foetus, e ither 
a lready  a t b irth  (HSP20), or s ta rtin g  abou t 
one day  fo llow ing  b ir th  (cvHSP, HSPB2 and  
HSPB8). H ow ever, the increase in  HSPB2 
and  cvHSP a t d ay  1 seem s to  be only  
tem poral. In  o lder an im als (28 days, 3 years) 
expression  is h igher again . HSP20 and
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Figure 5. Developmental expression of HSP20, HSPB8, HSPB2 and cvHSP in heart, muscle and stomach
Legends as for Figure 3. Lowest panel left represents the expression of ß-actin in stomach.
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HSPB8 are also expressed  in  s tom ach  (Fig. 5) 
and  in  colon (not show n). In stom ach , u n d e r  
the p resen t conditions, HSP20 has a variab le  
expression , w h ich  a t all tim e po in ts  is h igher 
th a n  foetal level. HSPB8 increases w ith  age 
in  stom ach , b u t after 3 y ea rs  HSPB8 
expression  is back to  foetal level again.
D IS C U S S IO N
D evelopm enta l reg u la tio n  o f sH SPs is 
com m on and  has been  described  in  
o rg an ism s as d iv erse  as Drosophila 
melanogaster [216], Caenorhabditis elegans 
[217], Xenopus laevis [218], Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae [219] an d  m am m als [211]. The 
p resence of d iffe ren t sH SPs in  a sing le  tissue 
p robab ly  reflects the specific need  of th a t 
tissue a t a  certa in  m om ent. For th is reason  
sH SPs m ay  som etim es be sim ilarly  and  
som etim es d ifferen tia lly  reg u la ted  d u rin g  
deve lopm en t. In m am m als several s tu d ies  
have focussed  on h ea rt an d  m uscle, since the 
expression  o f m ost sH SPs is v e ry  h igh  in  
these tissues. O nly  few  rep o rts  have 
com pared  the tissue d is trib u tio n  or the 
d ev e lo p m en ta l expression  o f d ifferen t 
sH SPs w ith in  one s tu d y  [32,33]. W e and  
o thers have p rev iously  sh o w n  differen tia l 
reg u la tio n  o f HSP27 and  aB -crystallin  
[32,210]. In o rd e r to  clarify w h e th e r also 
o ther sH SPs are d ifferen tia lly  reg u la ted  
d u rin g  tissue d eve lopm en t, w e u sed  the 
sam e sy s tem  as w e have u sed  before for 
HSP27 an d  aB -crystallin . In a first series o f 
experim en ts, expression  o f HSP20, HSPB2, 
cvHSP an d  HSPB8 w a s  com pared  in  
d ifferen t porcine tissues a t fou r g iven  stages 
(foetus, new born , 5 days, 3 years; Fig. 2). In 
a  second  series o f experim ents, expression  
w as  com pared  a t e leven d ifferen t stages of 
d ev e lo p m en t (ranging  from  foetus to  3 
years) in  single tissues (Figs. 3-5).
W e show  here th a t HSP20 and  HSPB8
are u b iq u ito u s ly  expressed  in  porcine 
tissues (Fig. 2) as has been  rep o rted  before in  
o ther an im als [18,29,30]. B oth are detec ted  in  
all tissues exam ined  except lens, in  w h ich  
w e could  detec t HSP20, b u t no t HSPB8 . 
E xpression  o f HSP20 in  lens has been 
rep o rted  before [18]. The tissue expression  
p a tte rn s  o f cvHSP an d  HSPB2 are m ore 
restric ted  and  w e m ain ly  detec ted  these 
p ro te in s  in  h ea rt an d  m uscle. This re su lt is 
as expected  since cvH SP w a s  d iscovered  by 
a  da tabase  search  for heart-selective 
expression  [22], w hile  HSPB2 is m ain ly  
expressed  in  h ea rt and  m uscle in  ra t tissues 
[30], even  th o u g h  in  th a t s tu d y  also low  
expression  w as  fo u n d  in  colon an d  thym us. 
W hen com paring  the tissue  d is trib u tio n  o f 
the sH SPs described  in  th is re p o r t to  th a t of 
the p rev io u sly  rep o rted  aB -crysta llin  and  
HSP27 [210], w e  can conclude th a t there  are 
tw o  ty p es  o f expression  p a tte rn s  for sHSPs. 
aB -C rystallin , HSP27, HSP20 an d  HSPB8 all 
show  u b iq u ito u s  expression  w ith  v ary ing  
concen tra tions in  the d iffe ren t tissues, w hile  
the tissue d is trib u tio n  of HSPB2 an d  cvHSP 
is la rgely  restric ted  to  h ea rt an d  m uscle. To 
th is last g ro u p  also belongs HSPB3, on  the 
basis o f the p u b lish ed  m R N A  an d  p ro te in  
expression  profile  [30].
B ased on  o u r p rev ious s tu d y  [210] and  
the d a ta  p resen ted  in  th is p ap e r (Figs. 3-5) 
w e could  d is tin g u ish  seven  d iffe ren t types 
o f d ev e lopm en ta l expression  p a tte rn s  for the 
porcine sH SPs (Fig. 6). D u ring  developm ent, 
sH SPs ten d  to  (tem porarily) increase in  
stom ach, liver, lung , k idney , h ip p o cam p u s 
an d  stria tum , w h ile  a  large v a ria tio n  is 
fo u n d  in  sH SP expression  in  skeletal m uscle. 
In cerebellum  an d  cortex a  tem p o ra ry  
decrease o f HSP20 and  HSPB8 is observed  
d irectly  after b irth . R em arkably , the 
d ev e lo p m en ta l expression  p a tte rn  o f a single 
sH SP varies  a lo t be tw een  tissue types.
D uring  p ig  d ev e lo p m en t w e found  
constan t levels in  h ea rt for aB -crystallin ,
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Figure 6. Schematic overview of developmental expression of sHSPs in porcine tissues
Results are taken from our previous study (for aB-crystallin and HSP27; [210]) and from the data presented in this paper. 
The expression patterns of aB-crystallin (aB), HSP27, HSP20, HSPB8, HSPB2 and cvHSP can be grouped into seven 
categories. As compared to foetal levels, expression during development is (1) constant, (2) down regulated, (3) 
temporarily down regulated, (4) temporarily down regulated followed by up regulation, (5) temporarily up regulated, (6) 
up regulated in newborn and then constant, or (7) up regulated with age.
HSP27, cvH SP an d  HSPB8 (Fig. 6). A lso in  
the ro d e n t hea rt aB -crysta llin  levels rem ain  
constan t [32], b u t HSP27 levels decrease 
after b ir th  [32,33] and  HSPB8 expression  is 
no t de tec ted  in  the foetal heart, increases 
after b irth  and  th en  decreases significan tly  
w ith  age [34]. B ased on sem iquan tita tive  
analysis o f cvHSP m R N A  in  h u m a n  ad u lt 
and  foetal heart, it is also very  likely  th a t the 
expression  level o f cvHSP is no t constan t 
[22]. H ow ever, po rcine HSPB2 firs t increases 
in  the neonate  hea rt an d  th en  decreases to 
foetal levels, w h ich  fits n icely to  the 
expression  described  in  ra t an d  h u m an  heart 
[33]. These d a ta  ind ica te  th a t the d ifferen tia l
reg u la tio n  of sH SPs in  certain  tissues m ay 
som etim es be species specific as w as  show n  
before [220].
D evelopm enta l expression  m ay  occur in 
response  to  n o rm al physio log ical stress. For 
instance, in  k id n ey  the increased  expression  
of aB -crystallin , HSP27, HSP20 and  HSPB8 
u p o n  d ev e lo p m en t m ay  be due  to exposure 
to  toxic en v iro n m en ta l o r m etabolic 
p roduc ts . Since lu n g s  are only  u sed  after 
b irth , the strik ing  increase in  HSP20 and  
HSPB8 expression  e igh t ho u rs  after b irth  
m ay  be a re su lt o f th e ir use. In heart, 
expression  o f HSPB2 m ay  be a response  to 
o x id a tiv e  s tre s s  ex p e rien ced  d u r in g
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delivery , b u t could  also be d u e  to  increased  
load  on the hea rt after b irth . Extensive use  of 
m uscles m ay  resu lt in  increase in  expression  
of som e sH SPs, since HSP27 and  aB - 
crystallin  increase d ram atica lly  in  ra t 
h ind lim b  m uscle after b irth  an d  decrease 
w h en  the m uscle  is no t u sed  [35]. In th is 
respec t it w o u ld  be in te resting  to find  o u t if 
the sh a rp  decrease o f HSPB8 expression  in 
the stom ach  of 3-year old p ig  (Fig. 5) is due  
to  less s tom ach  activ ity  in d u ced  by a 
red u ced  food load . In teresting ly , in  brain , 
HSP27, HSP20 an d  HSPB8 (Fig. 6) are 
s trong ly  decreased  a lready  w ith in  one h o u r 
after b ir th  in  cerebellum  an d  cortex. This 
could  be dev e lo p m en ta lly  reg u la ted , in 
o rd e r to  try  to  p ro tec t these b ra in  reg ions 
aga in s t s tress before an d  d u rin g  delivery .
The m ajor im pact o f th is  s tu d y  is th a t 
each tissue seem s to have a un iq u e  profile o f 
sH SP expression , w h ich  varies  d u rin g  
d ev e lo p m en t an d  m ay reflect the need  of a 
particu la r tissue d u rin g  d ev e lo p m en t and  
p ro tec tion  aga in s t physio log ical stress. The 
expression  profile  m ig h t be re la ted  to 
specific functions ass igned  to  sH SPs such  as 
m o d u la tio n  o f the cytoskeleton  and  
inh ib ition  o f apop tosis. For m ost sH SPs 
these functions have no t been  assigned  ye t 
and  a  m ajor fu tu re  challenge lies in  the 
iden tifica tion  of these functions.
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Se a rc h in g  E S T  d a ta b a s e s  f o r  n e w  m e m b e rs  o f  th e  h u m a n  sm a ll  h e a t  s h o c k  p ro te in  fa m ily , w e  re c e n t ly  id e n t i f ie d  H S P B 9 , w h ic h  is  e x p re s s e d  e x c lu s iv e ly  in  te s t i s  a s  d e te r m in e d  b y  N o r th e r n  b lo t t in g  [2 7 ] . H e re  w e  c o n f i rm  th i s  te s t i s -  
s p e c if ic  e x p re s s io n  p a t te rn  b y  R T - P C R  in  a  b r o a d e r  ra n g e  o f  n o rm a l  tis s u e s . 
In te re s t in g ly , w h ile  s c r e e n in g  H S P B 9  E S T s , w e  a ls o  n o te d  e x p re s s io n  in  tu m o rs .  
U s in g  R T - P C R  w e  c o n f i rm  H S P B 9  e x p re s s io n  in  tu m o r  c e l l  l in e s  a n d  tu m o r  le s io n s  
a n d  th e r e fo re  c o n c lu d e  th a t  H S P B 9  b e lo n g s  to  th e  s te a d i ly  g ro w in g  n u m b e r  o f  
c a n c e r / te s t is - a s s o c ia te d  g e n e s . T o  g e t  a  b e t te r  u n d e r s ta n d in g  o f  th e  fu n c t io n  o f  
H S P B 9 , w e  p e r f o rm e d  a  y e a s t  tw o -h y b r id  s c r e e n  to  s e a rc h  f o r  H S P B 9 - in te r a c t in g  
p ro te in s .  T C T E L 1 , a  l ig h t  c h a in  c o m p o n e n t  o f  c y to p la s m ic  a n d  f la g e l la r  d y n e in , 
in te r a c te d  in  b o th  th e  y e a s t  tw o -h y b r id  s y s te m  a n d  in  im m u n o p r e c ip i ta t io n  
e x p e r im e n ts  w ith  H S P B 9 . Im m u n o h is to c h e m is try  s h o w e d  e n d o g e n o u s  e x p re s s io n  o f  
H S P B 9  in  h u m a n  te s t i s  a n d  c o -e x p r e s s io n  w ith  T C T E L 1  in  th e  s a m e  s ta g e s  o f  
s p e rm a to g e n e s is .  T h e  p o s s ib le  fu n c t io n a l  s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  th i s  in te r a c t io n  is  d is c u s s e d .
I n t r o d u c t i o n
Sm all hea t shock  p ro te in s  (sHSPs) are 
m olecu lar chaperones w h ich  p lay  a role in 
m an y  cellu lar processes (for recen t rev iew s 
see [12,192,193]). T hey are often  in d u ced  
u p o n  s tress and , w h en  overexpressed , can 
confer cy topro tection . V arious sH SPs 
associate w ith  an d  can p ro tec t the 
cytoskeleton . Three sH SPs, HSP27, aA - and  
aB -crystallin , are able to  in h ib it apop tosis. 
A dd itionally , HSP27 has been  iden tified  as a 
negative p rognostic  factor in  d iffe ren t types 
o f cancer, possib ly  because its over­
expression  m akes cells m ore re s is tan t to 
tre a tm en t w ith  an ticancer d rugs . Several 
s tu d ies  sh o w ed  enhanced  g ro w th  o f tu m o r 
cells expressing  HSP27 [221].
Ten active genes for sH SPs have been 
iden tified  in  the h u m an  genom e [13]. M ost 
o f th em  are expressed  in a w id e  va rie ty  o f 
tissues, w ith  h ig h es t expression  in  hea rt and  
skeletal m uscle, b u t tw o  sH SPs - HSPB9 and  
HSPB10 - are expressed  exclusively in  testis 
[13,27]. HSPB10, o r o u te r dense  fiber p ro te in
1 (ODF1) [194] p robab ly  serves a  stru c tu ra l 
role in  the sp e rm  tail. N o th in g  is know n
ab o u t the func tions an d  p ro p ertie s  o f 
HSPB9, b u t its expression  in  testis in 
com bination  w ith  fin d in g  HSPB9 ESTs in 
lu n g  an d  g e rm  cell tu m o r lib raries (this 
paper), ra ised  the question  w h e th e r HSPB9 
belongs to  the g ro w in g  nu m b er o f c a n c e r / 
testis-associated  genes (CTAs). These CTAs 
include  a  v arie ty  o f u n re la ted  gene fam ilies, 
like M A GE [222], GAGE [223], SSX [224], 
NY-ESO [225], XAGE [226,227], S P A N -X / 
CTp11 [228] and  MMA-1 [229]. So far, little 
is k now n  ab o u t functions o f CTAs. In 
no rm al testis these genes are m ain ly  
expressed  in  prim itive  g erm  cells. M alignan t 
tran sfo rm atio n  is often  associated  w ith  
activation  or derep ressio n  o f silen t c a n c e r/ 
testis genes, w h ich  re su lts  in  expression  o f 
CTAs in  a variab le  p ro p o rtio n  o f a  w ide  
range o f h u m a n  tu m o rs  [225,230]. A no ther 
fea tu re  o f the CTA genes is th a t m ost o f 
th em  are m ap p ed  to  chrom osom e X. 
H ow ever, recen tly  severa l CTAs have been 
d e sc r ib e d  w ith  o th e r  c h ro m o so m a l 
localizations [229,231].
In th is s tu d y , w e ex tensively  de te rm in ed
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the  expression  profile o f HSPB9 m R N A  in 
no rm al and  tu m o r tissues by  sem i-nested  
RT-PCR. A dd itionally , in  o rd e r to  g e t a 
better in s ig h t in to  the b iological function  of 
HSPB9, w e searched  for H SPB9-interacting 
p ro te in s  in  a  y eas t tw o-hyb rid  screen  using  
HSPB9 as bait. T his search  iden tif ied  t- 
com plex testis expressed  p ro te in  1 (TCTEL1; 
TCTEX1 in  m ouse), a  lig h t chain  com ponen t 
of d y n e in  [232], as a pu ta tive  in teractor. 
Im m unoh istochem is try  w as  p e rfo rm ed  to 
v isualize  the localization  o f HSPB9 in 
no rm al h u m an  testis an d  to d e te rm ine  co­
expression  o f HSPB9 an d  TCTEL1.
M a t e r i a l s  a n d  M e t h o d s
H u m a n  tis su e  sa m p le s  a n d  ce ll lin e s
T um or sam p les  w ere  collected d u rin g  
su rg e ry  a t the U n iversity  M edical C enter 
N ijm egen  (The N e therlands), w hereas 
n o rm al tissues, except for p lacen ta , w ere  
d eriv ed  from  au topsies  (post-m ortem  delay  
less th an  fo u r hours). A ll tissue  sam ples 
w ere  im m ed ia te ly  frozen  in  liqu id  n itrogen  
en s to red  a t -80°C u n til use. For 
im m unoh istochem ica l sta in ing  n o rm al testis 
tissue w as  form alin-fixed  an d  paraffin - 
em bedded .
H u m an  tu m o r cell lines w ere  g ro w n  in 
D ulbecco’s m od ified  E agle’s m ed iu m  
(DMEM) as described  earlier [233,234]. For 
expression  pro filing  of HSPB9 w e exam ined  
h u m an  tu m o r cell lines d eriv ed  from  
d ifferen t tu m o r types, like m am m ary  
carc inom a (M DA-MB-231*, M DA-M B-468*, 
BT-474*), b lad d e r carc inom a (RT4*, T24*), 
s tom ach  carc inom a (AGS*, KATOIII*, H s 
746T*, M D), lu n g  carc inom a (GLC1, GLC2, 
GLC3, GLC8, GLCa01, GLCa02, GCLp01 
[235]) colon carcinom a (CaCo-2*, LS 174T*, 
LoVo*, COLO 320*, T84*, HT-29*, SW480*, 
SW1398 [236]), liver carc inom a (Hep3B*, 
H e p G 2 *, P L C /R P F /5 *, H u h 7 *) a n d
m elanom a (1F6, 530, M el57, M14, MV1, BLM 
[234]). A  n u m b er o f these cell lines w ere  
generously  su p p lied  by the D ep artm en ts  of 
H u m an  G enetics, U ro logy  and  G astro ­
enterology, UM C N ijm egen (The N etherlands) 
and  the D epartm en t o f Pathology, U niversity  
H ospita l o f G roningen  (The N etherlands). 
Cell lines indicated  w ith  * are from  the 
A m erican Type C u ltu re  C ollection (Rockville, 
MD, USA).
R N A  iso la tio n
For to ta l RN A  iso la tion  from  tissue 
sam ples, at least 5 frozen  slices o f 20 |im  
th ickness w ere  squ eezed  w ith  a pestle in  1 
m l R N A zolB ™  (C am pro, V eenendaal, The 
N e th e rla n d s ) . A fte r th e  R N A zolB ™  
trea tm en t, to ta l RNA w as subjected  to an 
ad d itio n a l c leaning step  w ith  R N easy 
(Q iagen, H ilden , G erm any). In the case of 
cell lines, to ta l RN A  w as iso la ted  from  2 x 
107 cu ltu red  cells u sin g  the R N easy m in i kit 
(Q iagen). A ll m e th o d s w ere  perfo rm ed  
accord ing  to  the m anu fac tu re rs ' protocols.
R T-PC R  an a ly s is
A liquo ts o f 1 |ig  o f to ta l RNA  from  
h u m an  tissue  sam p les and  cell lines w ere  
reverse-tran scribed  u sin g  M -M LV reverse 
tran scrip tase  (Prom ega, M adison , WI, USA). 
In ad d itio n  to  200 u n its  o f M -M LV RT, the 
reaction  m ix ture  consisted  of 250 p m o l o f 
ra n d o m  h e x a d e o x y n u c le o tid e  p rim e rs  
(Roche D iagnostics G m bH , Penzberg , 
G erm any), 4 |il o f RT buffer (250 m M  Tris- 
H Cl p H  8.3, 375 m M  KCl, 15 m M  M gC l2, 50 
m M  DTT) an d  4 |il o f 1 m M  dN T P s (Roche 
D iagnostics G m bH ), w ith  w a te r a d d e d  to  a 
final vo lum e o f 20 |al. T his m ix tu re  w as 
incuba ted  10 m in  a t 25°C, 59 m in  a t 42°C 
an d  5 m in  a t 95°C.
The first ro u n d  of PCR am plification  w as 
carried  o u t in  a  to ta l vo lum e o f 25 |il 
con ta in ing  1 |il reverse-tran scribed  cDNA,
1.5 |il o f M gC l2 so lu tion  (25 mM ), 2.5 |il o f
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PCR buffer IV (20 m M  (N H J 2SO4, 75 m M  
T ris /H C l pH  9.0 an d  0.1% Tw een), 5 pm ol 
of each p rim er (F: 5’-G ACTCGG ATGCA GA - 
G A G TCG G TA A CA CCTTC-3’; R: 5’-TTTTT- 
TTTTTTTTTTGCTGCAC-3’) , 0.15 u n its  o f 
T h e rm o p e rfe c tp lu s  D N A  p o ly m e ra se  
(Integro, Z aandam , The N etherlands). A fter 
5 m in  o f d en a tu ra tio n  a t 94°C, 30 cycles o f 
am plification w ere  carried out: 45 sec a t 94°C, 
45 sec a t 64°C, 1 m in  a t 72°C, fo llow ed by a 5 
m in  elongation  step  a t 72°C.
For sem i-nested  PCR, the in itia l PCR 
p ro d u c ts  w ere  d ilu ted  1:100 an d  th en  1 |il 
w as  ad d e d  to  the PCR reaction  m ixture. 
Both PCR m ix tu re  an d  p ro g ram  w ere  
iden tica l to th a t o f the first PCR, except for 
the reverse  p rim er (R: 5’-CGTCCTCGAGTT- 
A CCG G G TC A G G TTG G A A G C -3’) an d  the 
annea ling  tem p era tu re  (60°C). For each 
cD N A  sam ple  th ree  in d e p e n d e n t sem i­
nested  PCRs w ere  perfo rm ed , and  sam ples 
w ere  considered  HSPB9 positive on ly  if 
ex p ress io n  w a s  seen  in  all th ree  
experim ents.
To verify  the HSPB9 specific ity  o f the 
PCR p ro d u c t sequence analysis w as 
perfo rm ed . A bou t 25 ng  o f the PCR p ro d u c t 
w as  ana lyzed  u sin g  10 |iM  specific fo rw ard  
or reverse p rim er an d  the ABI PRISM 3700 
D N A  A n alyzer (Perkin-E lm er, A pp lied  
B iosystem s).
A n tise ra
A n tise ru m  aga in s t h u m a n  HSPB9 
(hHSPB9) w as  ra ised  in  rab b it u sin g  a 
syn thetic  pep tid e  co rresp o n d in g  to  the 
HSPB9 sequence 137-151 (PEAQTGPSPRLG- 
SLG). The HSPB9 an tibod ies w ere  affinity 
p u rified  u sin g  the sam e p ep tid e . A n tibod ies 
a g a in s t TCTEL1 w e re  iso la te d  by 
n itroce llu lo se  b lo t p u rif ic a tio n  [232]. 
M onoclonal an tibod ies aga in s t the VSV tag  
w ere  iso la ted  from  cell line P5D4 [237] (gift 
from  T.E. K re is t, D ep artm en t o f Cell 
B iology, U n iversity  o f G eneva, S w itzerland).
P la sm id  co n tru c ts
For recom binan t expression , hHSPB9, 
w h ich  is in tron less, w as  am plified  from  
genom ic D N A  by PCR u sin g  the fo llow ing  
prim ers: fo rw ard  5’-CA CTCCCA TG G AG - 
A G A G TC G G TA A CA C CTTC-3’ and  reverse 
5 ’-C G TC C T C G A G T T A C C G G G T C A G G T T - 
G G A A G C-3’. The PCR frag m en t w as 
d iges ted  w ith  N coI an d  X hoI and  liga ted  
in to  the pET16b p lasm id  (N ovagen, 
M adison , WI, USA). A fter tran sfo rm atio n  in 
E. coli, expression  o f reco m b in an t HSPB9 is 
in d u ced  by  ad d itio n  o f IPTG.
To genera te  the hHSPB9 y eas t tw o- 
h yb rid  vectors, the sam e d iges ted  PCR 
frag m en t w as  liga ted  in  fram e w ith  the 
LexA -D N A  b in d in g  d o m ain  o f the sligh tly  
m odified  pEG202 (bait) p lasm id  an d  w ith  
the tran sc rip tio n  ac tiva tion  d o m ain  of the 
s ligh tly  m odified  pJG4-5 (prey) p lasm id  
(both k ind ly  p ro v id ed  by R. B rent [238], 
M olecu lar Sciences Institu te , B erkeley, CA, 
USA). The N -te rm in u s  o f hHSPB9 (residues 
1-46) w as am plified  from  th is vecto r u sin g  
the sam e fo rw ard  p rim er and  5’-CATCTCG- 
A G T T A G T C C T C C T G A G C C G C T -3 ’ as 
reverse  p rim er. The C -term inus (residues 47­
159) w as  am plified  u sin g  the sam e reverse 
p rim er an d  5’-TTGCCATG GA AA ATG ACC- 
A C G C C A G A G A -3’ as fo rw ard  prim er. Both 
N - and  C -term inal PCR fragm en ts  w ere  
d iges ted  w ith  N coI an d  X hoI and  liga ted  
in to  the pEG202 an d  the pJG4-5 p lasm ids.
M ouse HSPB9 (mHSPB9) w as  am plified  
from  genom ic D N A  by  PCR u sin g  the 
fo llow ing  prim ers: fo rw ard  5’-GGAATTCC- 
A T A T G C A G C G G G T A G G A A G C -3’ a n d  
reverse  5’-C G A A TTCGG ATCCCTA AG GA - 
TTCTTCA CACTTTC-3’. The PCR frag m en t 
w as  d iges ted  w ith  EcoRI and  liga ted  in 
fram e in  the pEG202 an d  the pJG4-5 
p lasm ids.
pEG-TCTEL1 w as crea ted  by d igesting  
the pJG-TCTEL1 p lasm id , w h ich  w as  p icked 
u p  by the y eas t tw o -h y b rid  screen, w ith
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EcoRI an d  liga ting  the TCTEL1 fragm en t 
in to  the pEG202 p lasm id . pEG -haB - 
crystallin  an d  pJG -haB -crystallin  w ere  
created  by  d iges ting  pE T 16-hum an aB  (gift 
fro m  P. M uchow sk i, U n iv e rs ity  o f 
W ash ing ton , Seattle, W A, USA) w ith  N coI 
and  XhoI, an d  liga ting  the aB -crystallin  
frag m en t in to  the pEG202 an d  pJG4-5 
p lasm ids.
For expression  in  h u m an  cell lines, 
pIRES-HSPB9 w as  constructed  by  d igesting  
pEG-HSPB9 w ith  BglII and  B am H I, and  
liga ting  the HSPB9 frag m en t in to  the 
pIRESneo vecto r (C lontech, W oerden , the 
N etherlands). V SV -tagged TCTEL1 w as 
created  by  am plify ing  TCTEL1 by  PCR 
u s in g  th e  fo l lo w in g  p r im e rs :  5 ’- 
C A G C TC G A G A T G G A A G A C T A C C A G G C - 
3’ an d  5’-A TACTCG A G TCA A A TA G A CA G - 
TCC G A -3’. The PCR frag m en t w as  d igested  
w ith  XhoI, an d  liga ted  in to  the pC Ineo 
vecto r (Prom ega) in  w h ich  the VSV-tag 
sequence (coding for EIYTDIEMNRLGK) 
w as  in serted  in to  the N heI an d  XhoI 
restric tion  sites.
C e ll tr a n s fe c t io n s  a n d  c o -im m u n o - 
p re c ip ita tio n
H eL a cells an d  H ep3B cells w ere  
cu ltu red  a t 37°C in  DM EM  su p p lem en ted  
w ith  10% fetal calf se ru m  in  the p resence of 
5% C O 2. T ransien t transfec tions w ere  
p e rfo rm e d  u s in g  F ugene  6 (Roche 
D iagnostics G m bH ) accord ing  to  the 
s u p p l ie r ’s m a n u a l. F o r co -im m u n o - 
p rec ip ita tio n  experim en ts, cells w ere  
ha rv ested  one day  after transfec tion  and  
lysed  in  buffer (50 m M  Tris pH  7.5, 100 m M  
N aCl, 0.5% NP-40) a t 4°C. Cell lysate  w as 
cleared  by cen trifugation  a t 4°C and  
incuba ted  w ith  p ro te in  agarose b ead s  (Kem- 
En-Tec A /S , C openhagen , D enm ark) 
coup led  w ith  rabb it an tibod ies against 
HSPB9. A fter incuba tion  a t 4°C, beads w ere  
w ash ed  w ith  buffer (50 m M  Tris pH  7.5, 100
m M  N aC l, 0.05% NP-40) an d  ana lyzed  on 
W estern  b lo t u sin g  an ti-vesicu lar stom atitis  
v iru s  (VSV) an tibodies .
E lec tro p h o re s is  a n d  W este rn  b lo t an a ly s is
SDS-PAGE w a s  pe rfo rm ed  fo llow ing 
s ta n d a rd  p rocedu res. For W estern  b lo t 
a n a ly s is , p ro te in s  w e re  t r a n s fe r re d  
elec tropho re tica lly  to  a n itrocellu lose 
m em brane (Schleicher & Schuell, D assel, 
G erm any), an d  the m em b ran e  w as 
in cu b a ted  successively  w ith  p rim a ry  
an tibod ies and  w ith  alkaline p hospha tase- 
con jugated  secondary  an tibod ies (rabbit 
an ti-m ouse  o r sw ine  an ti-rabbit; P rom ega).
Y east tw o -h y b r id  sc reen
For the in te rac tion  screen ing , y eas t stra in  
EGY48 (ura3 trp1 his3 3LexA-operator-LEU2; 
C lontech) con ta in ing  bait p lasm id  pEG- 
HSPB9 an d  LacZ rep o rte r  p lasm id  pSH18- 
34, w as  tran sfo rm ed  w ith  the lib ra ry  pJG- 
H eL a (H eLa cell line) or w ith  the lib rary  
pJG -brain  (hum an  fetal brain ; bo th  lib raries 
k in d ly  p ro v id ed  by  R. Brent). T ransfo rm an ts 
w ere  selected  on p la tes lack ing  h istid ine, 
u racil an d  try p to p h an . A fter in d u c tio n  o f the 
p rey  expression , the tran sfo rm an ts  w ere  
tran sfe rred  to  galactose p la tes lacking 
leucine to  select for p ro te in s able to  in te rac t 
w ith  the HSPB9 fu s ion  p ro tein . For positive 
clones, w h ich  also gave b lue co loring on 
Xgal con ta in ing  p lates, ac tiva tion  of the 
LacZ rep o rte r  w as  de term ined .
In s tu d y in g  the in te rac tion  betw een  tw o 
pro te ins, w e considered  the in terac tion  to  be 
positive w h e n  LacZ rep o rte r  activation  w as  
fo u n d  in  bo th  o rien ta tions (i.e. w h e n  p ro te in  
A w as  u sed  as ba it an d  p ro te in  B as p rey  
and  vice versa).
Im m u n o h is to c h e m is try
F our-m icrom eter sections o f paraffin- 
em b ed d ed  no rm al h u m an  testis w ere  
m o u n ted  on S uperfro st m icroscope slides.
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These sections w ere  dew ax ed  in  xylene and  
reh y d ra ted  in  a series o f g rad ed  alcohols. 
For an tigen  re trieval, reh y d ra ted  slides w ere  
p laced  in  citrate buffer (pH  6.0) an d  heated  
in  a m icrow ave oven to  97°C a t 850 W  for 5 
m in. This tem p e ra tu re  w a s  m a in ta ined  w ith  
an  ad d itio n a l 10 m in heating  at 350 W. A fter 
cooling d o w n  to ro o m  tem p era tu re , the 
sec tions w e re  b rie fly  w a sh e d  w ith  
phosp h a te -b u ffe red  saline (PBS, pH  7.4) and  
p re in cu b a ted  w ith  20% norm al g o a t se ru m  
(Vector L aboratories, B urlingam e, CA, USA) 
for 20 m in. The sections w ere  s ta in ed  in  a 
th ree-step  p ro ced u re  u tiliz ing  the fo llow ing  
incubations. O v ern ig h t incuba tion  a t 4°C 
w ith  affin ity  p u rified  polyclonal rabb it 
an tibod ies aga in s t HSPB9 or TCTEL1, 
d ilu ted  1:100 and  1:300 in  PBS, respectively . 
T hereafter, the  sections w ere  incuba ted  w ith  
a b io tiny la ted  goa t-an ti-rabb it an tise ru m  for 
30 m in, fo llow ed by a  45 m in  incubation  
w ith  p e ro x id a se -lab e lled  av id in -b io tin  
com plex  (Vector Laboratories). B etw een all 
incubations, sections w ere  w ash ed  th ree 
tim es in  PBS. 3 -am ino-9-ethylcarbazole w as 
u sed  as su b stra te  to  v isualize  the bo u n d
an tibodies . A fter coun te rsta in ing  w ith  
M eyers  haem a to x y lin , sec tio n s w ere  
m o u n ted  w ith  Im sol.
R e s u l t s
E x p ress io n  o f  H SPB9 m R N A  in  n o rm a l 
tis su e s , tu m o r ce ll lin e s  a n d  fre sh  tu m o r 
le s io n s
In a  p rev ious s tu d y  w e a lready  
d em o n s tra ted  by N o rth e rn  b lo tting  th a t 
am ong  six teen  n o rm al h u m an  tissues HSPB9 
w as  only  expressed  in  testis [27]. Screening 
of EST da tabases ind ica ted , besides presence 
in  no rm al h u m an  testis, expression  in  lung  
an d  g e rm  cell tu m o rs  (Table 1). A s such  an 
expression , restric ted  to  n o rm al testis and  
severa l types o f tu m o rs, is com m on for 
CTAs, w e w an ted  to  de te rm ine  the 
expression  profile o f HSPB9 in m ore detail 
by p e rfo rm ing  sem i-nested  RT-PCR on a 
pane l o f th ir ty  no rm al h u m an  tissues, 
v a rio u s  tu m o r cell lines and  fresh  tu m o r 
lesions o f d iffe ren t tissue  origin. Because 
HSPB9 has an  in tron less  tran scrip t, it w as
Table 1. HSPB9 ESTs found in the human EST-database
Library name a Tissue type Number of ESTs found b
NCI_CGAP_Lu24 lung, carcinoid 6/36636
NCI_CGAP_Lu5 lung, carcinoid 4/20359
Human insulinoma pancreatic islet, benign hyperplasia 4/24367
NCI_CGAP_GC6 pooled germ cell tumors 4/39242
Soares_testis_NHT normal testis 3/46060
NCI_CGAP_Sub1 pooled NCI_CGAP libraries c 1/1584
NCI_CGAP_Sub2 pooled NCI_CGAP libraries c 1/1562
Soares_total_fetus_Nb2HF8_9w total fetus 1/27047
4oares_NFL_T_GBC_41 pooled normal testis, B-cell and fetal lung 1/65708
a As named by the Cancer Genome Anatomy Project, http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/; b The number of HSPB9 ESTs found in a 
library compared to the total number of ESTs sequenced; c Contains amongst others the NCI_CGAP_Lu24, 
NCI_CGAP_Lu5 and NCI_CGAP_GC6 libraries
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Figure 1. Expression profile of HSPB9 mRNA in normal human tissues, determined by semi-nested RT-PCR
Samples were normalised for the housekeeping gene ß2 microglobulin (ß2M). After 55 rounds of amplification only testis 
was found positive for HSPB9.
essen tia l to  p e rfo rm  PCR analysis th a t is 
specific fo r cD N A  an d  avo ids am plification  
o f genom ic  D N A . T herefore, w e designed  a 
p rim er recogn iz ing  seven  base pa irs  o f the 
3’-specific p a rt o f the HSPB9 tran sc rip t 
fo llow ed  by  fifteen base pa irs  o f the poly-A  
tail. A dd itionally , w e u sed  a  h igh  annealing  
tem p e ra tu re  (64°C) to enforce specific 
a m p lif ic a tio n  o f  H SPB9 tra n sc r ip ts . 
Sequence analysis show ed  HSPB9 specificity  
o f the PCR p ro d u c ts . In ad d itio n , to  ensure 
th a t on ly  cD N A  w as am plified  d u rin g  sem i­
n ested  PCR, a sam ple  o f genom ic D N A  w as 
tak en  along. This sam p le  rem a in ed  negative 
in  all experim ents.
F irst, w e focused  on  the expression  of 
HSPB9 am ong  no rm al h u m an  tissues. In a 
first ro u n d  of am plification  (30 cycles) no 
HSPB9 expression  w as  detectable, m ost 
p robab ly  d u e  to  the h igh  annealing  
tem p e ra tu re  red u c in g  the y ie ld  o f PCR 
p roduc t. T hree in d e p e n d e n t sem i-nested  
PCRs sh o w ed  th a t after 55 cycles HSPB9 
expression  w as  only  positive in  testis (Fig. 
1). Five ad d itio n a l cycles o f am plification  
in tensified  the HSPB9 b an d  in  testis, 
w h ereas  all o th er no rm al tissues rem ain ed  
negative (data  n o t show n). These resu lts  
confirm  th a t expression  of HSPB9 is
confined to testis.
A lso for tu m o r cell lines an d  fresh  
tu m o r les ions w e  p e rfo rm ed  th ree  
in d e p e n d e n t sem i-nested  PC Rs (60 cycles). 
Table 2 sh o w s th a t HSPB9 expression  w as 
detec ted  in  tu m o r cell lines o f lu n g  (5 /7), 
liver (3/4) an d  m e lanom a (1/6). A s for fresh  
tu m o r lesions, w e fo u n d  HSPB9 expression  
in  tu m o rs  o rig ina ted  from  p ancreas (3 /5), 
testis (3 /5), ileum  (2/4), colon (2 /5), lung  
(2/5) an d  oeso p h ag u s (1/5) (Table 3). 
H ow ever, positiv ity  seen  in  testis tu m o rs 
m ay  be in fluenced  by the presence of 
n o rm al testis tissue.
Table 2. HSPB9 expression in human tumor 
cell lines determined by RT-PCR
Type of tumor cell line Semi-nested PCR
lung 5/7 a
liver 3/4 b
melanoma 1/6 c
bladder 0/2
mammary 0/3
stomach 0/4
colon 0/8
HSPB9 positive cell lines: a GLC1, GLC2, GLC3, GLCa02, 
GLC8; b Hep3B, PLC/RPF, Huh7; * MV1.
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Table 3. HSPB9 expression in fresh human malignant 
tumor tissue samples determined by RT-PCR
Type of malignant tumor tissue Semi-nested PCR
pancreas 3/5
testis 3/5
ileum 2/4
colon 2/5
lung 2/5
oesophagus 1/5
mammary 0/4
TCTEL1 in te rac ts  w ith  H SPB9
To g e t in s ig h t in to  the b iological function  
of HSPB9, w e  searched  for HSPB9- 
in te rac ting  p ro te in s  in  a y eas t tw o-hyb rid  
screen using  HSPB9 as “b a it”. U nfortunately , 
w e d id  n o t have a testis lib ra ry  available, so 
w e u sed  tw o  d iffe ren t lib raries from  h u m an  
o rig in  (H eLa an d  fetal brain) to  tran sfo rm  
in to  yeast. A  to ta l o f ap p rox im ate ly  3 m illion 
colonies w ere  screened  (HeLa, 2 m illion; 
fetal brain , 1 m illion), and  after e lim inating  
false positive colonies, 5 colonies w ere  tru ly  
p o s itiv e . TCTEL1 ( t-c o m p le x  te s tis  
expressed  p ro te in  1) w as  fo u n d  as HSPB9- 
in te rac ting  p ro te in  in  bo th  libraries, w hile  
CTCF (C C C T C -binding factor; z inc finger 
pro tein), N UD T5 (nudix  hydro lase) an d  an  
u n k n o w n  p ro te in  (not sim ilar to  a know n  
p ro te in  u sin g  BLAST search) w ere  only 
fo u n d  in  the H eL a lib rary . In teresting ly , 
HSPB9 se lf-in teraction  cou ld  no t be detec ted  
in  the y eas t tw o -h y b rid  sy s tem  (da ta  no t 
show n), even  th o u g h  self-in teraction  has 
been  described  for m ost o th er m em bers o f 
the sH SP fam ily  [30]. O nly  the HSPB9- 
TCTEL1 in terac tion  could  be confirm ed  in 
o ther system s th a n  the y eas t tw o  h y b rid  (see 
below ), and  w e therefo re  focus here on the 
in terac tion  w ith  TCTEL1.
In the y eas t tw o -h y b rid  system , TCTEL1 
could  n o t b ind  to  the fusion  d o m ain s alone 
(DNA b in d in g  d o m ain  o r activation  
dom ain ), s trong ly  ind ica ting  th a t the
HSPB9-TCTEL1 in te rac tion  is specific (Table
4). To fu rth e r characterize th is in teraction , 
w e m ade  tw o  de le tion  m u tan ts  o f HSPB9. 
Since all sH SPs have a variab le  N -term ina l 
reg ion  an d  a  conserved  C -term inal dom ain  
(the a -c ry s ta llin  dom ain , [6]), one m u tan t 
coded  for the N -te rm in u s (residues 1-46) 
an d  the o ther for the C -term inus o f HSPB9 
(re sid u es 47-159). W h en  te s ted  for 
in terac tion  w ith  TCTEL1, the C -term inus 
w as  positive, w h ile  the N -te rm in u s w as  
negative (Table 4). T his is in  accordance 
w ith  the fin d in g  th a t also o ther sH SPs 
in te rac t w ith  TCTEL1 (data  no t show n), 
since it is the C -te rm inus th a t is conserved  
be tw een  sH SP fam ily  m em bers.
W e a lready  rep o r ted  [27] th a t the 
sequence id en tity  b e tw een  h u m a n  and  
m ouse HSPB9 is u n u su a lly  low  (62% 
iden tity , com pared  to  85-98% for o ther 
sHSPs). In con trast, TCTEL1 is a lm ost 
iden tica l in  h u m an  an d  m ouse (94% 
sequence iden tity ). W e therefore  tested  
w h e th e r m ouse HSPB9 could  b in d  h u m an  
TCTEL1, and  fo u n d  in d eed  in teraction , b u t 
no t as s tro n g  as for h u m an  HSPB9 (Table 4). 
The fact th a t the in terac tion  is conserved  in 
h u m an  and  m ouse, w h ile  th e  HSPB9 
sequence is so d ivergen t, m ay  ind ica te  th a t it 
is a  re lev an t feature .
To d e te rm ine  w h e th e r the in terac tion
Table 4. Interaction between TCTEL1 and HSPB9 
as determined in the yeast two-hybrid system
Interaction with TCTEL1
hHSPB9 II
N-hHSPB9 (residues 1-46) -
C-hHSPB9 (residues 47-159) II
mHSPB9 +
TCTEL1 II
empty vector a -
+ interaction; ++ strong interaction; - no interaction; 
a empty vector (expressing only the DNA binding do­
main or the activation domain) is used as a negative 
control.
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Figure 2. TCTEL1 co-immunoprecipitates with HSPB9
HeLa cells were transiently transfected with 5’VSV-TCTEL1 and either pIRES (control; lanes 1,3,5) or pIRES-HSPB9 (lanes
2.4.6). Cell extracts were used for immunoprecipitation with anti-HSPB9 antiserum (lanes 1,2), and analyzed on Western 
blot with anti-VSV antibodies. 5’VSV-TCTEL1 expression (0.5% input; lanes 3,4) and HSPB9 expression (5% input; lanes
5.6) in the cell extracts was analyzed on Western blot with anti-VSV antibodies and anti-HSPB9 antiserum, respectively.
b e tw een  HSPB9 an d  TCTEL1 as iden tified  in  
the y eas t tw o -h y b rid  system  can  also take 
p lace in  m am m alian  cells, w e  assayed  the 
in te rac tio n  by  co -im m u n o p rec ip ita tio n  
e x p e rim e n ts . F o r th a t  p u rp o s e  w e  
tran sien tly  co-transfected  HSPB9 an d  VSV- 
tagged  TCTEL1 in H eLa cells. By 
im m u n o p re c ip i ta t io n  w ith  a n tis e ru m  
ag a in s t HSPB9, V SV -tagged TCTEL1 could  
be co -p recip ita ted  a n d  im m u n o d etec ted  
(Fig. 2, lane 2). P rec ip ita tion  o f V SV -tagged 
TCTEL1 w as n o t detec ted  in  cells n o t 
transfec ted  w ith  HSPB9 (Fig. 2, lane 1). 
T hese resu lts  sh o w  th a t in terac tion  be tw een  
HSPB9 an d  TCTEL1 can in d eed  occur in 
m am m alian  cells.
D e tec tio n  o f  en d o g e n o u s  H SPB9 p ro te in
To try  to d e te rm in e  the p resence o f 
HSPB9 p ro te in  in  tu m o r cell lines, W estern  
b lo tting  w as  pe rfo rm ed  u sin g  affin ity  
p u rified  anti-H SPB9 po lyclonal an tibody . 
E xtracts from  RT-PCR negative  (H T29) and  
RT-PCR positive (Hep3B an d  MV1) tu m o r 
cell lines w ere  an a ly zed , as w ell as 
tran sien tly  transfec ted  HSPB9 in  Hep3B cells 
a n d  recom binan tly  expressed  HSPB9 (Fig.
3). W e lo aded  m ax im um  p ro te in  am o u n ts  
a n d  s ta in ed  u n til b ack g ro u n d  signal becam e 
ap p aren t. Both recom binan tly  expressed  
HSPB9 an d  tran sien tly  transfec ted  HSPB9
w ere  detec ted  as a  sing le  b an d  o f ab o u t 21 
kD a, ind ica ting  th a t the  an tise ru m  is h igh ly  
specific. U nfo rtunate ly , w e  w ere  n o t able to 
de tec t en d o g en o u s  HSPB9 in  the tu m o r cell 
lines. In  extracts from  h u m a n  testis, w e  w ere  
also unab le  to de tec t HSPB9 p ro te in  (data  
n o t show n).
kDa
-HSPB9
Figure 3. Western blot analysis of HSPB9 expression
RT-PCR negative (HT-29) and positive (Hep3B, MV1) cell 
lines, Hep3B cells with transiently transfected HSPB9 and 
recombinant HSPB9 were analyzed on Western blot 
stained with anti-HSPB9 antiserum. Molecular weight 
markers are indicated on the left.
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Since W estern  b lo t analysis m ay  no t be 
sensitive en o u g h  to  detec t HSPB9 w h en  
expression  is res tric ted  to  a  sm all percen tage 
of cells w ith in  a  tissue, w e  perfo rm ed  
im m unoh istochem ica l sta in ing . In no rm al 
h u m an  a d u lt testis, in d eed  w e  found  
expression  o f en d o g en o u s HSPB9 in  only  a 
lim ited  n u m b er of cells (Fig. 4A,B). S tain ing  
w as  fo u n d  in  the sem in iferous tubu li, 
specifically  in  the nuclei o f sp erm ato g o n ia  
an d  early  sp erm atid s, and  a  so m ew h at 
w eak er expression  w a s  detec ted  in  p a r t o f 
the p rim ary  sperm atocy tes. L eydig  cells, 
Sertoli cells, rem ain ing  p rim ary  sperm atocytes 
and  late sp e rm a tid s  [239] w ere  all negative. 
B esides s ta in ing  in  the sem in iferous tubu li, 
w e, su rp ris ing ly , also fo u n d  w eak  sta in ing  
of m uscle  cells su rro u n d in g  b lood  vessels in  
the in te rs titia l tissue of testis (Fig. 4A). 
H ow ever, o u r RT-PCR resu lts  sh o w ed  no 
expression  o f HSPB9 in  o ther no rm al tissues, 
in c lu d in g  those con ta in ing  a b u n d a n t b lood  
vessels. Even a rte ry  and  v e in  sam ples 
rem ain ed  negative (see Fig. 1). The positive 
sta in ing  fo u n d  in  m uscle cells in  testis m u s t 
therefo re be d u e  to cross-reactiv ity  of the 
HSPB9 an tibodies.
To de te rm ine  w h e th e r HSPB9 and  
TCTEL1 occur in  sim ilar cells, an d  th u s 
po ten tia lly  can in te rac t in  vivo, consecutive 
paraffin  sections o f no rm al h u m a n  a d u lt 
testis w ere  s ta in ed  w ith  anti-H SPB9 and  
anti-TCTEL1 an tibodies . B oth HSPB9 and  
TCTEL1 w ere  fo u n d  to  be expressed  in  the 
sem in iferous tu b u li (Fig. 4E,G). TCTEL1 w as 
located  in  the cytoplasm , and  the m ost 
in tensive stain ing  w as seen in  sperm atogonia, 
p rim ary  sperm atocytes and  early  sperm atid s 
(Fig. 4H). These are the sam e cells, invo lved  
in  sperm atogenesis , th a t sh o w  a nuclear 
s ta in ing  for HSPB9 (Fig. 4F).
In a p rev ious s tudy , N o rth e rn  b lo tting  
and  in  situ  h y b rid iza tion  (ISH) sh o w ed  testis 
res tric ted  expression  o f HSPB9, and  
screen ing  EST da tab ases rev ea led  its 
expression  in  v a rio u s ty p es  o f cancer [27]. 
These find ings su g g ested  th a t HSPB9 could  
be a new  CTA. A  m ore extensive expression  
pro filing  in  th is s tu d y , by sem i-nested  RT- 
PCR, confirm ed  th a t the expression  o f 
HSPB9 is res tric ted  to  testis am o n g  th irty  
no rm al h u m an  tissues. A dd itionally , HSPB9 
expression  w as  also fo u n d  in  cell lines 
deriv ed  from  m alig n an t tu m o rs  o f liver, 
lu n g  an d  m elanom a, an d  in  fresh  tu m o r 
lesions of v a rio u s  orig ins (pancreas, testis, 
ileum , colon, lu n g  an d  oesophagus). This 
expression  profile clearly  show s th a t HSPB9 
in d eed  can be considered  as a CTA.
Im m unohistochem ical sta in ing  show ed  
HSPB9 expression  in  prim itive  g e rm  cells 
(sperm atogonia, certain  p rim ary  sp e rm a to c ­
ytes) as w ell as in  la te r stages o f 
sperm atogenesis (early sperm atids). S taining 
w as  nuclea r in  sp e rm a to g o n ia  an d  early  
sperm atids. For som e p rim ary  sperm atocytes 
a so m ew h a t w eak er s ignal w as  detec ted  in 
the nucleus, w h ereas  o ther p rim ary  
sperm atocy tes rem ain ed  negative. This 
d isp a rity  in  sta in in g  m igh t be exp la ined  by 
the fact th a t p rim ary  sperm atocy tes w ith in  a 
sem in iferous tu b u le  can be fo u n d  in 
d iffe ren t stages o f m eiotic d iv ision . In ou r 
im m unoh istochem ica l analyses it w as  no t 
possib le to m ake a d is tinc tion  b e tw een  these 
stages. The expression  p a tte rn  o f HSPB9 fits 
th a t o f m ost o ther CTAs, w h ich  in  no rm al 
a d u lt tes tis  is p rim arily  res tric ted  to 
prim itive  g e rm  cells, e.g. sp erm ato g o n ia  
[240,241]. B ut there  are also CTAs th a t are 
invo lved  in  la te r stages o f sp e rm  m atu ra tio n  
[231].
C o m paring  the im m unoh istochem ica l 
s ta in ing  w ith  p rev io u s ISH d a ta  [27], w e
D i s c u s s i o n
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find  accordance in  the expression  o f HSPB9 
p ro te in  an d  m R N A  in  p a rt o f the p rim ary  
sperm atocy tes an d  sp erm atid s, w hereas 
Sertoli cells, o th er p rim ary  sperm atocy tes 
an d  sp e rm ato zo a  are negative. R egard ing  
sperm atogon ia , w e see a  d iscrepancy  in  the 
absence of m R N A  an d  presence of p ro te in  
expression. H ow ever, th is  m ig h t be d u e  to 
the fact th a t the ISH ex perim en t w as 
p e rfo rm ed  on n o rm al m ouse testis, w h ereas 
for im m unoh istochem ica l s ta in ing  w e  u sed  
no rm al h u m an  tissue. A lso w h en  com paring  
m R N A  an d  p ro te in  expression  o f ano ther 
m em ber o f the sH SP fam ily  th a t is expressed  
in  testis, HSP27, a sim ilar d isc repancy  is 
found . HSP27 m R N A  is exclusively fo u n d  in  
sperm atocy tes an d  is no t de tec ted  in  
sperm atogon ia , sp e rm atid s , Sertoli or 
in terstitia l cells [184], w h ile  HSP27 p ro te in  is 
fo u n d  in  sperm atocy tes, sperm atogon ia , 
sp e rm atid s  an d  Sertoli cells [80]. In  con trast 
to  HSPB9, HSP27 p ro te in  is p re sen t in  the 
cy top lasm  of cells, a  localization  m ore 
com m on for sHSPs.
In the y eas t tw o -h y b rid  an d  im m uno- 
p rec ip ita tion  analyses w e  fo u n d  TCTEL1 as 
an  H SPB 9-interacting p ro tein . E xpression  of 
TCTEL1 in  testis coincides w ith  th a t o f 
HSPB9. Like for HSPB9 m R N A  [27], 
TCTEL1 m R N A  tran sc rip tio n  is ab ru p tly  
in itia ted  a t the pachy tene  stage o f m eiosis I 
an d  persists th ro u g h o u t sperm atogenesis
[242]. W e have sh o w n  here th a t HSPB9 and
TCTEL1 are co-expressed  as p ro te in s  in  the 
sam e cells d u rin g  sp erm ato g en esis  (Fig. 4), 
b u t no subce llu la r co-localization w as 
detected .
TCTEL1 is a  ligh t chain  com p o n en t o f 
dynein . D yneins are (-) end  d irected , 
en erg y -d ep en d en t tu b u lin  m oto r p ro teins, 
and  are d iv id ed  in to  tw o  functional classes
[243]. A xonem al d y ne in s are located  in 
axonem es o f cilia an d  flagella, an d  genera te  
the s lid ing  forces be tw een  m icro tubules. 
C y toplasm ic d y n e in s are fo u n d  in  m ost 
eukaryo tic  cells, and  are invo lved  in  the 
m ovem en t o f vesicles, cellu lar organelles 
an d  chrom osom es. TCTEL1 has been 
iden tif ied  as a ligh t chain  com ponen t o f bo th  
cytop lasm ic d y n e in  [232] an d  o f axonal 
d y n e in  [244]. For cargo specificity, factors 
such  as dynactin  an d  dy n e in  su b u n its  - like 
TCTEL1 - have been  sh o w n  to be im p o rtan t
[245].
The in te rac tion  o f HSPB9 and  TCTEL1 
could  no t be co rrobo ra ted  by co-localization 
s tud ies  using  im m unohistochem ica l stain ing . 
H ow ever, since TCTEL1 has a  func tion  in 
tran sp o rt, one m igh t expect th a t the 
in te rac tion  occurs only  tem porarily . This 
m ig h t exp lain  the observed  d ifference in 
subcellu lar localization . A dd itionally , y east 
tw o -h y b rid  an d  co -im m unoprecip ita tion  
e x p e r im e n ts  p ro v id e d  ev id e n c e  fo r 
in terac tion  of TCTEL1 w ith  o th er sHSPs, 
such  as HSPB3, cvHSP an d  HSPB8 (data  no t
Figure 4. Immunohistochemistry of consecutive paraffin-embedded sections of normal human testis using anti- 
HSPB9 and anti-TCTEL1 antibodies
(A) Overview of human testis section after immunohistochemical staining using anti-HSPB9 antibodies. Besides nuclear 
staining of certain cells in the seminiferous tubuli, muscle cells surrounding most of the blood vessels also show weak 
positive staining. (B) Higher magnification of the boxed area in A, comprising seminiferous tubules, demonstrates 
positive nuclear staining of spermatogonia (1) and early spermatids (3). Late spermatids (4) and Sertoli cells (5) are 
negative. As for primary spermatocytes (2), some are HSPB9 positive (2a), whereas others show no HSPB9 expression 
(2b). (C,D) Low (10x) and high (40x) magnification of human testis sections leaving out anti-HSPB9 antibodies during 
immunohistochemical staining (negative control). Spermatogenic cells are numbered as in B.
(E,G) Overview (10x magnification) of consecutive human testis sections after immunohistochemical staining using anti- 
HSPB9 and anti-TCTEL1 antibodies, respectively. HSPB9 and TCTEL1 are both detected in the seminiferous tubuli of the 
testis. (F,H) Higher magnification of the boxed areas in E and G. Arrows (numbering as in B) show expression of HSPB9 
and TCTEL1 in similar cells during spermatogenesis, although they show a nuclear versus cytoplasmic staining, 
respectively. A colour version of this image is available on page 119.
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show n), ind ica ting  th a t tra n sp o rt o f sH SPs 
by dy n e in  m ay  be m ore general. The actual 
function  o f HSPB9 in  the nucleus o f specific 
cells d u rin g  sperm atogenesis  rem a in s an 
open  question . O ne m ig h t specu la te  th a t 
HSPB9 is invo lved  in  im p rin tin g  since one 
of the o ther y eas t tw o -h y b rid  in te rac to rs  is 
CTCF, a tran sc rip tio n  factor w h o se  ro le in  
im p rin tin g  has been  p rev iously  described
[246]. F u rtherm ore , since no testis lib rary  
w as  available for o u r y east tw o-hyb rid  
screen, w e m ay have m issed  possib le  testis- 
specific in te rac to rs  o f HSPB9, w h ich  could 
sh ed  m ore lig h t on its (nuclear) function . 
U nravelling  the b io logical ro le o f HSPB9 
m ay  a lso  c o n tr ib u te  to  a b e tte r  
u n d e rs ta n d in g  o f the in v o lvem en t o f CTAs 
in  cancer developm ent.
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t
S.M.K. is su p p o rted  by N ational Institu tes 
of H ea lth  g ran t GM51293.
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The small heat shock proteins (sHSPs) form a family of molecular chaperones, which are present in almost all organisms. All members contain a conserved C-terminal domain, the a-crystallin domain, while the N-terminus is variable [6]. They typically have a monomeric mass 
ranging between 16 and 25 kDa and can form homo- and heteromeric 
complexes. However, our knowledge about sHSP structures and functions is 
very limited. Even though recently two eukaryotic sHSPs have been 
crystallized, resolving (part of) their structure [7,8], still not much is known 
about the actual functions of sHSPs. They can bind unfolding proteins in vitro 
and transfer them to other HSPs in order to be refolded [5]. In vivo they can 
confer thermotolerance to cells when overexpressed, protect cells against 
apoptosis, are involved in the organization of the cytoskeleton and play a 
role in many diseases. In the introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1) small heat 
shock proteins are described in more detail. Since not all sHSPs possess the 
aforementioned characteristics, a major challenge lies in the unraveling of the 
exact function(s) of each sHSP. This thesis describes the exploration of 
characteristics and functions of members of the mammalian sHSP family 
both under normal physiological conditions and in stress situations.
M a m m a l i a n  s m a l l  h e a t  
S H O C K  P R O T E IN S  A N D  T H E  
p r o t e a s o m e
Efforts to  u n d e rs ta n d  the functions of 
p ro te in s  often  inc lude  iden tifica tion  and  
ch aracteriza tion  of o ther cellu lar p ro te ins 
w ith  w h ich  th ey  can in teract. T hus one clue 
for the function(s) o f sH SPs m ay  com e from  
the iden tifica tion  o f p ro te in s  th a t can  b ind  
these sH SPs. a -C rysta llin , the lens-specific 
com plex com posed  of tw o  of the sH SPs (aA - 
and  aB -crystallin), has been  sh o w n  to have a 
certa in  affin ity  for the 20S pro teasom e 
[147,148]. F u rtherm ore , in  a y eas t tw o- 
h yb rid  screen  u sin g  aB -crystallin  as ‘b a it’ 
99% of the in te rac ting  p ro te in s  tu rn e d  o u t to 
be the p ro teaso m a l su b u n it H C8 [149]. Since 
aB -crysta llin  can b ind  u n fo ld in g  p ro teins, 
w h ile  p ro teasom es p lay  a critical ro le  in cell 
su rv iv a l by  k eep ing  the cy top lasm  clear o f 
u n w a n te d  p ro teins, w e inves tiga ted  a 
possib le functional re la tionsh ip  b e tw een  aB-
crystallin  an d  p ro teasom es (C hapter 2). W e 
rep o r ted  th a t u p o n  pro teasom e inh ib ition , 
aB -crystallin  and  HSP27 transloca te  from  
the detergen t-so lub le , cytosolic fraction  to 
the detergent-insoluble, nuclear/cy toskele ta l 
fraction  in d e p e n d e n t o f p h o spho ry la tion . 
Im m unocy tochem istry  revealed  th a t aB- 
crystallin  an d  HSP27, w h ich  show  a d iffuse 
cytop lasm ic s ta in ing  in  u n stre ssed  cells, 
colocalize w ith  F-actin  u p o n  p ro teasom al 
inh ib ition . O ther sH SPs (aA -crystallin , 
HSP20, HSPB2 and  HSPB3) show ed  sim ilar 
tran sloca tion  to  the actin  cytoskeleton . We 
su ggested  th a t the red is tr ib u tio n  o f sH SPs 
u p o n  p ro teasom al inh ib ition  m ay  reflect a 
m echan ism  by w h ich  cells are p ro tec ted  
from  dam ag ed  in trace llu la r p ro te in s  by 
sequeste ring  th em  on  the cytoskeleton. O ur 
p ro p o se d  m ech a n ism  w as  positiv e ly
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com m ented  on  by  M. Sussm an, w h o  fu r th e r 
exp lo red  th is su g gestion  by lite ra tu re  s tu d y
[247].
Published  d a ta  suggests th a t proteasom es 
d eg rad e  defective p ro te in  p ro d u c ts  and  
w h en  th ey  can n o t keep  up , for instance 
w h en  th e ir activ ity  is inh ib ited , ind igestib le  
inc lusions called aggresom es can fo rm  [152]. 
In con trast to  the co-localization w ith  actin 
th a t w e fo u n d  in  o u r s tu d y , aggresom es are 
associated  w ith  tubu lin . They can be fo u n d  
a t a  jux tanuc lear site w ith in  a cell, the 
m icro tubu le -o rgan iz ing  center. HSP27 and  
aB -crysta llin  can bo th  be rec ru ited  to 
aggresom es w h en  p ro teasom es are inh ib ited
[248]. Recently, it w as  su ggested  th a t 
aggresom es are cy topro tective [249]. We 
have su ggested  th a t also the ph en o m en o n  
w e described  cou ld  be beneficial to  cells. W e 
fo u n d  the actin-localized  aggregates only  in  
m yob last-derived  cell types. T herefore, it is 
possib le th a t aggregates co-localizing w ith  
actin  are fo u n d  in  these cell ty p es  in  
re sp o n se  to  p ro teasom al inh ib ition , w hile  
aggresom es are fo rm ed  in  others.
T h e  (c o m p l e t e ) f a m i l y  o f  
m a m m a l i a n  s m a l l  h e a t  s h o c k  
P R O T E IN S
To s tu d y  sH SPs, one can com pare for 
exam ple th e ir cellu lar b ehav io r in  no rm al 
and  s tress s itu a tio n s as described  above. 
H ow ever, in  o rd e r to  u n d e rs ta n d  the un iq u e  
an d  ov e rlap p in g  functions o f sH SPs it is a 
p rerequ isite  to  first know  the actua l n u m b er 
of sm all hea t shock  p ro te in s th a t are p resen t 
w ith in  a h u m an  being. U p u n til 1994, only 
th ree  m em bers o f the  sH SP fam ily  w ere  
know n. O ver the p as t few  years , fou r o ther 
m em bers w ere  d iscovered , som e as re su lt o f 
the increased  am o u n t o f d a ta  in  da tabases. 
The pub lica tion  o f cvHSP [22], iden tified  by 
co m pu ta tiona l search  o f tissue-selective
expression  o f expressed  sequence tags 
(ESTs), p ro m p ted  u s  to  search  the EST 
da tabases for m ore, u n til then , u n k n o w n  
sm all heat shock  p ro teins. T his search  
re su lted  in  the iden tifica tion  of HSPB8 and  
HSPB9 (C hap ter 3). W hile exp lo ring  the 
h u m an  genom e, w e  fo u n d  y e t ano ther 
m em ber of the h u m a n  sH SP fam ily, HSPB10 
[13]. The use o f exhaustive search  
p ro ced u res  d id  n o t y ield  m ore th a n  ten  
h u m an  sH SP genes and  it seem s th u s 
un like ly  th a t ad d itio n a l sH SPs w ill still be 
detec ted  in  the h u m an  genom e.
The ten  m am m alian  sH SPs can be 
su b d iv id ed  based  on, am o n g st o thers, the ir 
sequence, tissue  d is tribu tion , d ev e lopm en ta l 
expression  and  b ehav io r in  s tress situa tions. 
Since they  are h igh ly  d iv e rg en t in  sequence 
(see Fig. 2, C hap te r 1), it is d ifficu lt to 
reso lve the ir gene phy logeny . C onsis ten t 
su p p o r t can  on ly  be fo u n d  for the g ro u p in g  
o f aA -, aB -crysta llin  an d  HSP20 [13] as the 
m ost closely re la ted  sH SPs. B ased on  the ir 
tissue d is trib u tio n  [13,22,27,29-31] (see also 
below ), h u m an  sH SPs can be d iv id ed  in to  
th ree  g roups: aA -crysta llin , HSPB9 and  
HSPB10 are expressed  exclusively in  a single 
tissue (aA -crystallin  in  eye lens; HSPB9 and  
HSPB10 in  testis), HSPB3 and  cvHSP are 
p red o m in an tly  expressed  in  hea rt and  
m uscle, w h ile  HSP27, aB -crystallin , HSP20, 
HSPB2 an d  HSPB8 are m ore u b iqu itously  
expressed , b u t h igh ly  in  h ea rt an d  m uscle. 
C oncerning the com parison  of developm ental 
expression  and  stress b ehav io r o f sH SPs, w e 
focused on  HSPB8 an d  com pared  th is sHSP 
to o ther fam ily  m em bers.
M a m m a l i a n  s m a l l  h e a t  
S H O C K  P R O T E IN  H S P B 8
In C h ap te r 3 w e described  the 
iden tifica tion  of the novel sH SP HSPB8. 
W hile th is  s tu d y  w as  perfo rm ed , HSPB8
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ap p ea red  in  lite ra tu re  u n d e r  severa l nam es 
(H11 kinase, E2IG1 an d  HSP22), and  
in trig u in g ly  w as  rep o rted ly  to  have kinase 
activity, to  be estrogen  inducib le , an d  to 
m ed ia te  cell g row th . N evertheless, the basic 
fea tu res  o f HSPB8 as a heat shock  p ro tein , 
such  as expression  pa tte rn s , s tress behav io r 
and  com plex  fo rm ation , w ere  n o t y e t 
characterized . W e therefo re com pared  
HSPB8 w ith  o th er sH SPs, no tab ly  HSP27, 
HSP20 and  aB -crysta llin  (C hapter 4). W e 
show  th a t HSPB8 is n o t u p re g u la te d  d u rin g  
d ifferen tia tion , only  sligh tly  after hea t 
shock, an d  m ark ed ly  a fter arsen ite  
trea tm en t. R egulation  seem s to  be p rim arily  
at the level o f tran sc rip tio n  like for o ther 
sH SPs. In teresting ly , even  th o u g h  HSPB8 is 
reg u la ted  by  estrogen  a t the m R N A  level in  
the h u m an  b reas t cancer cell line MCF-7, 
the re  is no effect a t the p ro te in  level, 
su g gesting  tran sla tio n  regu la tion . T hus 
HSPB8 reg u la tio n  seem s to  take place bo th  
at the tran sc rip tio n a l and  tran sla tio n a l level.
S tre ss - in d u c e d  p h o sp h o ry la tio n  o f 
HSPB8 is cell ty p e -d ep en d en t, ind ica ting  
th a t the k inase (s) responsib le  for its 
p h o sp h o ry la tio n  is n o t u b iq u ito u s ly  
expressed  or ac tivated . This is in  con trast to 
HSP27 phosp h o ry la tio n , w h ich  seem s to be 
cell ty p e -in d ep en d en t. In  v itro , HSPB8 can 
be p h o sp h o ry la ted  by  p ro te in  kinase C and  
by p44 m itogen-activa ted  p ro te in  kinase, b u t 
no t by M APKAPK-2 [24], w h ile  the la tte r is 
the m ajor k inase responsib le  for the 
p h o sp h o ry la tio n  of HSP27 [56]. We 
therefo re  conclude th a t p h o sp h o ry la tio n  of 
HSPB8 an d  H ps27 is m ed ia ted  by  d ifferen t 
kinases.
In the y eas t tw o -h y b rid  assay, HSPB8 
specifically  in terac ts w ith  HSP27, aB- 
crystallin  and  HSP20, b u t n o t w ith  aA - 
crystallin  an d  HSPB2. It has p rev iously  been 
rep o rted  th a t tw o  types o f sH SP heterom eric  
com plexes exist in  m uscle [30]: one com plex 
consists o f HSP27, aB -crystallin  an d  HSP20,
an d  the o ther o f HSPB2 and  HSPB3. O ur 
y eas t tw o  h yb rid  d a ta  su g g est th a t HSPB8 
m ig h t be p re sen t is a  com plex w ith  the 
fo rm er th ree  sH SPs in  m uscle. G lycerol 
d ensity  g rad ien t cen trifugation , how ever, 
sh o w s th a t HSPB8 fo rm s com plexes w ith  a 
size v e ry  sim ilar to  HSP27 and  HSP20, b u t 
d ifferent from  aB -crystallin. P hosphory lation  
of HSP27 red u ces its com plex  size, and  
HSPB8 cofractionates w ith  the sm aller 
HSP27 com plexes, su g gesting  th a t HSPB8 
p refers to  in te rac t w ith  p h o sp h o ry la ted  
HSP27 as w as  sh o w n  by  B en n d o rf et al. [24]. 
It is possib le th a t also the in te rac tion  of 
HSPB8 w ith  aB -crystallin  is reg u la ted  by 
posttran s la tio n a l m odifications.
sH SP expression  is d eve lopm en ta lly  
reg u la ted  [211] and  it has therefo re  been 
sp e c u la te d  th a t  th e y  h av e  specific  
d ev e lo p m en ta l functions. In C h ap te r 5 w e 
have in ves tiga ted  the tissue d is trib u tio n  and  
d ev e lo p m en ta l expression  p a tte rn  o f HSPB8 
in  p ig s an d  com pared  th em  to HSP20, 
HSPB2 an d  cvHSP. W e fo u n d  a u b iq u ito u s 
expression  of HSP20 and  HSPB8 as earlier 
rep o r ted  for HSP27 an d  aB -crystallin . In 
contrast, cvH SP an d  HSPB2 expression  w as 
essen tia lly  res tric ted  to  h ea rt an d  m uscle. 
T hese expression  p a tte rn s  fit w ell w ith  w h a t 
has been  rep o rted  in  o th er m am m als  (see 
above). D uring  deve lopm en t, w e specifically  
focused  on  the expression  p a tte rn s  in  the 
first few  h o u rs  and  days after b irth , since the 
physio log ical c ircum stances o f the d ifferen t 
o rgans change d ram atica lly  d u rin g  th is 
p e riod  (e.g., lungs). W e fo u n d  th a t sH SP 
expression  can be constan t, (tem porarily) 
increased , (tem porarily) decreased  or 
variab le  d u rin g  d ev e lo p m en t (see Fig. 6, 
C h ap te r 5). Each tissue has th u s  a u n iq u e  
profile o f sH SP expression , w h ich  m ay 
reflect the need  o f a  p a rticu la r tissue  to 
m ain ta in  a t all s tages an  op tim al 
chaperon ing  m ach inery  to  p ro tec t aga in s t 
physio log ical stress.
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W e conclude th a t HSPB8 is a  un iq u e  
s tress re sponsive  p ro te in  w ith  a  com bination  
of fea tu res  som etim es v e ry  sim ilar, b u t 
som etim es also d ifferen t from  o th er sHSPs.
T e s t i s - s p e c i f i c  h u m a n  s m a l l  
h e a t  s h o c k  p r o t e i n  H S P B 9
In C h ap te r 3 w e described  the 
iden tifica tion  of the novel sH SP HSPB9. 
N o rth e rn  b lo t an d  database  analyses 
sh o w ed  th a t expression  o f th is new  sHSP 
w as  res tric ted  to  testis. In teresting ly , also 
HSPB9 ESTs w ere  fo u n d  o rig inating  from  
tu m o r tissues. These re su lts  p ro m p ted  u s to 
fu r th e r analyze HSPB9 expression  w ith  a 
m ore sensitive assay in  a  m uch  b ro ad er 
ran g e  o f tissues, in c lud ing  tu m o r tissues. As 
sh o w n  in  C h ap te r 6, w e  confirm ed  th a t 
expression  o f HSPB9 is in d eed  res tric ted  to 
testis an d  tu m o rs  and  th a t HSPB9 therefore 
belongs to  the fam ily  o f c an ce r/te s tis  
associated  genes (CTAs; rev iew ed  in  [250]).
The u n re la ted  m em bers o f th is  fam ily 
are o f particu la r in te res t because o f the ir 
po ten tia l use in  im m u n o th e rap y  of tum ors. 
A n tigens expressed  by  tu m o rs  can be u sed  
as vaccines to  genera te  a  specific an ti-tu m o r 
re sp o n se  by  tr iggering  the im m une  system . 
CTAs are no rm ally  expressed  on ly  in  m ale 
g e rm  cells, w h ich  d o  n o t express M H C  
m olecules an d  therefore  can no t p resen t 
pep tid es  from  these m olecules to  T 
lym phocytes . T um or cells show  w id esp read  
abnorm alities o f gene expression , inc lud ing  
the activation  o f these genes an d  th u s  the 
p resen ta tio n  o f these p ro te in s to  T cells, 
w h ich  w ill re sp o n d  to  th em  as th o u g h  they  
w ere  fo re ign  p ro teins. H ow ever, the 
po ten tia l u se  of HSPB9 in  im m u n o th e rap y  
of tu m o rs  is still questionable , since it 
rem ain s  to  be p ro v en  w h e th e r it rea lly  is a 
c an ce r/te s tis  an tigen  ra th e r th a n  ju s t a 
c an ce r/te s tis  associated  gene. F u rtherm ore ,
it w ill be in te resting  to  know  w h e th e r 
HSPB9 tu m o r expression  con tribu tes to  the 
m alig n an t behav io r o f cancer cells or is an 
ep iphenom enon .
It is o f equal in te re st to  u n d e rs ta n d  the 
role o f HSPB9 in  no rm al tissue. W e found , 
bo th  on  m R N A  an d  p ro te in  level, th a t 
HSPB9 expression  w ith in  testis is restric ted  
to d ev e lop ing  sp e rm  cells, su g g estin g  a role 
in  sperm atogenesis . A s a lready  described  
above, one of the stra teg ies in  u n rav e lin g  the 
function(s) o f p ro te ins, is to  iden tify  
in te rac ting  p ro te in s w ith  possib le know n 
functions. O ne o f the HSPB9 in terac ting  
pro te ins, iden tif ied  in  a y east tw o-hyb rid  
screen, tu rn e d  o u t to  be TCTEL1. TCTEL1 is 
a  co m p o n en t o f the tu b u lin  m oto r com plex, 
nam ed  dynein , w h ich  functions in  the 
tra n sp o rt o f p ro te in s and  p ro te in  com plexes 
w ith in  a cell.
Even th o u g h  w e  could  confirm  the 
HSPB9-TCTEL1 in te rac tion  in  an o th e r assay, 
it is crucial th a t they  are able to  encoun ter 
each o th er in  situ. TCTEL1 is fo u n d  in  m any 
cell types, am o n g st w h ich  are the 
d ev e lop ing  sp e rm  cells. H ow ever, TCTEL1 
is detec ted  in  the cy top lasm  o f these cells, 
w h ile  HSPB9 p ro te in  is fo u n d  in  the 
nucleus. O ne could  th u s  question  the 
functionality  o f the in teraction , b u t since 
TCTEL1 could  be responsib le  for the 
tra n sp o rt o f HSPB9, the in terac tion  m ay 
therefo re  be on ly  tem p o rarily  an d  no 
co localization  is de tec ted  by  im m uno- 
h istochem istry .
W hat th en  is the function  o f HSPB9 in 
the nuc leus o f deve lop ing  sp e rm  cells? U p 
till now , w e have no clear idea. H ow ever, it 
is in te restin g  to m en tion  th a t one o f the 
o ther HSPB9 in te rac ting  p ro te in s iden tified  
in  o u r y east tw o -h y b rid  screen  is CCCTC- 
b in d in g  factor (CTCF). CTCF is an 
evo lu tionarily  conserved  11-zinc finger 
D N A -b in d in g  n u c lea r p h o sp h o p ro te in  
invo lved  in  m u ltip le  aspects o f norm al gene
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re g u la tio n , in c lu d in g  tr a n s c r ip t io n a l  
rep ression  and  activation , gene silencing, 
ch rom atin  in su la tion , and  reg u la tio n  of 
im p rin ted  sites (rev iew ed in  [246]). So far, 
w e have no t been  able to  confirm  th is 
in te rac tion  in  an o th e r system , b u t one can 
specu la te  th a t a  true  in terac tion  suggests 
th a t HSPB9 m ay  be invo lved  in  im prin ting . 
F u rth e r s tu d ie s  w ill be n eed ed  to  tes t th is 
h y p o thes is  an d  to  possib ly  reveal o ther 
functions o f HSPB9.
In sum m ary , sH SPs m em bers w ere  
com pared  on basis o f th e ir s tress behavior, 
tissue d is trib u tio n  and  expression  patterns. 
N ew  sH SP fam ily  m em bers w ere  iden tified  
an d  characterized . E x trapo la tion  o f som e of 
the find ings rep o r ted  in  th is thesis sh o u ld  be 
done w ith  g rea t care, since severa l o f our 
re su lts  w ere  ob ta ined  u sin g  cell lines, w h ich  
can be v e ry  d if fe re n t fro m  fu lly  
d iffe ren tia ted  tissues. A nd  even th o u g h  the 
re su lts  p resen ted  in  th is  thesis have no t 
e lucidated  the exact function(s) o f sm all hea t 
shock  p ro teins, th ey  have increased  our 
insight.
General discussion—Summary 93
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S a m e n v a t t in g
De kleine hea t shock  eiw itten  vo rm en  
een fam ilie v a n  m olecu laire  chaperonnes, 
die aanw ezig  zijn  in  b ijna alle o rgan ism en . 
Ze b ev a tten  een geconserveerd  C -u iteinde, 
h e t a -c ry sta lline  dom ein , terw ijl h e t N- 
u ite in d e  variabe l is. Ze hebben  een m assa 
tu ssen  16 en 25 kD a, m aar k u n n en  g ro tere  
com plexen  v o rm en  die u it één en dezelfde 
of u it  versch illende  kleine hea t shock 
eiw itten  bestaan .
O nze kenn is over de s tru c tu u r  en  functie 
v a n  deze kleine hea t shock eiw itten  is 
beperk t. Recentelijk zijn  tw ee eukaryotische 
k leine hea t shock  e iw itten  gek rista lliseerd , 
w a a rd o o r (een deel van) h u n  s tru c tu u r is 
o p g ehe lde rd , m aar over h u n  precieze 
functie is nog  steeds n ie t veel b ekend . Ze 
k u n n en  o n tv o u w en  eiw itten  b in d en  in  vitro  
en hen  o v erd rag en  aan  and ere  hea t shock 
eiw itten  zo d a t ze h e rv o u w en  k u n n en  
w o rd en . In  vivo k u n n en  ze cellen 
th e rm o to le ran t m aken  do o r overexpressie, 
ze bescherm en  cellen tegen  apop tose , zijn 
be trokken  bij de o rganisatie  v a n  het 
cytoskelet en spelen  een ro l bij vele z iek ten .
In de in le id in g  v an  d it p roefsch rift 
(H oofdstuk  1) w o rd e n  de kleine hea t shock 
eiw itten  in  m eer de ta il beschreven . 
A angezien  n ie t alle k leine hea t shock 
eiw itten  de bovengenoem de e igenschappen  
hebben, lig t er een  gro te  u itd ag in g  in  het 
on trafe len  v a n  de exacte functie(s) v a n  elk 
k lein  heat shock  e iw it. D it p roefschrift 
beschrijft de v e rk en n in g  v a n  e igenschappen  
en functies v a n  de kleine hea t shock  e iw itten  
v a n  zo o gd ieren  o n d er zow el norm ale 
fysiologische o m stan d ig h ed en  als in  stress 
situa ties.
E iw itten  hebben  een bep aa ld e  d rie ­
d im ensionale  s tru c tu u r  n o d ig  om  goed  te 
k u n n en  fu n c tioneren . O p  versch illende  
m an ieren  kan  die s tru c tu u r  v eran d eren ,
w aa rd o o r de eiw itten  nu tte loos en som s 
zelfs schadelijk  w o rd e n  vo o r een  cel en 
afgebroken m oeten w o rd en  door bijvoorbeeld 
de proteasom en, de ‘afbraakfabriekjes’ van  
een cel. In  ho o fd stu k  2 hebben  w e  gekeken  
w a t er g eb eu rt als slech t g ev o u w en  e iw itten  
in  een  cel n ie t m eer afgebroken  k u n n en  
w o rd e n . W e w e ten  d a t de kleine hea t shock 
eiw itten  deze on tv o u w en  eiw itten  k u n n en  
b in d en . W e hebben  g ev o n d en  d a t de kleine 
hea t shock  eiw itten , die n o rm aal als vrije 
e iw itten  in  de cel aanw ezig  zijn, als k lon ten  
aan  h e t skele t v an  de cel g aan  z itten . W e 
hebben  g esu g g ereerd  d a t deze herverde ling  
een m ogelijk  m echanism e is w aa rd o o r cellen 
bescherm d  w o rd e n  tegen  beschad igde 
eiw itten  door ze te bew aren  op het cytoskelet.
O m  m eer te w e ten  te kom en  over de 
un ieke  en o v e rlap p en d e  functies v an  de 
k leine hea t shock  eiw itten  is h e t a llereerst 
n od ig  om  precies te w e ten  hoeveel er 
aanw ezig  zijn  in  de m ens. T ot 1994 w a re n  er 
m aar d rie fam ilie leden  bekend  en er zijn 
d a a rn a  nog  eens v ie r bijgekom en. De 
beschrijv ing  v an  één  v a n  hen, o n td ek t door 
in  d a tab an k en  te zoeken  n aar expressed 
sequence tags (ESTs) die selectief in  h a rt 
voorkom en , ze tte  ons aan  to t h e t zoeken  van  
andere , to t d a n  toe onbekende, kleine heat 
shock  e iw itten . Deze zoek toch t in  EST 
da tab an k en  re su ltee rd e  in  de identificatie  
v a n  tw ee n ieuw e kleine hea t shock  eiw itten , 
HSPB8 en HSPB9 (H oofdstuk  3).
Terw ijl w e  bezig  w a re n  m et deze 
zoektocht, v erscheen  HSPB8 al in  de 
lite ra tu u r o n d e r versch illende  n am en . Er 
w erd en  verschillende interessante eigen­
schappen  aan  HSPB8 toegedacht, zoals het 
hebben  v an  kinase activiteit, induc tie  v an  
expressie d o o r oestrad io l en h e t reg u le ren  
v a n  celgroei. Echter, de basale eigen-
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sch ap p en  v an  HSPB8 als heat shock  eiw it, 
zoals exp ressiepatronen , stre ssg ed rag  en de 
v o rm in g  v an  com plexen, w e rd e n  niet 
beschreven . W ij hebben  deze e igenschappen  
w el on d erzo ch t en ze vergeleken  m et enkele 
andere  k leine heat shock  eiw itten  (H oofstuk
4). W e la ten  zien  d a t HSPB8 expressie n iet 
v e rh o o g d  w o rd t tijdens celd ifferentiatie , 
m aar een k lein  beetje bij een v erhoogde  
te m p e ra tu u r en aanzienlijk  n a  he t to ed ien en  
v a n  arsen ie t. De reg u le rin g  v an  expressie 
lijkt voornam elijk  p laa ts te v in d e n  op het 
n iveau  v a n  transcrip tie , m aar n a  oestrad io l 
b eh an d e lin g  lijkt de reg u la tie  tran sla tionee l 
te zijn . V erder hebben  w e la ten  zien, d a t 
HSPB8 gefosfory leerd  kan  w o rd e n  als 
reactie  op stress . A angezien  de k leine heat 
shock  eiw itten  m e t e lkaar in  een  com plex 
k u n n en  zitten , hebben  w e b es tu d ee rd  aan 
w elke  andere  fam ilie leden  HSPB8 kan  
b in d en . In h e t g is t tw ee -h y b rid en  systeem , 
b in d t HSPB8 specifiek  aan  HSP27, aB- 
crystalline en HSP20, m aar n ie t aan  aA - 
crystalline en HSPB2. D oor m id d e l v an  
g ly c e ro ld ic h th e id sg ra d ië n t c e n tr ifu g a tie  
la ten  w e  ech ter zien, dat, in  ied e r geval in  
cellen, HSPB8 in  een an d e r com plex  lijkt te 
z itten  d a n  aB -crystalline.
De expressie v a n  vele kleine hea t shock 
e iw itten  w o rd t g e regu leerd  tijdens de 
on tw ikkeling  v a n  o rgan ism en . In  hoo fdstuk
5 hebben  w ij de w eefse ld istribu tie  v an  
HSPB8 en d iens exp ressiepa troon  tijdens de 
on tw ikkeling  bekeken  in  v a rk en s en hebben  
d a t vergeleken  m e t de andere  kleine heat 
shock  eiw itten  HSP20, HSPB2 en cvH SP. W e 
v o n d en  een  alom tegenw oord ige  expressie 
v a n  HSPB8 en HSP20, zoals al ee rder w as 
g ev o n d en  vo o r HSP27 en aB -crystalline, 
terw ijl cvHSP en HSPB2 alleen  in  h a rt en 
sp ie r vo o rk o m en . V erder v o n d en  w e d a t de 
expressie  tijdens de on tw ikkeling  constan t 
w as, (tijdelijk) ve rm eerd e rd e , (tijdelijk) 
v e rm in d e rd e  o f variabe l w as . H ie rd o o r heeft
elk w eefsel een  un iek  profiel v an  k leine heat 
shock  eiw itten , d a t w aarsch ijn lijk  n o d ig  is 
om  d a t w eefsel o p tim aal te bescherm en  
tegen  fysio logische stress.
In ho o fd stu k  6 hebben  w e h e t andere  
n ieuw e kleine hea t shock  eiw it, HSPB9, 
v e rd e r  b es tu d ee rd . U it de re su lta ten  v an  
h o o fd stu k  3 bleek al d a t HSPB9 alleen  in  
testis voo rkom t, m aar w e  v o n d e n  ook ESTs 
afkom stig  v an  tu m o ren . In d it h oo fdstuk  
hebben  w e d it v e rd e r  b e s tu d ee rd  d o o r m et 
een  gevoeligere m ethode  in  veel m eer 
w eefsels, w a a ro n d e r tum orw eefse ls, te 
kijken. W e bevestigen , d a t HSPB9 in d e rd aad  
alleen  aanw ezig  is in  testis (specifiek in  de 
zich  on tw ikke lende  sperm acellen) en  in  
tu m o ren  en  concluderen  d a t h e t d u s  een 
k a n k e r /te s tis  e iw it is. D ergelijke e iw itten  
zijn in te ressan t van w eg e  h u n  po ten tiee l 
g eb ru ik  in  de im m u n o th e rap eu tisch e  
beh an d e lin g  v an  kanker. V erder hebben  w e 
la ten  z ien  d a t HSPB9 kan  b in d en  aan  
TCTEL1, een on d erd ee l v an  dyneïne, d a t 
zo rg t vo o r tra n sp o rt b in n en  in  een cel. Er is 
m eer o n derzoek  n od ig  om  u it te zoeken  w a t 
d it precies be teken t.
De re su lta ten  die beschreven  s taan  in  d it 
p roefsch rift hebben  d a n  w e l n ie t de exacte 
functie(s) v a n  de kleine hea t shock  e iw itten  
o p g ehe lde rd , ze hebben  w el ons inz ich t 
ve rg ro o t. V ervo lgonderzoek  za l n od ig  zijn 
om  deze eiw itten  precies te begrijpen .
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Een a p a rt bedankje v o o r Lisa, die 
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W at een luxe zeg! Ik heb b ijzonder geno ten  
v a n  onze sam en w erk in g . Je heb t hard  
g ew erk t en  on d an k s d a t een  deel v an  je 
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d an k  v o o r al je  w e rk  s ta  je  v an d aag  n aast mij 
als p a ra n im f (sta je er toch  eerder dan  
Sander!).
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